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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study was focused on conducting a comprehensive investigation intorhe present working of the teacher "dr"urio;';r;;;';;""""i.'ii''rrlrlrr n,r,"introduction_lf suitable changes in its organtzahon and structure for quality assuance.The data collected through the different mstrurnents were alalyzed and intemreted. Theinvesrigaror used.an_on;mous suney merhod. rririary.'" r".miilpfiJ,ri'i,fl ,"..,',.a
::1,:T ::::,11:lI. co ege rhose raculry memberc who coopeiured au,iig rr,e fir,srrrr(Errng were lncluded In the samnle Besides the in[ormation received through thequesrionnaire. invenlory and the intelview, d"".',", "il;;il;;;l ?ii,,'iLi"iil" 

"o,r"..such as the various records avaitabte in rh","rp;;ri";-;;J;,ioir,,i'."0.orp"",u,
published by the individua.l institutions; other material published by the individual
lTi,:l:T Iike. cotrese masaTine. repons. hi.,"il,i' ;;;;r;; 

"L.," 
,rl"o, 

"roordrnances published by rhe universiries: and repons or rt" r.""i.'. '.ar"utio^
conferences. The first step in the investigation was to mak. 

",r.r.f of fuJiiiii"" in,"r"fr",
ed-ucation, instirutions. The second phase was related to delermine rhe obiectives o[reacher eoucalton and ro arrive ar a hierarchy olobjectites. bofi general and specrjic. TheIist of objectives was finalized after consuliing anU ai"cu..in! iitf, u i"*-"-*'r"ert" tn ,f,"field ofteacher education. After determining tte oU.;ecrlues, th? tt iia irnpor*riif,ing *u,to find out the adequacy of the cunicular program and other inpurs fo. proriairg t"umlrgexperiences to materialize the formulaied objectives. For'this p"i""r", 

"" 
O"rif"aquesrionnaire was prepared. fo find oul the adequacy ot lhe traj;in;'p;ogram rnpreparing competent and efficient teacherc, a 'fiu"t ." efn"i"rr.y 

-rrr-u""nii.y, 
*u"constructed and appJied. Finally, five Case Studies of irdividuai institutiorr" *.."

:::3Il11Ji "1.1 l: "iew 
rhe gen-eral rrends and issues pert. ining t" ,r,"-"alto* *p"",,

or rne leacher educallon program. h is an accepted fact lhat tLe elfective implementaLion
of the curricular program depends upon many faclors such u,, th" .t dent., 'th. teact 

".s,the.facilities provided for practice-teaching progmm and various otf,". n""J"j ii 
"lfiti".available in the imtitutions. The findings suggested that the present teacher education

institutions are not giving proper incenrives toittract good uni int"ltig"ni .iuJ"n,.; ,o.
are they making use of any kind of standardjzed iptitude test in-the selection of
prospective teachers. Properly qualified trained teacheri are rot employed in the teacher
education institutions. In respect ofthe iNtitutional facilities, mo.t'of il" in.tit tior. ao
not have basic facilities which can constitute academic environnent. On the whoie, it can
be said that facilities for practice-teaching are not as adequate u, *" 

"...ntiul 
*d

desirable. It can be concluded rhat majority of the faculty members and head of the
rnstrtutions have felt that the curriculum is not adequate enough to achieve the stated
objectives of the program and hence needs consideiable imprivement. Therefore, the
research endeavored to propose measures lbr quality assurance ofexisting B.Ed. prugrirm
for a. transition period till the availability of reacher workforce having A-ssociate Degree
in Edcuation (ADE) / B.Ed. Honors degrees.
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1.1

CHAPTER _ I
INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF TI{E STUDY

No system of education can dse above the level of teaches who serve it. The aims of
education no doubt may be enlightened and soul lifting, the administration may be

efficient and considerate and the school plant and fumiture may be well-designed and

generous, the value of children, ultimately, is determined by dte teachers. There can be,

therefore, no denying the fact that it is at the source of supply in our teacher preparation

programs that our focus be directed life we are to bring about an improvement we [eed in

education.

Again, it may not be wide offthe mark to observe that the most important social problem,

which a country is called upon to solve, is the professional preparation of its teacherc.

Our teacher must possess vision and faith in the possibilities of their work and must be

equipped not only with scholarship, but also with the afi of'educating' their pupils. Only

then our schools may be able to produce young men and women, who possess certain

clear-cut ideals, and who may acquire certain desiEble abilities and attitudes, to attack

the problems with which the complexity of modem life will conftont them soon affer

Ieaving the school or the Univemity. It is impossible to maintain to-day that the training

colleges in various parts in Paldstan impart training to the teachers for the development of

those abilities and ideals that we want to develop the men and women of tomorrow. The

ideal before the Pakistan teacher has so far been that of Craftsmanship. Some become

skilled craftsmar while many stay at the level of poor artisans. The education must be

raised above the level of a craft to the higher level of a profession if it is to become an

instrument ofsocial and national welfare. The paofessional training must involve besides

the mastery of p nciples, supply ofcourageous and honest practitioners oI the profession

who can a[alyze the social forces, understand and assess the work ofsocial demands and

intoduce the necessary degree of variety and adaptation in the educational programs of

1



the country. Pakistan does not need merely classroom teaches but educational thinkers

and educators as well.

This is a high ideal, a difficult, but an ideal whose challenge all self-respecting educators

must accept because of its far reaching possibilities for the future of the country and of

the world. The school master must emerge from his cloistered seclusion; he must

establish fruitful contacts with the people and must understand, exploit and develop the

intellectual moral and aesthetic values' inherent in the environment.

There are two traditional ideas about the preparation ofteachers- One is that he should be

educated but t1eed not be hained. The other is that he should be trained but need not be

educated. The pe$on who feels qualified to teach simply because he has spent several

years in school is like the passenger who has travelled extensively by air and thinks his

experience has qualified him to pilot a plane. But such an attitude results into great

disasters. h teaching urfortunately, the possible disastrous impact of tutprepared laymen

upon students is not so readily observable. Consequently, professionally unprepared

individuals frequently seek to step illto the teacher's role without being aware of the

damage they may do to the childrcn they teach.

Teacher occupies the most crucial position in the entire spectrum of educational

activities. The availability of good, educated and trained teachers poses the greatest

challenge to policy makers and planners ofeducation in Pakistan. In this century, schools

are going to be clearly different. ln this new era of2lstcentury, all fields oflife have been

increasingly changed particularly many diversities such as intelligence, leaming styles,

leaming disability, giftedness and cultual differences are viewed in education. The

questioo arises whether theses diversities are being considered important ir teacher

education progtams or not. If we expect new teachers to use the knowledge necessaly for

the changing society, then teacher education Programs must be improved transforming it

into most conducive programs for the prospective teachers. Teacher Education has been

major thrust area of National Education Policies in Pakistan. National Education Policy

2009-2015 (p.9) highlights overarching challerges and deficiercies of education system

in Pakistan. The policy emphasizes the provision of Quality Education. Keeping in view



the recent demographic 'transition, the working age population (Above 15 years and

below 65 years) is expected to teach 6l.7yo by 2015. It poses enormous challenges for

the govemme[t to manage the economy in such a way that demographic transition

benefits Pakistan. In this percpective, thinking alld acting strategically about hunan

capital development and management is the life blood of most high performing business

organizations- Public education of any nation should be no different Principals and

teachefs performance has more effect in students' achievement than any other factor. It is

impemtive to act on that knowledge and strengthen the education workforce to better

serve students. Improving quality requircs actions in the areas of teacher quality as the

National Education Policy (NEP)-2009 highlights that there are six basic pillars ofquality

education: these are Quality Teachers, Curiculum, Textbooks and leaming materials, the

leaming environment in an institution, student assessment and relevance of education to

pnctical life/labor market. Thus the quality impact ill teacher education becomes a]l the

more important. As is the teacher, so is the nation. In fact, he/she is the top most

academic and professional percon in the educational pyramid. Teacher is the pivot around

which all the educational programs rotate in so far as their implementation is concemed'

Sclafani (2008) considering Singapore as a Model for Teacher Development has

highlighted the important issues namely: high standard for selecting teachers and

administrators and deep support for them throughout their careers, serious career

management from preparation to retirement, stong sense of professionalism _among

teachers and shategic use of frnancial resources to athact and retain excellent teachers.

National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) India in collaboratio[ with

Commonwealth of Learning (CoL) Canada has framed Quality Assurance Tool-kit for

Teacher Education lnstitute (QATTEI) in which document 2 highlights Quality lndicators

for Teacher Education. The key dimensions which reflect quality can be translated into

indicators ofquality serving two puposes ofihe institutions i.e. to measure the processes

and their outcomes for making necessary adjustment and changes for quality

improvement of the program and serving as an appropriate tool for monitoring the

process for cortinuous leaming and ongoing improvement. Astin (1993) pointed out four

views on excellence in quality highel education: excellence in reputation, excellence in



rcsources! excellence in content and excellence in outcome. It has direct implications for

quality assurance in-Teacher Education.

National Accreditatio[ Council for Teacher Education (NACTE) in Pakistan has

formulated standards in tems of crmiculun and instruction, Assessment and Evaluation

system, physical infrastructue, academic facilities and leaming resouces, frnance and

management, human resources, research and scholarship and community links and out-

reaches. It shows that teacher education in Pakistan is wit[essing, a visible change and

concems for quality assurance and enhancement. Standard based education in general and

teacher education in particular is part ofglobal moment ofquality assurance.

Quality Assurance in Teacher Education is the need of the hour as far as Pakistan is

concemed. The crucial point is the need of fundamental refoms to improve the

pedormance and sustainability of teacher education. Higher Education Commission

(HEC) defines quality as follows:

"Suality is the means thlough'tthich an institution can guarantee with lhe

conrtdence and cerlainty lhat the sfundard of educ(tionctl provisions are

beingmaintained and e hanced".

To keep pace with the march of civilization, Teacher Education System in Pakistan

would have to assure quality in Teacher education. Higher Education Commission (HEC)

defines lhe Quality Assurance in rhe following wa1:

"Q ality in higher education is a dyhamic entity which is the o tcome of

the interaction ahlofig many faclots incl ding inter-alid leadership,

quality of faculty and studefits, infrastructure facilities, research dhd

learnihg ewironment, gorernance, stlategic planning, assessment

proced le and mdtket force".

4



1.1.1 ImprovingEducation

The mission ofa public education system is to offer the best, possible education to all the

young people whom it serves. Because some fundamental human values are unchanging,

there are aspects of teacher education and learning that remain from generation to

generation. On the other hand, the world into which young people are growing up, is in a

constant state of flux, posing new and significant challenges with each new generatioil.

Therefore, different aspects of Teacher Education lnstitutes culturc and classroom

pmctice will always be subject to change and that evolve in response to emerging

challenges.

It falls on each generation ofteachers and educators to carry this task forward preserving

the good of the past, while evolving to meet the challenge of the new. This is a hard

enough task for an individual Teacher Education Institute or teacherl and is a real

challenge for an educational system. Yet good and effective teacher education systems

are what the public pays for, and what young people have a ght to expect. Good and

effective public educatior systems are part of what politicians are elected to deliver, and

they must organize to bring it about.

All over the world, however, this task-the task of crcating and implementing effective

policies for educational development - has proved exceptionally difficult to achieve.

Whole ra[ges of approaches-curriculum development, the continuing professional

development of teachers, the empowering Teacher Education Institutes self-

improvement-have been implemented. Until recently, the task of achieving real

improvement across educational systems has, however, proved both elusive and

expensive. Since the early 1990s, a coherent approach to educational development has

evolved combining all ofthese elements together with new foms of empowetment and

accountability. lt offers more than a methodology or description ofgood practice.

It is a d),namic process, with its own underpinaing concepts and theories, roles and

responsibilities, activities and interactions and has come to be known as 'qLtality
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assurance,. It has been shown to add value to policy implementation and is proving
effective in enhancing Teacher Education Institutes and classroom practice.

From the poilt of view of democratic govemance, it is proving effective as a way to
bridge the gap between poricy and practice. From the point ofview of reacher Education
Institutes and teachers, it is a practical way of offering the quality of guidance and
support that are needed to achieve real improvement in the education offeied to young
people. From the point of the young people themselves, it appears to be successful in
achieving a bettea, more rerevant education-and improving standards of achievement in
Priorio, areas.

1.1,2 Quality Control and euality Assurance

In general, the two expressions 'quality contrcl, and ,quality assurance, are often used
interchangeably and indeed synonymously. Conceptually, however, they are a world
apart in their meanings. euality control (eC) represents an attempt to impose contol on
a system. In essence, a eC approach says: 'We_who are in-charge, know best-not or y
what to do, but how to do it. you-the workers_will do exactly as we tell you. And we will
set up a "policing force"-the ec department-which w l check to make sure thar you are
doing the right things.

A Quality Assurance (QA) approach, on the other hand, says, ,Let,s agree what we should
be doing. Then those with the democratic responsibility, those in autho ty-recognize that
this is a complex and difficult task, and you-the workers-know lar better than we do how
to do this effectively. Therefore, we will create the conditions that allow you to exercise
your own judgrnent as to what needs to be done. We will provide the support for you to
put the strategies in place and_ in a spirit of collaboration monitor prcgress to make the
right things happen!'

1.1.3 The Characteristics of eA Systems in Teacher Education Institutes

Many countries now have set up eA systems in support of more effective teacher
educational system. From their experience, certain pattems appear to emerge. The most



effective QA systems include the essential elements listed below. A Quality Assurance

system means not only that these elements arc present and functioning efficiently, but

that they are coherent and interrelated as:

Makes anangements in which the educational institute becomes the key agency

for ensuring the quality of provision and progressive development towards its

own goals.

Empowers Teacher Education Institutes in making decisions that carry forward its

own development planning and supports them in thefu course ofaction.

Produces, together with Teacher Education lnstitutes clear statements of national

educational goals and of national curricula ill a form that addresses the question:

'what is quality? And stimulates the development of course planning and

evaluation stategies that are powerful in genemting new insights and ideas.

Develops simple, easy to use, evaluative tools, including indicators, and supports

their effective implementation. These tools can be used as part ofa self-evaluation

process to answ€r the question: 'How well are we doing?' to inform development

planning providing practical answers to the question: 'What should we do to

improve.

Revises national and local in-service teacher-training arrangements so as to ensure

that training providers respond positively to the needs identified as an integal part

of Teacher Educatiol Institutes self-evaluation and development planning.

Provides assessment strategies that help Teacher Education Institutes to meet

national standards and to beflchmark themselves on all intemational basis, using

extemal national examination/assessment/certification agencies that eam- the

confidence of both the public and the ptofession. These arrangements provide

Teacher Education lnstitutes with reliable and valid measues ofkey indicators of

quality in the system.

Finally, and crucially, creates effective processes of accountability (usually, but

not always, public sector Teachel Education Institutes design to provide the QA

system with its own internal dynamic in pusuit of continuous improvement
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1.1.4 Good Quality Assurance System in Teacher Education lNtitutes

Makes explicit the purpose and natwe of educational provision. Depending on

each context, govemment leads and-/or supports a dialogue involving Teacher

Education Institutes a1ld stakeholders and aiming at agreeing on clear educational

goals and the relevant cuniculum. At the heart of the dialogue is the question of
what 'qualio,' actually means and how it may be 'measuredl or represented.

Cives the responsibility for ensuring quality in the Teacher Education Institutes

system to the main actors in the system - the schools and teachers themselves. It
ensures that these key actors are supported in generating and acquiring data on the

quality ard impact of their work together with developing appropriate respoIlses

to thefu own analysis ofneed.

Helps to create a sense of accountability for the day-to-day work of Teacher

Education Institutes and classrooms and a shated commitment to high standards.

1.1.5 The Processes of Quality Assurance

Quality assurance consists of variery ofprocesses. The starling point ofquality assumnce

is defining quality. It means spelling out whar we understand by'quality'derived from

what is most valued and important in education, and, objectives that one aims to achieve.

Quality assurance proposes ways to link these educational objectives. The key ingredients

of Quality Assurance are:

Comparison of how things are with how things should be; this is the self-

evaluation process that, in time, becomes ongoing, and a way of reflecting about

practice.

Taking measures to close the gap betwcen aspiration alld practice, with reference

to key priorities and agreed objectives.

Teacher Education system is extremely complex, involving a multiplicity ofstakeholders.

As part ofthe quality assuance process, educational development and improvement have



therefore to be shared among the various stakeholdeN according to their roles and

responsibilities.

Quality assurance includes devolving responsibility, decertralizing responsibility of

decisio[-making at Teacher Education Imtitutes level. It implies, on the one hand,

involving stakeholders in a process of change, while at the same time being accountable

for the impact and success of these changes. Therefore, empowerment and autonomy of

Teacher Education hstitute imply a reciprocal accountability of stakeholders in Teacher

Educatiofl Institute afld in the education system ln order to facilitate that relationship,

there has to be a policy framework that supports Teacher Education Institutes in their

development, and outlines respective roles and responsibilities.

A basic condition ofQA is to raise awareness and motivate stakeholders for change. This

is particularly true for teachers used to strongly centralized and/or contol-based systems.

It is essential to foster a commitment and confidence to take ownershiP of teaching,

leaming and Teacher Education Institutes improvement

Ultimately, Teachers' Training Institutes self-evaluation and development planning

corespond to a continuous cycle ofimprovement. They are not a mechanistic nol a linear

process, but an oflgoing way ofreflection and improvement ofthe day-to-day practice of

school and class room.

1.1.6 Accountability

The key purpose ofquality assurance is to ensure educational improvement and effective

performance. lt ought not to be seen as somethi[g external to schools' and classroom

practice, as something imposed to be resisted - but as arising natwally out ofthe profes-

sional concem for quality and standards. While teachers havc always endeavored to

assure quality in their day-to-day work, what is perhaps new is a more folmalized review

of practice and an emphasis on evidence. As teachers become more skilled in using

evidence in their practice, they also become morc confldent with accounting for their

work.
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Accourtability goes together with school empowerment. Devolution of responsibility

leads tojustifying actions or decisions. Accountability means that a pe$on, a group or an

organization, is able to explain and justify actions and decisions taken. It implies that:

decisions and results are communicated to those with responsibility for ensuring

the quality and effectiveness of the service, and with regard to the expectations

they may hold ofthat service:

results are evaluated against criteria ofquality or targets and objectives previously

agreed; and

o Transparency implies openness, and is combined with consequences based on the

conclusions of this evaluation.

Various accountability approaches exist:

. The market competitioo approach, whereby Teacher Education lnstitutes -
compete for students and resources, and perforrnance results are used for ranking

Teacher Education Institutes.

o The decentralization and devolution of decision-making approach, whereby the

Teacher Education Institute leadership is accountable to the community aod

perhaps parents, who have a cenhal role in decision making.

. The professional control management approach that centers on professional

practices ofteachers, thus making teachers accountable and therefole the object of

increased control:

. The staodards movement that includes systematic efforts to create morc goal

oriented, efficient, and effective Teacher Education Institutes by intoducing

systematic managemen! procedures' (award schemes fit into_this approach as

reaching a target becomes an incentive for improvement); and

10



. A collaborative approach irl which Teacher Education lnstitute work together as

networked leaming commuities supported by national agencies and in a spirit of

mutual accountability.

l l,7 Quality Assurance as a System ofDynamic Forces

The important characte stic of quality assurance as a system is that its elements are

integrated.

Adapted from:UNESCO (2005). "Tool for Quality Assurance of Education for
Democratic Citizenship in Schools"

National
educational
goals and

curriculum

Policies for
teacher

Self-evaluation
within lnstitute

Strategie
Planning

Externaldata

Accountability
Expert advice

Teacher

development

Supervision

Evaluative
instrument (s)
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Components ofa Qualify Assurance System

The following relations and intemction are given as examples:

. Policies and legislation establishing Teacher Education Institutes empowement/

autonomy alld educational goals are both an act of govemment. They are a basis

for, and influence all the other elements ofthe QA system.

. The same evaluative insfument and extemal data can be used for Teacher

Education INtitutes self-evaluation.

Extemal data such as ranking of Public Sector Universities' perfomance, might

also be used as accountability measurcs.

Similarly, inspection reports both provide extemal data and are an accountability

measure.

Supervisory/monitoring reports can be used for different purposes. They can be

public and so become an accoultability measure-

Self-evaluation vr'ithin Teacher Education Institutes development planning is

effective accountability approach, as it implies that leadership and management-

i.e. setting goals, planning and implementing an improvement stategy is

infomed by the collected ard disseminated data.

Self-evaluation produces knowledge within the Teacher Education lnstitutes

about its work and performance, which helps the Teachq Education Institutes

establish its position and autonomy

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

There is considerable justification that the practitioner of any profession, to function

adequately, must receive both professional and subject matter knowledge. He must be

educated to select appropriate methods of handling persons, subjects, or substances,

depending upon the profession. The value of any progmm of prepamtion, tlren, squarcly

rests upon the validity of the selections made; else the preparation is superfluous The

selection will have to be done on the bases of some well-defined measures that have

sufficient prognostic value.

1.2
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The colleges ofeducation, it will be recognized, have a heavy responsibility to discharge

in this direction. The organizational set up ofa college ofeducation will go a long way to

develop the personalities, attitudes and techniques of students who come within its

influence. Every college, it has been said, like an individual, "has a general spirit or

personality which is the result of a number of factors or characteristics working in

dynamic relationship to one another."

Again, the colleges of education have a unique role to perfom in view of the fact that

they have a dual concem with academic as well as professional studies. In the previous

year's teacher educators in this country, by and large, were ofthe opinion that it was the

professional subject matter alole that was essential for its students to master, but there is

an increasing awareness now that the academic subjects must also be included in the

teacher education curriculum. Along with this theoretical knowledge, there is an essential

need of teaching performance tasks and skill that are rigorously acquired during the

period of practice teaching or intemship progmms. This gives rise to several questions:

what does one undeNtand by academic and professional study in a college of education?

Again, what ways can a college cuniculum be structured to emphasis the inter-

relationship, academic and professional studies, thus forgoing the link between theory

and practice? An answer to these questions is not within the scope of this study though

such questions are imnensely relevant in the field ofteacher education'

A teacher's education does not end with his twelve (12) months period in a college of

education. There is an explosion ofnew knowledge in the field ofteacher education as in

other fields also. It is only by an intensive program of in-service education that the

prcspective teacherc can up-date themselves. It will be recognized that in a dynamic

society the needs of the schools rapidly outpace the time scale of conventional Teacher

Education. The pre-se ice training cannot be supposed to provide more than an

introductiofl to professional work and hence the need for in-seryice education'

But every self-renewing society or a profession, like teaching especially, will not he

satisfied with what is given in the status quo. It has to explore new avenues to reach new

and far richer goals that will rege[erate the whole society and the profession of teacheN
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as well. In this direction research has a vital role to play. It will be the function of

educational research to investigate into how children learn and about the acquisition of

skills. Research has to address itselfto the procedures ofteacher education itself. Studies

wiil have to be conducted in depth to trace the evolution of teacher education in the

various colleges/institutes and the county as a whole so that an awareness ofthe past will

lead to an understanding of the present and it may also act as a prophecy of the future.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The main objectives ofthe study are stated as follows:

To determine the most desirable set of objectives - general and specific - for

teacher education in general and secondary teacher education in particular.

To examine to what extent, the existing i[puts, such as the couses of study, the

institutional facilities, teachers, equipmelt etc., se e towards the realization of

the fomulated objectives.

3) To evaluate the cxtent of the cfticacy of the Teachcr Education program in

preparing competent and efficient teachers in terms of the areas of teacher

efficiency.

To gather evidence regarding some of the significant trends in teacher education

in the province of Sindh in terms of the following important issues with the

teacher education i stitutions:

o Organization and administration

o Enrolment and admission

. The professional subject-matter: theory and practice

. Methods of instruction and evaluation.

. Faculties: qualifications. gro\ 4h and expansion.

To make detailed case-studies offive selected Teacher Education institutes to

establish the position ofteacher education in the province of Sindh

r)

2)

4)

5)
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1,4 HYPOTHESES

The study began with a few hypotheses and attempted to test whether they were true or
not. The hypotheses rvere:

3)

The present Teacher Education progmm in Sindh province does not have a set of
well defi rled objectives.

The existing courses ofstudies are inadequate to realize the formdated objectives
of teacher education.

Admission requirement, teacher educators, the institutional facilities, teaching
aids, and other auxiliaries that do play a significant part in the quality of Teacher
Education are far fiom being adequately satisfactory.

4) The programs and practices of the present Teacher Education fail to develop a

teacher with desi.ed qualities.

5) The Quality Enhancement Initiatives positively contribute to the euality
Assurance in Teacher Education with special reference to B.Ed. progmm.

I.5 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Keeping in view the recent studies on demographic trcnds, the prcvision of quality
education becomes all the more crucial. Accorditg to population Census, the dependent

population (below 15 years ard above 65 years) was 51.2% in 1981, and 53.l% in 1998

which according to UN population projections, lell to 42.'ty. in 2004 and will turther fall
to 38.3yo in2015. Similarly, the workiry age population which was 48.8% in 1981 and
46.90/0 ]n 1998 surged to 57.3% in 2004 and it is expected to rcach 6l."lyo W 2OlS.

Demographic tansition is taking place though cunently at a slower pace. lt poses

enormous challenge for the government to manage the knowledge based economy

through Quality Assuance and teachet education system in such a way that the

demogaphic transition benefi ts pakistan.

Thus the reforms advocate shift towards Human Resouce Development thrcugh

qualitative and quantitative improvement of teacher education. Leaming Deficit
Syndrome can be overcome by Quality Assurance in Teacher education.

1)

2)
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The present research work was undefiaken as an evaluation ofthe existing programs and
practices ofTeacher Education in the province ofSindh. As the first prerequisite, a list of
ideal objectives was formulated in order to validate the present day programs and
practices of Teacher Education. As a second step, the study attempted to make a survey
of the curricular offering and other auxiliary inputs, such as, admission requirements,
quality of the teaching personnel, building and equipment, teaching aids and appliances,

examination system and other factors that play a significant paft in the quality ofTeacher
Education. Afler such an examination, the investigator tded to evaluate the extent ofthe
eflicacy ofthe training program in prepa ng competent and efficient teachers tlrough the
administration of a teacher efficiency inventory.

1.6 EDUCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

There seems some justification in the assumption that there has been no consistent policy
for the education of teachers in this country. The development and changes that have
taken place in teacher education in the province of Sindh during the last fifteen years,

more particularly, saw a rapid increase in the number oftraining colleges and the student

population also. Along with this the Faculties ofEducadon ofthe Unive.sities have made

some changes in their professional educational courses form time to time. But, by and

large, this exercise in the rcfolm ofteacher education has been the product ofpiece meal

reform, and "ofad hoc decisions made in response to inadequately foreseen events.,,

There is no denying the fact that at present therc ate few people in the Universities, the

Provincial Departrnent of Education and the faculty members of teachers' colleges who

have some tangible ideas based on sound theoretical constructions regarding the structure

and content of teachq education in Sindh and the rest ofthe county. Assuming tlat therc

are some such visions of the curricular offerings in teacher education, it is doubtful

whether the va ous partners could be convinced of the merits and feasibility of the

reforms suggested. And there is nothing surprising in this.

If the effort made hete in this study enable the University Faculties of Education,

Provincial Department ofEducation and the members ofthe teaching profession to have
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an understanding and appreciation ofthe "origins which ilfluence" teacher education in

the present, it is expected that in planning and carrying out the hope for overdue

revolution in teacher education in its height and depth, they will avoid the "fads and

frills" ofthe past. In this and in this alone lies the educational sigrdflcance ofthis modest

investigation whose purpose was to study c tically the historical development ofteacher

education since its inception in the province ofSindh.

DESIGN OT THf, STUDY AND SAMPLING1.7

A good educational system involves the following three important stages, namely; l)

determining the objectives, (2) providing experiences to rcalize or attain those objectives,

(3) measudng and evaluating the results i.e., whether the objectives have been achieved

or rot,

Therefore, if an educational system has to be evaluated, the above said aspects have to be

taken into consideration. As the present research is a comprehensive attempt to evaluate

the program of Teacher Education as such, the investigator gave importance to all these

three aspects.

The first step in the investigation was to conduct survey offacilities in Teacher Education

Institutions. The second step was to determine the objectives of teacher education and to

arrive at a hieErchy of obiectives, both general and specific, for teacher education For

determining the objectives of teacher education the investigator constructed a

compreheNive questionnaire which consisted a list of objectives derived from the

va ous sources such as Educational policies of Pakistan, study group reports and other

reference matedals oI1 teacher edr:cation. The list of objectives was frnalized after

consulting and discussing with a few expefis ir the field of teacher education.

The self-administering questionnaire was sent to educational experts and expe enced

senior teachers from the randomly selected teacher education institutes. In total, the

sample included 200 people.
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After determining the objectives, the third step was to find out the adequacy of the

cu.Iicular program and other inputs for the realization of the formulated objectives. For

this, a detailed questiomaire was prepared. Part-I of this quesrionnaire dealt with the

adequacy ofthe curricular offerings in different professional subjects that are prescribed

for secondary Teacher Education course. Section-ll dealt with the other inputs such as

building, equipment, teaching practice, evaluation system etc. this questionnaire was sent

to all the teachers haining colleges of Sindh offering B.Ed. program to seek their

opinions on the academic aspects under study and also to obtain facts about these

institutions.

Further, the fourth step was to frnd out the adequacy ofthe training prograrn in preparing

competent and efficient leachers, a Teacher Efficiency Inventory constructed. The sample

for the administration ofthe inventory on teacher efficiency to determine the efficacy of

the existing teacher education program was ardved at, after a careful examination. The

total sample finally selected was 360 prospective teachers. The sample had also satislied

the other aspects like govemment colleges/ institutions and privately running program.

Hence, the sarnple was considered to be adequately representative of the Gopulation)

universe for tlis study.

Finally, the case studies of five (05) teacher education institutes were conducted to

illushate the various dimensions of the selected teacher education institutions with a

focus on general historical background, organization and administration, emolment and

stardards, instructional programs, methods of instruction and evaluation, resouces of the

institulion and in-service and exlension aclivities.

1.8 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The present study has attempted a fairly comprehensive assessment of the existing

Teacher Education program in the province of Sindh. It has tried to formulate a set of

well defined objectives, to make a detailed study of curicular and other inputs and to

assess the efficacy ofthe prograrn. Nevertheless, for obvious reasons certain selfimposed

limitations had to be resorted to.
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Firstly, no attempt has been made to make a comparative assessment of the Teacher

Education progam in other parts ofthe country. The main focus has been on the Teacher

Education program in the province of Sindh. No critical appraisal is made of the content

aspect of the cuniculum included in the study. Finally, the investigator did not take upon

itselfthe problem ofmeasu rg the efficacy ofthe Teacher Education program. This task

was undertaken through an inventory. As such no detailed suvey was made of the

different examination tools and practices in the Teacher Education institutions. Such an

examination was more by implication than by a direct and detailed assessment.

1.9 OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

The present research report is presented in Iive chapters. The chapter plan is as follows:

The chapter-l 'lntroduction' has dealt with preliminary description of the problem with

ihe necessary rationale for its study, providing the necessary background of teacher

education and significance ofthe study. It has given the objectives and hypotheses ofthe

study, and also the design, scope, and limitations ofthe study.

Chapter II 'Review ofthe related literature' presents as a background mate al and also

makes a historical review ofthe teacher education in Pakistan.'fhis chapter also makes a

review of related studies in respect ofTeacher Education.

Chapter III explains in detail the methodology of the study and the rationale behind the

use ofva ous tools used for the study.

Chapter IV deals with the a[alysis and interpretation of the data regarding the

formulation of objectives of teacher education. This chapter also makes a survey of the

adequacy of the various irputs as are obtaining today in Teacher Education institutions.

For this purpose, five detailed case studies are included.

Chapter V gives a summary of the tesearch findings and suggestions offered. It also

indicates the lines on which further research could be attempted il1 the field.
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CHAPTER - II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

If educational research is a very recent groMh and as yet poorly developed, research on

the education of teachets is even more so. Until very recently lew people have shown

much interest irl the activities of the Colleges and Departments of Education and even

today most ofthe best work in the field is on questions ofnumbers and supply; with very

few exceptions, the rest ofthe available research does not amount to much, and its impact

seems to have been negligible. This lack of interest and of high quality work is

symptomatic of the whole position of the education of teachers within the education

framework.

The fact that we have up till now cared little about the way in which teachers are

educated and trained, and that we are now beginning to sit up and take notice, is not

because those now working in the field are more far-sighted and responsible than their

predecessors, or (to take the opposite view) because resezrch is suddenly fashionable and

has financial and career pay-offs, but because the whole activity now matteN to us, as

memberc ofour society, in a way that it has never mattered before.

Brubacher (2000) observed that the research in the history of professional preparation of

teachers had bee[ spotty and it lacked an up to date comprehensive, definitive study.

Only studies of limited objectives existed. Sometimes these studies not or y were limited

in scope but also were subordinated as abbreviated intoductions to the investigation of

some curent theme ofteacher education. Moreover, many ofthese studies were doctoral

thesis and do not represent research by mature investigatom.

Henry Bamard (1851) was first in collecting materials about early training of teachers in

Europe and the United States. His collection was extensive.

Norton's work (1926) dealing with the early origins of fomal teacher training in the

United States, is perhaps the single most strategic collection of materials, it is the first

volume ofHarvard Documcnts in the History ofEducation.



Harper's work (1939) covers roughly the fiISt century of fomal teacher training from

1839 the date of founding of the first normal school in Massachustts to 1939. This

volume, unfortunately, suffers the se ous limitations ofbeing undocumented, indeed, of
lacking even a bibliogaphy ofsources.

Monroe's volume (1952) omits the first fifty years of the evolution of teacher Uaining,

but perhaps it more than makes up for his limitation by the thoroughness with which it
covers the years from 1890 to 1950. This work reported that the teacher training, like

training or the older leamed professions, has gone through thtree stages. The first was

apprenticeship, where people leamed to teach by teaching. The second being the school

stage where the experience gained in the first stage was distilled and taught as a body of
principles. This was the normal school period. The third and the latest stage has been one

inspired by the development of comprehensive theory. Mofioe concentrates on the all

important third stage, although not neglecting the administrative evolution.

Most rcsearch studies in the history of teacher training limit themselves to the

development of teacher training in specilic area, usually some state or group of states.

Two excellent examples of state histories are Mangum's (1928), which in spite of its

brcad title, The American Normal School, is an account of the normal school in

Massachusetts, and l'aylor's (1924), which is a similar study for Pennsylvania. Other

similar studies are Smith's (1932) in Kentucky, Parcsons' (1935) in Tennessee, and

Parkinson's (1926) for white teachers in South Carolina. Lowman (1930) and Snarr

(1945) did for regional group of states, Lowman cont buting the history of teacher

training in the Gulf States and Snarr w ling a history for the Middle States. One of the

two studies ofregional significance in England is by Sandiford (1910), which traces the

developments in Ergla[d and Wales to the eve of World War I. In this study Sandiford

devotes most ofhis attention to the development of elementary school teacheN. The other

is by Leamed (1914) where he concentrates on the evolution of the teachers of German

Secondary Schools, especially the Gymnasiums. The casual development of the

professional training of the secondary-school teacheN in the United States during the
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same period, as described in a study done by Luckey (1903), stands in sharp contast to

the earlier research.

Gordy (1891) and Newell (1899) confined themselves to the evolution of the normal

schools in tle United States. Gordy's account is more important since it includes a

desc ption of teacher training in the early academics which preceded the normal school

and had a rotable effect on it.

Pangbum (1932), however explored the next level, the evolution ofthe teachers Colleges,

and Hubbell (1924), at a still higher level, traced the teacher training in Universities.

Bamard's history of Connectient's first normal school at New Britah (1861): Bicknell's

history of the first one in Rhode Island (1911), and Boyden's history of the one at

B.idgewater, Massachussetts (1933) are the examples of study limited to the grovvth of

teacher taining in single institutions.

Research in Pakistan relating to teacher education is dist buted over the specific areas of

historical development of teacher education in a particular provioce or region,

organization and administration of teacher education, curriculum and training progams,

methods of teaching, measurement and prediction of teaching success and teacher

organizations. Form the point of view of methodology of research the investigations

mnge fiom geneml surveys to specific studies of experimental nature (Almed, 2008). It

is maintained that historical surveys are mainly in the form of M.Ed. dissertations where

investigations do not go deep enough into the problems.

One such study dealing with the history and problems of teachers training has been done

by Roberts (2005). This study tEced the development of traiiing of teachers since the

middle of nineteenth century to 1954 and the problems of selection and certification of

teachers, how to improve salary grades and service conditions, gap between theory and

practice, duration and content ofcourses etc.

The grouth of the concept of education and the profession of teachillg as well as the

present progftun ofteaching in UK, USA and Pakistan were highlighted by Aziz (2005).
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Historical development ofteacher taining from 1854 to 1937 and teacher training in UK

were also discussed by Bano (1944).

The historical growth ofteacher education in Pakistan in general and Sindh province in

particular was studied by Noman (2008). This study revealed that Sindh region had

achieved considerable progress during 1949-1955, especially social aspects of education

and community life in t@ining institutions in Karachi, Hydembad and Sukkur.

In Kamchi, the history oftaining ofteacheN for basic education since 1947, and history

of teacher educatior was traced by Rizvi (1976). In a study by Mirza (2006) the history

ofteacher educatior at University level and departmental level, together with their syllabi

was also discussed. In yet anotler study, the history ofteacher training from 1856-57 to

1899 in the sub-continent region gro*th and history of some teach training colleges

were haced by Sidhwa (1952). Mandre (1953) discussed the origin of teacher training in

other count es such as Holland, France, Germany, Switzerland and Britain.

This briefreview concludes that before and after partition, very little work has been done

in this country or region in determining what makes a good and effective classroom

teacher. Training Colleges have failed to build up the educational leadership for

themselves.

2.1 HISTORICAL EVOLUTION

SUBCONTINENT

OF TEACHER trDUCATION IN

Different scholars and educationists like Farooq R. A (1999), Sodhi (1999), Javed H.A.

(2OOi) and Yogesh and Nath (2008) have taced the history of teacher education in tle

sub continent to the early days of Islam. Muslims had greatly valued education right from

the earlier days of lslam. Originally educational institutions were established to

perpetuate the values of a Muslim society Later the domain kept on getting broader.

Dudng the Pre Mughal pedod the domestic system of teaching was piacticed with the

result that homes of leamed men became centers of instruction. Whereas technical

education was tansferred from the experienced artisan to the upcoming technical young

traioees through apprenticeship; and the skills were regularly passed liom father to son
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Teaching of Quran to boys was considercd the sacred duty of the lmams/religious leaders

of mosques, or of pious ladies at homes for girls who were neither salaried teacher, nor

collected tuition fees. Imams got their paymeitt in kind at the harvest time. During the pre

Bdtish period most teacherc were self trained and served voluntarily. I'eaching was

considered a seruice to the community and mostly remuneration for teaching was not

asked for. Many educated people, if they offered to teach, were accepted with

appreciatio[ by the communities. Therefore a fomal system of teacher education did not

exist as such, till the firct decade ofeighteenth century.

Reddy R. (2003) recorded that teaching profession got a considerable boost during the

time of King Al(ber and King Aumngzeb. The scholars of oriental studies, philosophy

and languages were runni[g localized educational instifutions, where students from far

and wide came for studies. The able and promising sfudents were selected as monitorc of

a class by the master from whom these monitors leamed class control, and teachiflg. They

were taught academics and were guided to help and supervise other students for the

leaming of Persian, Arabic, Mathematics and Religious Studies. Those monitors

everylvhere got groomed as futue teacheN through informal training about the

fundamental content of the basic subjects, by observing seniors and practicing their

methods ofteaching. That fairly effective indigenous teacher education system could flot

be continued as it was not properly patronized by the British rulers; but it did contribute

in the evolution of the English model of teacher education, later implemented by the

British in India.

In the pre-partitioned India, teacher training institutions were first set up by the Christian

missionaries, who wanted Irdia's poor coinmunities to benefit from them first. fhey

started with eleme[tary education, but later started preparing teachers for secondary

education also. Danish missionaries were flrst to set up a teacher training institution for

elementary teachers at Serampore (Bengal) in the beginning of l9th celtury. The first

secondary teachers' training institution was opened at Madras in 1856. The second was

set up at Lahore in 1880 (Reddy 2003). Furthfl establishment of tmining schools and

colleges was assued by the 1854 Wood's Dispatch, with Masters at each Presidency in

India. It recommended the adaptation of England's teacher education system to local



needs of India. In 1859, Lord Stanley managed to pemuade the B tish adminishation not

to hire teacheE from England, and thus paved the way for training and hiring all local

teachers; with a sanction for more teacher training institutions (Kame, 2004).

Kame further added that due to the efforts of Christian Missionaries and East India

Company, taining colleges for elementary teachers started getting established in the

entire [ndia, but these colleges were mostly set up for men reflecting the gender priorities

of that time. Teacher education gained real momentum with the recommendatioN and

steps of the Irdian Educatiofl Commission, called as the Hunter Commission of 1882.

Resultantly by 1892, one hundred and sixtecn training institutions fot males and fifteen

for females got established. Till then training and certification were considered two

separate functions of the teacher education institutions. Certification as tained teachers

required two years training at the teacher training institutions and two years work at

schools by the aspiring teacheN.

In 1892, the Board ofExaminers for teachers' certification was established at Madms. In

order to meet the deficiency of trained teacherc, it started awarding trainifig certificates

after 12 months of training at a normal school, only if the candidate had passed both

Theory and Practice examinations. English Teachers' certificate was introduced for the

first time at Lucknow in 1885; Physical and Gymnastic hainings wele started in 1892,

and training for Dmwing Masters was first given at Bengal in 1894. By the end ofthe

centuy fifiy secondary teachers' taining schools, fifty four schools for training primary

teachers at Saidapet, Lahore, Allahabad, Kurseong, Rajamudry, Jabalpur and at a few

other places at India were established (Yogesh & Nath, 2008)

Education Policy of 1904 categorically asserted that enhancemelt of education standards

to a higher level, were essentially required to raise the standard of teacher education A

set of specific recommendations about the improvement of the content and practice of

priflciples were put forward. The 1904 Govemment of India Resolution on Educational

Policy fixed the duration of training as one year for graduates and two years for non-

graduates. But with the passage of time, the teacher education programs had started

showing weaknesses, so the 1913 Resolution made stong recornmendations for the
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qualitative improvement ofthe programs, and declared that no teacher would be allowed

to teach without a certificate by the local Govemment to do so. This raised the number of
teacher training colleges substantially. The Calcutta University Commission of l9l7
raised the status of teacher education by establishing Departments of Education in the

universities and stessing on the increase in the output oftainee teachers. Demonstration

schools, as educational laboratories, were attached with universities for the practical

implementation of new educational methodologies (Graves 2003).

Graves had iuther added that the l9t7 Commission again recorded the poot quality of
teacher education programs, and declared that out of the three components of teacher

education, namely knowledge of the subject matter, pmctical training of the trainees and

theoretical education; the first was not being fulfilled, the second in its true sense was not

being implemented and the third was there but in inadequate quantities. It recommended

the opedng of a department of education in univeruities to take up the systematic and

thorough study ofteacher education with excellent libraries, better academic facilities and

new methods of teaching. Demonstmtion schools were recommended for practical

implementation of theoretical pdnciples of teacher education. First Department of

Education was established in 1925 at Mysore University (Mukedee, 2000). ln 1929,

Hadog Committee strongly reconrmelded the establishment of Education departrnents at

universities, and also expressed great disappointmeflt on the too short duation of the

training being provided at teacher education colleges. The curriculum was rcported to be

too narrow; the academic faculty was judged as inadequately qualified and used old

teaching methods. This move gadually gained popularity and by 1932, out of 18

universities 13 had deparhnents of Education and in 1936 Bombay was the first to begin

with the M.Ed. program.

The Central Academic Board of Education (CABE) got revived in 1935 (Graves, 2003),

and reviewed thell existing progams of teacher education. Whereas the Abbot-Wood

Report of 1937 reconmended transforming the attitudes of teache6, leading to further

revievy of the existilg teacher education curriculum. These series ofreviews resulted in a

new curdculum and better methods of teaching, which started having some positive

impact in the form of improvement in teacher education progmms. By 1940, research and
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improvement in teacher educatio!, increase in the teacher training colleges and students

was witnessed very clearly. Specific institutions were established to award degrees or

diplomas for teachers in this area. In 1940, CABE fixed a diploma oftwo years duration

as the minimum qualification for teachers ofPrimary and Infant schools. A third year of

teacher education was recommended for those aspiring to teach, with aptitude and ability

for senior schools. Next couple of years did oot witness any mega change in the policy

Ievel decisions, hence the implementation ofpolicies was continued with.

Survey ofhistorical developments and existing condition ofteacher education at Doctoral

level has also been done. In view of the spotty nature and lack of deep studies of the

historical development of teacher education in Pakistan, this study was undertaken with

special reference to Sindh province.

2.2 TEACHER EDUCATION: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Irl 2005 there were approximately 46 million primary and secondary school teachers in

the world's formal education systems. A little more than 3 million of them were in the

Udted States and Canada (Dunkin, 2005).

Initial teacher education thloughout the world has three main features, all representing

decisions regarding key issues. These are: recruitment, cuniculum and stucture.

Recruitment

Among the most important features of teacher education are the criteria and procedures

by which candidates are selected or recruited for enay to programs and institutions.

Unlike some other professions, teaching often suffers from a shortage of qualified

candidates for admission. Therefore, teaching often does not enjoy the privilege ofbeing

able to select the best qualified fiom among a large pool of applicants. The problem for a

system is, Iirst, ensuring that there is a large enough pool of qualifled gaduates to meet

the needs of the professions and, second, attmcti[g enough qualified applicants to enter

teaching in competition with the other professions.
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How much schooling should a candidate for admission to teacher education have? How

valuable are experiences outside school for prospective teacherc? If the demand for fully

qualified applicants for admission to teacher education programs is greater than the

supply, are there altemative qualifications that might satisfy the demand? These are some

of the issues confronted in attempts made to recruit candidates for entry to teaching.

Factors influencing recruitment include the status of the teaching profession; the supply

of, and demand for, teacheN; and the economic resources ofthe system.

An example of the status ofthe profession affecting requitment can be seen in Thailand.

In 1996 it was reported that the low status of the teaching profession in Thailand was

discouraging competent people from entering teaching and that some entants were not

seriously committed to becoming teachers. For Thailand, therefore, the need to imprcve

the status of teaching and to provide other incentives for joining the profession was

important.

Raymond Bolam (2005) pointed out that the career stmcture of the profession is also

influential, contrasting the situation in the United Kingdom, where a head teacher might

eam four times as much as a beginning teacher, with the situation in Spain, where head

teachers received only a small increase in salaly above that of their colleagues.

Presumably, in Spain, candidates motivated by prospects of economic advancement are

less likely to enter teaching than they are in thc United Kingdom, other things being

equal.

Another important aspect of rccruitment concems the number of years of schooling

candidates have completed before entry to training institutiolN (Dunkin, 2005). While in

most developed countries completion of a full eleven or twelve years of schooling is a

normal requirement that is all unrealistic expectation in a country that is uDable to

produce a sufficient number of such graduates to meet its needs for teachers. Toward the

end of the twentieth century, in the ce[tral and south Asian countries of Afghanistan'

Pakistan, lndia, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, al1d Nepal, the mean ntunber of years of

schooling required before enty to teacher training was 10.7 years. In the southeast Asian

countries of Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and thc Philippines, it was 10 5



years, while in the Latin American countries ofBrazil, Chile, Cuba, Peru, Venezuela, and

Colombia, it was 9.3 yeam. In the African countries of Algeri4 Ghana" Nigeda, Ivory

Coast, Morocco, and Kenya, the mean was 9.6 years.

This is not to say that the only qualifications accepted for entry to teacher education or

the number of years of schooling or level of academic achievement. In some countries,

candidates are recruited without completing the full secondary education available

because oftheir valuable experience in other types ofactivities beyold formal schooling,

such as employment and community development work, and their strong motivation to

become teachers. In Australia, for example, universities like the University of Sydney

offer such candidates programs specially designed to take advantage oftheir strenglhs.

Structure

Most systems provide teacher education in face-to-face situations to students attending

institutions of higher education. However, many teacheN around the world receive

substa[tial components of their training through distance education. Beginning oear the

end of the 1950s, this approach involved the use of postal services for the delivery of

leaming materials to students remote from an institution, and the sendi[g back of

completed assignments by the students. The correspondence elements of this model were

supplemented with tutorials conducted at centeN located within reach of enough students

to folm a group. On a number of occasions tutors would meet with the groups to re[der

the process in more motivating social contexts and to deal with students at a more

persoml level. Sometimes students traveled to the campuses for residential schools.

Telephone hook-ups were also aftanged by land line or even satellite. Two Australian

universities, the UniveNity ofNew England and the University of Queensland, pioneered

this approach to distance teacher education. As technical electronic advances occurred

with the introduction ofpe$onal computers and electronic mail the process became much

faster and more efficient. Distance education is a relatively inexpensive approach that is

especially useful in locations where populations are sparse and distances are great.
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The durution of teacher education programs varies across systems from a year or less to

four or even five years. That range exists in quite a variety of count es and seems not

always to depend on the economic development Ievel ofthe counhies concemed. Among

the African developing countries of Alge a, Ghan4 Nigeria, [vory Coast, Morocco, and

Kenya, the range in 2000 was fiom one to five years. In Australia, recruits who have

completed three-or four-year university bachelor's degrees can complete a professional

teaching qualification in one yeat, while most choose to entet teaching immediately affer

completing secondary schooling and then take up to four years to complete a Bachelor of

Education deglee.

The crucial factor is the foundation on which the professional training is based.

Sometimes systems tly to compensate for lack ofa full secondaly education in its recruits

by adding time to the training program in which to supply missing knowledge and skills.

However, this can increase the costs of teacher education to prohibitive levels.

One ofthe chief controversies in initial teacher educatiol in more developed counhies in

ihe second half of the tlventieth cenfury was whether professional components of

programs should be offered concurently v/ith academic components or consecutively. lt

became commonly accepted that concure[t programs were preferable. However,

fluctuations in teacher supply and demand, and the demands of other programs in

universities often resulted in decisions being adopted on the basis of practicalities rather

than ideals, so that consecutive progmms began to take precedence Continuous, or

concurent, programs tend to introduce professional components early and in close

associatior with general education and specialist academic studies Consecutive

progr.rms, sometimes called "end-on" programs, delay the inhoduction of professional

components until general and specialist studies have been completed

Especially co[troversial during the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s were the relationships

between the university or college offering the programs and the schools for which the

student teachers were being prepared Traditionally, schools provided professional

expe ences dvlllg +he practicuu component of the program, perhaps for up to three

periods of three or four weeks a year' However, the rolc of the schools in initial teacher
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education generally becarne greater during those decades ln some cases, the school

became the locus ofthe program, with student teachers being based in schools rather than

in universities or colleges. Crucial to this controversy was the role of expenenced

teachers employed ill the schools. Mereas it had been more usual for them to act as

advisers and supervisors of initial school experience, they now sometimes undertook

much more onerous responsibilities, such as designing and coordinating the whole

program, with univercities providing a supporting role and awarding the final

qualification.

The types of institutions offering initial teacher education plograms also vary from

system to system. ln some places, teacher education, especially at the elementary level, is

offered in single purpose, state-m[ or private colleges known often as teachem colleges

or colleges ofeducation. In other countries, teacher education is offered by multipupose

institutiols, sometimes called pol)4echnics, which are tertiary education institutions

emphasizing training for a vadety of occupations, for exarnple pammedical serr'ices,

occupational therapy, and joumalism During the 1990s both England and Aushalia

restructued their higher education systems so that all such institutioN became new

universities or additional components of existing universities.

AII of these institutions work in coniunction with early childhood, elementary, and

secondary schools, which provide practice teaching experiences for prospective teachers'

Curriculum

What do prospective teacheN need to leam in order to become effective teachers in the

contexts in which they will be employed? That is the most fundarnental of all the

questions that can be asked about teachel education lnitial teacher education prcgBms

usually have five strands: general education, specialist subjects, education foundation

studies, professional studies, and the practicum, including practice teaching'

General education programs attempt to ensure that intending teacheN have a sound

grounding in the predominant knowledge, attitudes, and values of the cultures in which

they are preparing to teach. General studies in history, the arts, science' mathematics'
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philosophy, ethics, government, psychology, and sociology are common components of
this strand.

Specialist subjects involve studies in depth, which quali$ students to teach specific arcas
of knowledge. Literature al1d literacy, languages, history, geography, mathematics,
science, computing, domestic science, physicar education, and i,,dustriar arts arc
examples. Prcspective teacheE prcparing to teach io elementary schools ale usually
expected to teach a broader range of coltent, whereas post elementary teachers are
usually more specialized.

Education foundation studies inclurle studies of the history of educational thought,
pdnciples of leaming and teaching, human growlh and development, comparative
education, and sociology of education. Cuniculum and instruction subjects provide units
on principles and practice of planning, delivering and assessing leaming experiences for
students and include such maftefi as progrartuning, classroom management skills, test
conshuction, individualizing instruction, and small group teaching methods, laboratorv
instructio4 and cooperative leaming techniques.

In some systems, the distinction between these tleoretical and applied leaming is
eschewed on the grounds that theoretical studies have little relevance to newcomers
unless they are seen to arise from practice, and attempts are made to integrate the two.
This was well exemplified in England in 1992, when, partly on the grounds that the
content of teacher education was too rheoretical, Kenneth Clarke, then the Secretary of
State for Education, announced that 80 petcent of programs in secondary teacher
education should be ,,school-based_,, In North America, Bruce Joyce and Beverly
Showers, among others, called for a more central role ofthe school in teacher education.
A somewhat similar complaint about the excess of theory in the curiculum of teachet
education programs was reported in 1991 by Andrea B. Rugh and colleagues with
reference to Pakistan, and in 1986 by Linda A. Dove regarding papua New Guinea.

In some parts of the world, the role of the teacher is widff than in others and the
curriculum of teacher education is adjusted accordingly. In l99l Beat ce Avalos
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described situations in Tanzania and papua New Guinea that are useful examples of the
risks encountered in such widening of the cuniculum. In Tanzania, adherence was given

to the belief that education should produce citizens who were self_reliant, especially as

most children would not receive more than a basic education. Schools were to be

conununity schools that inculcated',socialist', work habits; were self_supporting

financially; emphasized klowledge and skills useful to the village or rural community;

and encouraged the participation of the community in school activities. pursuit of these

goals necessitated a broadening of the teacher education curriculum at the same time as

the length of the progr.lm was shortened in order to produce graduates more quickly. In

consequence of these changes, the curriculum became overcrowded and content_centered

with little time for practical components. Avalos claimed that the teachers did not even

achieve sufficient competence to teach basic literacy and numeracy, and concluded that

great caution needs to be exerted in training teachers for more than one purpose.

Providing actual teaching experience in real school situations (the practicun) is one of
the most challenging tasks for planners of teacher education. Tiaditionally, in the

elementary school context, the student teacher was placed with a volunteer school teacher

and would be assigned lessons to design, prepare, and present under that teacher,s

guidance. Usually these lessons would number about three per day, after an initial period

of orientation and observation, for about tbree weeks each year of the program. The

teacher would provide feedback on a selection of those lessons but, in orrler to develop

confidence alld independence would not be present fot all of the lessons, especially

toward the end of the period ofpractice teaching. The college or university in which the

student teacher was enrolled would usually appoint one of its own faculty to supervise

this process and that person would visit and observe the student teacher on several

occasions and would have the responsibility of repofiing orl progress and awatding a

gmde, after discussing the experience with both the student ard the cooperating teacher.

Student teachers would often have olher assignments to complete as well as those

involving face-to-face teaching. For example, they might be required to establish a file on

school orgadzation and curiculum resources in the school. In the context of the

secoldary school, in which the student teacher might be obtaining experience in a
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number of specialist subject areas involving more than one school department, a
corresponding number of cooperating teachers and college or university supervisoN

might be appointed.

This taditional approach to the practicum has been criticized on the grounds that it
militates against bridging the gap between theory and practice, when the two might be

leamed more effectively if integrated. In some cases the problem was approached by
trying to make the university or college the site of more practically orientated school

experiences. Thus, such innovations as laboratoiy schools were established at the

university. Over the last three decades ofthe twentieth century, the bridge was sought in
the form of simulations, such as microteaching. Microteaching usually occured on the

campus of the college or university. It consisted of scaled-down teaching situations in
which shorter than norma.l lessons would be taught to smaller groups of students with
limited numbers ofteaching skills to be practiced in pursuit ofa small number ofleaming

objectives. Usually, teaching spaces were developed and built specifically for the

environment of microteachirg. The lessons would be videotaped, so that the student

teacher could view the lesson, often in consultation with peers and a supervisor or

mertor, and obtain feedback which could be used in re-planning the lessons.

While the conholled context in which microteaching occurs has facilitated much research

on its effectiveness, there has been concem about the extent to which skills developed

under microteaching co[ditions are transferred to nomal classroom situations. It has

been argued that there is no adequate substitute for real experience in normal classrooms

and seldom, if ever, was reliance placed on microteaching as a complete substitute for

actual classroom experience. Indeed, some systems have sought to make school

experience the cenhal component of teacher education ill what has become known as

"school-based teacher education" or, at least, by providing much more enduring periods

of school experience at some stage of the teacher education program. A medical model

has sometimes been applied, with student teachers approaching the end oftheir programs

becoming "intems" attached to schools for a semesterj oa even a year.
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Critics often claimed that professional experiences gained through such innovations as

microteaching and such models as ,,perfomance-based,, or ,,competency-based,, 
teacher

education gave too much emphasis to the ',performance', or',behavioral,,aspects of
teaching at the expense of insight and reflection. Accodingly, calls for morc reflective

approaches wele made and were accepted. The concept of reflective teacher education

generated much literature in the 1980s and 1990s. In 2008, Marvin Wideen ard
colleagues, after an extensive review of research on the effectiveness of innovations in
teacher education, including reflective practice, found liftle encouragement for their
adoption, and concluded that such innovations have little ability to affect begiffing
teachers within teacher education structures common at the end of the twentieth centurv.

Challenges

Major challenges for initial teacher education in the twenty-first century include:

4.

5.

3.

1. The raising of the status ofthe teaching profession to a level at which it attracts

the best qualified applicants.

Hamessing rapidly developing tecbnology to provide maximum learning

opportunities for student teachers, especially those in remote areas and those in

developing count es, where conventional resources such as libmries are

impossible to resource adequately.

Discovering the optimum balance betwecn theory and practice in the curriculum

ofteacher education in the many and varying contexts in which it is provided.

Developing teacher education structures and curricula that provide optimal

balances among the academic, humanitarian, aesthetic, and moral domains of
human experience.

Designing research that takes account of the many complex factoN that impinge

upon the process of teacher education, so that a greater understanding may be

gained of the ways in which students leam to teach in the myriad of contexts ill
which they live.
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ACCREDITATION OT TEACHER EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING
COT]NTRIES

The quest to improve the standard of Teacher Educatiofl has been recognized as one of
the most significant challenges of developing count es. It is a case of priority that

requires the contribution and commitment of these countries. In fact, issues of quality

education and recognition have become prominent in all countries, particularly those that

are presently and rapidly expanding enrolments ir Education For All (EFA) goals in 2015

(Basheka 2009).

The firct decade of the 2lst ceiltury witnessed a massive increase in quality educatio[

activities and a stong tendency of teacher educators in most developing countries

towards the recognition of Teacher Education. The uniqueness of this tendency is

precisely focused on the institutions and study programs. In the developed cormt es,

accreditation of Teacher Education has va ous origins. For example, in the UK, the

method of accreditation is highly political and is usually undertaken by national bodies

that make formal judgments on recognition (Harvey, 2004). In the US, however,

accaeditation of Teacher Education is started as a voluntary practice until the

establishrnent NCATE in 1954, and is carried out by [on-govemmental vohurtary

associations (NCATE, 2002).

As countries worldwide move towards having a universal access to quality education,

developing count es face many challenges including lack of quality standards,

incompetent educational professionals, inadequate accurate and reliable data and poor

policy support. Moreover, rapid expansion, changing paradigms of teaching and leaming

and limited resouces have led to a decline in quality education in many developing

countries (Basheka, 2009).

IIl addition, the quality of Teacher Education in developing countries has been assessed

through highly individualized non-standard-based processes that do not cope with

intemational standards (NCATE, 2009).Thus, Teacher Education institutions irl

developing countries need to establish sound accreditation basis as a strategy to respond
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to a more global, diverse and technology driven environment. progressively, ministers

and heads ofhigher education in developing countdes are experiencing active interest in
strengthening their program review processes and in establishing systems of evaluating

Teacher Education that are vigorous! thoroughly grounded in research ard best

application and focused on continuous self-monitoring and improvement. The NCATE is

the mostly refened professional accrediting body in this regard.

On the other hand, many Teacher Education institutions in developing countries having

been motivated by the concept of accreditation arc exerting efforts including self_

evaluation, quality assuance applications, peer visits, rcport w ting and establishment of
national commissions and accreditation agencies. The efforts also include coordinating

panels, symposiums, forums and regional conferences such as the Arabian Annual

Corference on the "Contempomry Trends in University euality performance', held in

UAE in 2008. Moreover, regional conferences include the ,,Conferelce on Academic

Accreditation ofcolleges of Education in rhe Arab World" that was held in Saudi Arabia

in 2009. There are firther efforts being made in intemational conferences such as the

conference on "Issues and Challenges in Teacher Education in the Muslim World,' held

in Malaysia in 2008. These conferences acknowledge that developing count es are still

lagging far behind in achieving accreditation. Thus, one of the options to uplift the

quality edr-rcation in these count es comes through the revival and revitalization of its
Teacher Education system. This calls for the need of developing countries to establish a

strategic directive to expedite the process of accreditation in their Teacher Education

institutions. Consequently, the researcher perceives that to address these challengcs, one

ofthe altematives is to establish a guide that will help developing countries to foster and

acceleBte the ptocess of accreditation by providing them with knowledge and

expe ence.

BRIEF BACKGROUND ON INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION IN
PAKISTAN

On 14th August 1947, Pakistan became a sovereign State, carved out ofthe two Muslim-

majority wings in the eastem and northwestem regions ofB tish India. Thc West wing

2.4
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comprising four provinces: Punjab, Khyber pakhtun Khwa (previously known as the

Nofih West Frontier Province), Balochistan and Sind, and East wing comprising East

Bengal. Its West and East wings were separated by more than 1,000 miles which created

political disturbances in the country, especially, in East pakistan. Modem-day pakistan

(West wing) came in existence in 1971, after a civil war in the distant East pakistan and

emergence of an independent Bangladesh.

At the time of independence, Pakistan had highly inadequate number oftrained teachers

to meet the theb existiog demands. So to bridge the void between demand and availability

of teachers most ofthe teachers after the independence were employed on ad hoc basis.

They not only continued their service but were promoted also in the following years,

again on ad hoc basis, involving compromising on standards to a great extent. Along with

this, Pakistan inherited an educational system designed to produce a class of people

prepared to serye bu.eaucracy and perpetuate the existing socio economic order of feudal

nature in the country. In order to come out of this status quo many formal efforts in the

form ofconferences, plans and policies were made.

While teacher education and training in Pakistan is primarily a provincial responsibility,

Pakistan's federal government also plays a role through its Cuniculum Wing, which is

responsible for teacher education institutions. Each province has a distinct centralized

organizational sfuctule to ptepate teacheN for primary, middle and secondary school

levels. Currently, in Pakistan, 300 teacher education/training institutes exist in public and

pdvate sectors and offer a vadety of TE programs ranging from primary school

certificate c;urses to PhD in education (MoE,2009; USAID & LNESCO,2009). These

teacher training instifutes are under the administrative and cunicular control of the

provincial Departments of Education. Primary school teachets seeking employment in

government schools are trained in Government Colleges for Education (GCEs);

Govemment Colleges for Elementary Teachers (GCETs) and Regioral Institutes for

Teacher Education (zuTEs). These institutions are supervised by the provincial Bureaus

of Curriculum in Balochistan and Sind. ln the province of Khyber Pakhtun Khwa the

Directorate of Curiculum and Teacher Education (DCTE) is responsible to provide pre-

service teacher education through RIlEs. In Punjab, since 2004 Directorate of Staff



Development (DSD) is accountable to design and implement both pre-service education

and continuous professional development (CPD) programs for primary school teachers in

all 35 Govenrment Colleges of Teacher Education (CCTEs). However, common

provincial features include the pre-service cuniculum and a provincially centralized

structure with most of the institutions, functioning under Education Departments rather

than the provincial governments.

A full program of pre-service teacher education includes common courses, disciplinary

courses, education specialization courses, subject specialization and teaching ptacticum'

Those who meet the prog(am requirements and pass the examinatio[ for teacher

qualification obtain a diplomrdegree.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF EDUCATION POLICIES

After independence, several education reforms were launched in order to bring about

qualitative and quantitative improvements in the education sector' A number ofeducation

policies alorB with flve-year plans, ten_year perspective plans and Education Sector

Reforms (ESRS) were fomulated and implemented, due to the rise arld fall of different

govemmelts and political changes. From time to time, conmittees and commissions

constituted by govemment have recommended major changes in the education system'

Some have been implemented, but tradition has been so strong that in its essential aspects

the system tends to be rcsistant to change. The situation did not improve appreciably in

the first ten yea$ after independence, because reforms and development efforts were

haphazard and uncoordinated due to unsettled political conditions of the country' The

development of Teacher Education in Pakistan can best be rcviewed within the

framework of past educational policies as Sodhi (1993) claimed that the educational

system of a country grows out of its historical background, geographical features'

economic gtolr'th, social set up and political condition'

1. Post-ItrdependenceReforms(1947-58)

The first National Educational Conference was held in November' 1947 in Karachi where

proper Eaining of teachers and adequate salary scales lbr haincd teachers were stressed



upon, with the announcement ol first rate Tcachers' Training Institutes for female

teachers for Nursery and Primary classes (GoP, 2006) This conference produced a stong

philosophy of education as well as a [umber of ambitious recommendations indicating

the future goals of education in Pakistan Nevertheless, many of its recommendations

remained in documentaly form only, for lack of institutional capacity or economic

resources to pusue them Proposals were frequently put forward during the 1950s to

modemize syllabi, upgrade standards, and make course content conform to national

aspirations, culture and conditiols. However, the major thrust of govemment policy

duing this period remained on industrial development, and the govefiment's goals for

higher level Human Resoutce Development were deferred to the futurc'

In 1951, the National Educational Conference for the flrst time made far-reaching

recommendations for educational reforms this conference' recognizing that the best and

brightest were not going to teaching, recommended rising of status ofteachers right from

the p mary level in order to atttact befter people to this profession lt proposed to

establishonehundredandonemaleandfemalePrimaryTeachers,Traininginstitutions

andtwentysixinstifutionsfolsecondarySchoolTeachers(GoP,2006),Regularoverall

planning of education was tried for the first time in 1952 in the form of the six-year

Educational Development Plan (1952-1958)' but lack of hnance limited the

implementation ofthe Plan. In 1954, a Plaming Board was set up which cont buted to

the Firct Five-Year PIan (Pakistan Planning Board'1956) which because of various

difficulties was not released until 1957 and liltle of it was actually implemented A

comprehensive approach to educational reform did not exist p or to 1958 Despite the

shotfall in public expenditure, at the end of the decade 1947-57 Pakistan's educational

system had shown some quantitative improvements (Jalil' 1998)'

2. DeYelopments during 1959-68

Inlg5g,aNationalCommissionwasestablished,whichfecommendedthateducation

should be made compulsory up to primary level (years 1-5) by the year 1969 and up to

middle level (years 6-8) by the year 1974 Thc first thorough analysis ofeducation came

in the Report of the Commission on National Education in \959 wlicl], inter alio



conceded that no system ofeducation is better than the teacheN who serve it (MoE, 1977:

l). Another serious effort to rationalize the national teacher education systems was made

by 1959 National Education Commission (GoP, 1959). It noted that "no education system

is better than the teachers that serve it." The Commission c ticized the competencies of

teaching staff, gefting reflected in the students graduating under their supervision. The

characteristics of a teacher, outlined by 1959 Commission, still serve as guidelines for

determining the goals of teacher education. It outlined that, the teacher should be

academically well trained in the subjects he teaches: should have had sound professional

training in how to teach his subjects, how to understand the children in his charge and

should possess a deep sense ofprofessional honour. It also recommended the monitoring

of too many free days enjoyed by teachers and gave useful reconmendations about

functions, selection & promotion ofuniversity teachers.

The Report (1959) seemed a realistic approach to the challenge of removing social,

economic and political differences. The Report put the emphasis on quality in gereral

education and in teacher education alike. Educational Extension Centres were established

to improve the quality olteaching but failed to intoduce new and more modem methods.

They soon reveded to "classical pedagogy" and the teachers came away with little

change in attitude. The policy emphasized on teacher education in accoldance with

changing trends and there was suggestion for the establishment of Colleges of Teacher

Educators. Unfortunately, lack of immediate action, poor financial resouces and the

negative behavior of different religious and secularist groups, ueated many problems and

prevented the implementation of the policy in 1960 (Abmed, 2009). So the document

remained a mere dream among many in Pakistan's educational history The main

weaknesses were the Commission's autho larian aPproach and the lack of suPport on the

pafi ofpublic opinion.

The 1966 Commission on Students' Problems and Welfare, also pointed out existing

salary and status as the foundational reason of the inability of the system to attract and

retain academically strong persons, leading to the provision of sub standard teacheN at

school level (GOP, 1966). The commission did not come up with concrete solutjons but

stongly implied that befter salary package and more facilities only could attract the
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talented people to this profession. Highlighting the significance ofTeacher Education, the

3rd Five-Year Plan (1965-70), clearly stated, "The improvement and expansion of the

school system depend squarely upon the quality ard number of teachers. For effective

role of education in the social and economic growth of the nation, the teacher and his

education must receive the highest prio ty." The 3rd Five-Year Plan recommended the

provision ofimproved physical facilities, better teachers and improved cuniculum for the

ovemll development ofthe education system (GoP, 1966).

3, Era ofConflich (1969-77)

The new Education Policy (1970) revealed that the content of the existing teacher

training progam was dominated by a general curriculum which served mainly as

preparation for a llew genemtion. With a view to ensuring their adequate preparation, it

was proposed that the teachers for primary, middle and high schools should have at least

Matriculation, fntermediate, and Graduate qualifications respectively and have received

professional training. To expand the training of teache.s, a crash program of teacher

taining on an emeigency basis with condensed couses of shortq duration was proposed

to be provided by selected educational institutions to meet the demand for a large number

of teachers. It was suggested that there was a need to begin a comprehensive program of

in-service training of teachers to up-gmde thei qualifications. However, the

announcement oI the New Education Policy 1970 coillcided with political instability in

the country as conflict started betvr'een East Pakistan and West Pakistan.

The New Education Policy (1972-80) was inlroduced to the modem-day Pakistan. The

numerous objectives ofthis policy included equalizing education opportunities, arresting

the decline in educational standards and corecting the gowing imbalance between

various types of education. To achieve these targets, the govemment decided 1o

nationalize all the privately managed institutions. This action promised to provide

opportunity for education to every citizen regardless of race, religio[ or birth. The

teachers serving ill these institutions were absorbed in the National Pay Scale (Research

Wing, 1984). The National Education Policy (1972-80), advocated for improvement of

the teacher education programs, and suggested to train teachers or the pattem of Central



Superior Service (CSS) training. This led to the creation of Academy for Educational

Planning and Management and added emphasis on the school teachers'education. It
recommended, "In order to meet the massive requirements of teachers at all stages,

facilities for teacher education would be increased by reorganizing teacher education

progmms and by intoducing innovative techniques" (GoP, 1972). As a result of this

policy decision, the teacher education curdculum was revised and improvised in 1976.

The NEP 1972-80 planned to enhance the teacher producing capacity of then existing

tlvelve teachet training colleges and fifty five teacher education institutions in pakistan,

to increase to four thousand, though much less than the estimated demand of three

hundred thousand additionally rcquircd teachers to meet the demands of massive

population increases. It rccommended the introduction ofEducation subject at Secondary,

Higher Secondaty and Degee level to prepare teachers for primary, middle and high

level. Rela,€tion of training requirements for female teachers in special cases was

recommeDded in order to inirease the number offemale teachers. The outdated natue of
the teacher trairing couses was admitted, their revision was advised and the preparation

ofmodel standard textbooks for tuainees was advised (GoP, 1972).

The effective implementation of the Education Policy (1972-80) demanded a

fundamental and continuing reconsideration of teacher education programs at both the

pre-service and in-service levels. For this reason the PTC and CT curricula were revised

by the National Committee on Elementary Teacher Education Curiculum in 1974-75. To

implement the new curicula effectively, teacher guides were developed in various school

subjects and provided to all the educational institutions in the counhy during 1975-80. Ir
this context, va ous pedagogical groups were established and the rccommendations of

these groups were approved by the National Comnittee. The reports oI these gloups were

compiled and implemented. However, implementation by the Ministry of Education

(1972) was haphazard and uncoordinated in the sense that carefully planned positive

steps could not be taken to implement the recommeldations ofthe various conmittees set

up by the Govemment. Moreover, nationalization put a great deal ofadministrative stess

and financial strain on the Govemment (Research Wing, 1984).
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4. Quantitative Expansion oftbe ITE (1979-2008)

In 1979, another National Education Policy and its Implementation program was

published. The basic aim behind the implementation ofthis policy was the harmonization

of education in Pakistan with the concepts of Islam and the ideology of pakistan.

Considerable emphasis was therefore placed on the improvement of teacher trainifig,

including the enlancement of the role of the univeNities. Primary Teacher Training

Institutes and Normal Schools were to be upgraded to Colleges ofElementary Teachers.

All teachers would be required to undergo at least one in-service tlaining course every

five years. It was also stessed that the curriculum ofteacher training should be renewed.

Provision was made for setting up an Academy ofEducation Planning and Managemelt

(AEPAM) for further research and improvement in leacher education. The policy also

proposed to put more emphasis on the qualitative improvement through up-grading and

endchment of the teacher education prcgrams. More importance was to be given to in-

senice teacher training, to improve the quality of teacher education. The following three

out ofthe eight recommended steps have been considered crucial by many educationisls,

Iike Farooq (1999) with far reaching impacts:

All Primary teacher training institutions will be upgraded to Colleges of

Elementary Teachers, with staff possessing a Master's degree in one of the

content areas & a Master's degree in education.

The curricula of pre-service teacher education programs will be reviewed and

suitable modifications will be made in consistence with the findings.

An Academy of Educational Planning and Management (AEPM) will be

established to provide in-service taining facility to administators and supervisors

working at different levels ofthe education system.

During the implementation of the Education Policy, Primary Teacher Training

institutions were upgraded to Colleges of Education on priority basis and Academy for

Educational Planning and Management (AEPAM) was also established promptly but the

issue of upgrading the qualification of the teaching staff was not done justice with.

Resultantly the problem of quality that was identified very clearly at the time of

2.

3.

1.



independence ofPakistan continued to perpetuate, and there is much to be expected from
the role of AEPAM, in improving the quality of teachers & administrators. l.he NEp

1979 had vividly valued the signilicant role of teachers, as a pivot ir the effective

implemertation of the education policies. It envisaged that every reacher would be

expected to undergo one in-service course during five-year cycle of his/her service. A
system of National Awards for best teachers was plaoned and every year ten teachers of
various categories were to receive these awards from the President ofpakistan at national

level and from Provincial Govemors for teacherc in the provinces. Compared to the

previous policies the 1979 policy was clear, catego cal and strongly expected all teachers

to acquire and demonstrate "strong commitment to the ideology ofpakistan".

The Sixth Five-Year Plan, (1983-88), earmarked a considerably huge amount for the

establishment of additional teacher education institutes and to enhance the capacity ofthe

existing imtitutions, and departments (GoP, 1983). It was unique to allocate special funds

categorically for the teacher education ptograms. Prior to this the trend of blanket

approval was in pmctice and the badly needed requisite improvement in the standard of
teachers could not be facilitated. The gradual incremental allocation, enhancing the

recunent expenditure by 100% and the developmental expenditure by l37.5Yo over a

period of five years, as can be seen from table-l reflected well the increased importance

accorded to teacher education.

Table 1: The 6rh Five Year Plan's Allocations for Teacher f,ducation (Rs. in
Millions)

Year Recurring Exp€nditure Developmental
Expenditurc

1983-84 12 16

r984-8s l4 20
l98s-86 l8 27
1986-87 20 32

1987-88 24 38

Total 88 133

Source: Ministry of Education (2009)

The Seventh Five-Year Plan (1988-93), identified a number of shotcomings in the

teacher education programs, including the irelevancy of curiculum of PTC and CT;



inadequacy of the training duration, and poor career prospects failing to attract bright

students to teaching profession. It was proposed to gradually raise the minimum

qualification, revitalize the teacher training programs, and provide better career proposals

to teachers (GoP, 1988). The Ninth Five Year Plan focused upon the strengthening of 120

then existing teacher training institutes.

The Ministry ofEducatio[ launched National Education Policy in 1992, and encouraged

the Non Govemmental Organizations (NGOS) to set up resource centres for the in-se ice

training of teachers. It was also suggested to begin periodical training for updating the

knowledge and teaching methods of primary teachers. The NEP 1992 focused on

changing the ideological o entation of teachem and enhanced Islamic religious education

compoflent. The policy called for AEPAM strelgthening and for creating such four

academies in the provinces (GoP, 1992). In 1998, National Education Policy (1998-

2010), emphasized higher education, education in technology and science and teacher

education and indicated that there was ar imbalance in teacher training programs among

the coufes pedaining to academic knowledge of the subject, content of school

curiculum, teaching methods, teaching pmctices and curricular activities. The NEP

1998-2010, also emphasized teachers' education along Islamic and Ideological lines, and

proposed the establishment of an Educational Public Service Commission to recruit able

teachers. It promised revision of Curiculum of B. Ed. and M. Edi creatiol of a new

National Institute ofTeachers' Education (NITE) with the capacity of educating ovei 300

teachers annually and organization of Na(ional Teachers' Conference regularly (GoP,

1998).

The policy gave a comprehensive list of quality inputs, i.e. merit based recruitment of

teachers, pre-service and in-service training, provision of career structrue, and a system

of awards and incentives. The policy also proposed to increase the educational

qualification for primary teachers from Matriculation to lntermediate, revising the

cunicula of content aod methodology, and upgmding the quality of pre-service teacher

training programs by introducing parallel programs of longer duration at post-secondary

and post-degree levels, i.e. introduction of programs of FA./FSc (Fellow ofArts/ Science)

education and BA,4!Sc education (MoE, 1998). In order to strengthen the quality of



teacher education, in 2001 Pakistan implemented a teacher education reform. Under this

reform, admission to primary school teachers institutions would require 12 years of
schooling. Students who had passed Grade XII would be required to study for one and

half years (18 months) for the Diploma of Education. The govemment also focused on

curriculum reforms and improvement ill teacher education and training. In order to

achieve this target, the govemrnent has taken initiatives such as upgrading teacher

qualification linked to higher pay scales, in-service training ofteacheN at all levels ofthe

education system, continuous curiculum reviewing and updating in collaboration with

provincial counterparts and through public-private partneNhips, and encouaging the

multiple textbooks option (MoE,200l). The teacher education cufiiculum introduced in

1976 was revised by the Higher Education Commission (HEC) in 2005 by incoryorating

the input ofall teacher education institutions.

CRITICAL REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EDUCATION POLICIES

The high priority attached to the promotion and up gradation of teacher education as

envisaged in the above mentioned policies and plans spoke ofthe importance accorded to

teacher education by all the govemments of Pakistan. A mmber ofdonor aided projects

were implemented, such as SAP (Social Action Plan), 1TP (Teacher Training Program),

and the Scielce Education Project, but l1one alfected the organizational set up ofteacher

education in any way (PTEPDP, 2005).

AII previous education policies talk about the role of education as a social refom and

social development but have been unable to significantly contribute to social

inclusiveness by ensuring social mobility through education and taining (MoE, 2009a).

The policy documents in Pakistan were the result of extensive research but their

implementation left much to be desired, so that not one policy achieved its declared goals

nor the targets of time set for realizing these goals. Pirstly, there was no genuine

widespread ownership of policy goals by the majority of stakeholders and secondly, the

strategies and plans developed to achieve the policy goals were uruealistic and did not

have the support ofidentified ard dedicated resources required to achieve the targets. Nor

was there any tailodng ofgoals to relate to maximum resources available.
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The educational system of Pakistan has been the target of experimentation in the form of
a number of major reforms and policy packages during the past 65 years. The political

instability of the political govenrments led to non-implementation of the major

recommeldations of education policies. Thus, a rulnber of education policy statements

remained at the status of seminar recommendations and could never be implemented.

There are many reasons for this, but the most important is perhaps that the gover.rment

has not changed its overall priorities in order to redirect resources ftom other budgets to

education (Shahid, 1985). A close perusal shows that there had been huge gaps between

planning and implementation ofeducation policies. The most crucial causes of failure are

weak and defective implementation mechanisms, financial constraints, absence ofpublic

participation, lack of political commitment and national vision (Ahmed, 2009; Barber,

2010). The majority of govemment policies and refom effofis have clearly failed to

address the economic, social and political dimensions of the problems facing the

education system (lCG Asia Report, 2004). As regards the improvement of teachers'

status and teacher preparation, hardly an)'thing was achieved. To cover up these all

problems, there was a need to devise a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation system

which could superise education from the grassroots to the highest level.

As is evident f(om the above rcview, not much has been done or even planned in terms of

teacher education and teacher professionalism in Pakistan. Nonetheless, a review of

Westem literature suggests that Pakistan is not the only coultry where Policies were not

implemented as they were planned. "It is common to find well-crafted and coherent

policy designs failing to attain desircd results in developing countries; therefore, Pakistan

is no exception" (UNESCO & USAID, 2006: 9).

2.6 TEACHER EDUCATION IN PAKISTAN

Teacher Education (TE) in Pakistan is charged that it is doing too little to prepare

teacherc for realities of public schools, arguing that teacher education prograrns lack

consistency with school curriculum, inadequate resouces, low admission standards, and

offer too little quality control (Levine, 2006). Therefore, scores of teachers have been

passed out with insufficient grasp over the school content and methodologies The quality



of teacher education prograrns has an imbalance as they lack haimony with the school

system and need to improve by revising the curriculum according to the needs of
changing culture and the demands of the modem world (Ahmed, 2009). There has been

momentous quantitative expansion in terms ofnumber oftrainiDg institutions established

over a pe od of time, due to the substantial increase in population, and numbers of
teachers being trained in these institutions and this qualtitative expansion surpassed the

qualitative aspect of Teacher Education.

SituatioD Analy!is

The Natio&l Education Census 2005/06 indicates that there are 227,791 edwatioral

iostitutions providing diverse educational opportunities to 33.4 million students. The

system employs 1.4 million teachers from pre-primary to university stage with varying

student- teacher ratios by level of education and geographic location. The data is quite

revealing both in terms of students being served in each province and those who are left

out, due to serious capacity constaints. The following table ptovides information about

the nunber ofeducational institutions by Ievel and location.
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Trble 2: Nurtrber ofEducational Institutions by Level and Location

Level of Institutions Total Rural Urban
N "^ N

Total ))1 101 167,446 73.5 60.34s 26.5
Pre-Primary 1,081 589 54.5 492 45.5

Mosque School 14,123
t2,995 92.0 1.128 8.0

Primary 122,349
103.861

84.9 18,486 l5.l

Middle 38,449
23.986

62.4 14,463 37.6

Secondary 25,090
11.9't I

47.7 13,1 19 52.3

British System 281
29

10.3 252 89.7

Inter and Degree College 1,882
410

25.0 1,412 75.0

General Universities 49
13

26.5 36 73.5

Technical / Professional I324 t29 9.7 1,195 90.3
Vocational / Poly
Technique

3,059 802 26.2 ) )\1 '73.8

NFBE 4,831 3,726 77.t 1.105 22.9
Deeni Madaris t2.153 6.658 5.1.8 5.495 4s.2
Others 3,120 2,215 71.0 905 29.0

Source: National Education Census Repo.t (2005), AEPM, Ministry ofEducation

It is evident ftom the table that the fomal system of education in Pakistan offers a wide

variety of curicular schemes including public and private pre-primary, primary, middle,

secondary, higher secondary, universities, technical/ professional, mosque schools, Deeni

madaras and British System pattemed on A and O levels. While 73.51% of all

educatiolal institutions are in the rural areas, the ratio begins to shift towards urban areas

fiom secondary level onwards. 92% of all mosque Schools and 85o% of primary Schools

are in the rural areas catering to the basic educational Leeds of'|4yo of the population.

Only 48% of Secondary Schools are located in rural areas. The enrollment pattem

however indicates that 57.4% of the total effollment was in the rural institutions mostly

at the primary and middle School levels. At the secondary level urban enrolme[t shows a

healthier groMh and retentio[ rate. Enrollment by gender and level of education also

shows a definite bias towards higher male errollment, 57olo malcs to 43oZ for females.
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The only level where female eniolments are better,53.4% is at the higher secondary and

undergraduate college levels.

2.7 TEACHER WORKI'ORCE IN PAKISTAN

The following table provides data about the teacher work fotce at various levels of
educational institutions in rural and urban settings. The sheer size of teacher workforce

deployed and those needed to achi€ve the goal ofuniversal, compulsory, basic education

from pre-p mary to tenth grade is an overwhelming task and ovemrching challenge for
the management of teacher workforce.

Table 3: Number ofTeaching Staffby level and Urban/Rural

Level oflnstitutions Total
Rural Urban

N N
Total 1.356.802 68',1,613 50.7 669189 49.3
Pre-Primary 3,807 921 24.1 2886 759
Mosque School 22,603 19.304 85.4 3299 14.6
Primary 399.517 276,115 69.1 t23402 30.9
Middle 3t3;79'7 176,546 56.3 131251 43.7
Secondary 418.376 163.051 3 8.9 2ss325 61 .1
Brilish System t2.3?1 l,l l4 15.',l I1257 84.3

Inter and Degree College 59,097 t5.'7
49844

3
84.3

General Univelsities 1t.434 3,448 30.2 7986 69.8
Technical / Professional 30.334 4,0t3 13.2 26321 86.8
Vocational / Poly Technique i5,339 2.642 t7.2 1269',t 82.8
NFBE 5,262 3,962 7 5.3 1300 24.7
Deeni Madaris 58.391 24.627 42.t 33764 54.8
Others 6,474 2,617 40.4 385'7 59.6

Sourcer National Education Census Report (2005), AEPM, Ministry ofEducation

Disaggregating the teacher data by levels of schooling reveals that out of a total

workforce of 1.35 million teachers only 3807 are employed at pre-primary level, almost

wholly in private schools, 399517 teachers (29%) are employed at primary school level,

313797 (23%) are serving the middle school, 418376 (3102) are serving secondary

schools and 59097 (4%) are seNing inlermediate /degree colleges. The miios for

preprimary, primary, middle and secondary school teacher workforce indicate the serious
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imbalances facing teacher education. Both pre-primary/ early childhood teachers and

primary school teacherc are needed in greater nunber to provide instructions to the

number of students emolled in these levels. Average tcache$/ pupil ratio 1:38 at Primary

Ievel is another indicator ofthe quantitative challenge confronting teacher educators.

Intemational research studies have documented the importance of l:25 teacher/pupil Iatio

as a key factor in determining the quality of Primary Education. Middle School (21%)

and Secondary Schools (19.9%) have better teacher/pupil ratios. Among the for.r major

provinces Baluchistan has the lowest ratios 1:27 for Primary Schools and KPK the

highest ratio of l:40. For middle schools Baluchistan has the lowest ratio of l:13 ald

Punjab the highest at 1:25. At the secondary school level the ratios range between 1:19

for Sindh and l:31 for the Punjab.

Teacher workforce in the private sector has grown significantly over the last five yeaas.

Out of the total teaching staff of 1,356,802 in Pakistan reported in 2006, 632926(46.6%)

are in private sector. It is interesting to note that in this sector majo ty of teachets are

employed at the middle and secondary school levels while primary schools have the

smallest number of teachers. A majority of private sector teachers (7lo%) are females.

Many private schools have developed their own teacher haining programs with a clear

emphasis on content area preparation.

2.8 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHERS

The National Education Census (2005) data and a number of studies indicate that

professional preparation of teachers in Pakistan is neither standardized nor based on

acceptable professional standards. The NEC data indicates that 260Z of teachem in the

workforce are untrained,3T% have only rudimentary training at the PTC and CT levels,

44oZ have not completed even a two year undergraduate degree beyond 12 years ofbasic

education. These constitute by any measure, least qualified teachers, and majority of

them are teaching at the primary school level in rural areas. Shami and others paint even

a more dismal pictue of professional qualifications of teachers at the primary level.

Teachers who have completed B.Ed and M.Ed degrees comtitute 2lolo ofthe work force.
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Teacher Education has traditionally been considered a provincial subject. Each province

has a distinct centraliz€d organizational structue to prepare teachers for primary, middle

and secondary school levels. The existing 2'10 Teachet Education lnstitutions in the

country are under the administative and curricular cont(ol ofihe provincial Departments

of Education. Primary school teachers are prepared at Govemnent Colleges of

Elementary Education (GCEES), which are supervised by the provincial Bureaus of

Cuniculum in Baluchistan and Sindh. In KPK, the Diiectorate of Curriculum and

Teacher Education (DCTE) is responsible for managing 20 Regional lnstitutes ofTeacher

Education providing pre-service preparation of primary school teachers. The Provincial

Institutes of Teacher Education (PITES) were created in all the provinces to provide in-

service continuous professional developme[t of teachers and undertake action research

projects. Currently PITES are almost dysfunctional due to lack of sufficient and

approp ately qualified staffand a clear sense oftheir roles.

In the Punjab since 2004, Directorate of Stafl Development has been established as the

apex body of teacher development to design and implement, with the active support of

district depafiments of education, both pre-service and continuous professional

development programs for primary school teachers. The DSD has been given

administmtive, financial and curricular authority over all 35 GCTEs (GCEES) in the

province. The revitalized DSD has successfully embarked upon a cluster based proglam

of Continuous Professional Development (CPD) of the least qualified primary school

teachers in the provi[ce. District Training and Support Centers have bee[ developed and

staffed with full time traired teacher educators. Besides CPD activities thcse centers will

be preparing Teacher Development Plans for the district a[d be involved in their

implementation. The DSD is yet to fully engage the GCTES in developing standards

based 4 year teacher education programs

Table-3 provides the administrative and institutional structue for pre-service and in-

service continuous plofessional development of teachers in Pakistan.

The Bachelor's level prograrns and postgraduate programs in teacher education are the

responsibility of University Colleges and Departments of Education, lERs and rccently
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established Universities of Education. According to the NEC data in 2005 there were
only 257818 teachers with B.Ed degree and 67143 teachers with M.Ed degree working as

teachers or teacher educators. Most ofthe B.Ed and M.Ed degree holders had completed

a Bachelor or Masters degree also. The typical Bachelor degree in 2005 used to be a two
year program after twelve year of education.

Table 4: Nomenclatures ofpre.nd itr-ser.sice traiDing bodies ofprovinces

Tvpe Sindh Baluchistan KPK Puniab

Itr-Service

BCEW
PITE
REEC
TRC
DETRC

BoC
PITE
TRC

PITE
PRC

DSD
PITI]
GCET
DTSC

Pre-Service

BCEW
PITE
CE
Department of
Education in
Universities

GCEE
Department of
Education

RITE (DCTE)
IER
GCPE
Agro-
Technical
Teacher
Training
College
Deparhnent of
Education

UoE
GCET

Abbreviations
o BCEW: Bureau of Curriculum & Extension Wing
. DCTE: Directorate of Cuniculum & Teacher Education
o DETRC: Divisional/District Educational Technology and Resource Centers. DSD: Directorate of StaffDevelopment
. GCEE: Govemment College ofElementary Education
o GCPE: Govemment College of Physical Education
. IER: Institutions ofEducation and Research
o PITE: Provincial Institute ofTeacher Education
e REEC: Regional Education Extension Center
. zuTE: Regional I[stitute of Teacher Education
. TRC: Teache6' Resource Center

Each province has a centralized administrative System of teacher professional

development. There are 270 TPD institutions in the country. 227 are publicly controlled

by the provincial departments ofeducation and the rest are opemted by the private sector.
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Neither these TPD institutions nor their progam have bee[ subjected to serious scrutiny

based on overt, objective professional siandaxds or accreditation criteria.

In each province the policy-making structure has precluded the possibility of

collaboiation and communication among TPD institutions. Similarly the TPD institutions

have little linkage with the disftict education policy-makers and schools. National

Professional Standards are needed to foster greater interprovincial linkages and overall

standardization of teacher education. teacher certification and accreditation of teacher

education programs al1d providers.

Spenditrg on Teacher Education

It is commonly agreed that financial allocation for Education Sector in Pakistan had been

inadequate. But the situation becomes all the worse when the analysts notice that the

spending had been even lesser than the less allocation. Unluckily education sector on the

whole had not been able to build its capacily to spend, and teacher education being its

essential component had always been negatively affected due to poor spending capability.

It becomes quite evident if we analyze the allocations made by all plans vis-a-vis

spending incurred on teacher education programs over a period ofsixty three years. Many

a time government planners and policy makers had been accused with the chaiges of

ignoring education sector by allocating very negligible amounts for its development

Adequate number of teachers could not be t ained as per needs of the existing schools

due to the limited capacity of the existing iNtitutions for teacher education. But the

figues given in Table - 5 do not bear out the commonly held belief of inadequate

allocation offunds.
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Tsble 5: Allocations and Experditure otr Teach€r Educrtion-lsr toTth plaD (Itr
Million Rupees)

PIan Period Allocation Expenditure 9/o SDelt
1955-1960 23.30 4.90 21.03%

2^o 1960-1965 17.40 17.50 100.s7%
t96s-1970 36.01 15.05 41.',79%

NoD Platr
Period

1970-t978 109 90 114.01 t03.73%

1978-1983 380.00 290.30 76.39%
6'th 1983- 1988 1315.00 857.95 65.24v.
7'n 1988-1993 2000.00 943.r7 47.15%
8,,' 1993-1998 2447.00 2373.32 96.98%
9th 1998-2003 5000.00 3285.5 8 65.7 tv.

Total 1955-2003 11328.61 7901.78 69.75V"
Source: Ministry of Education (2009)

The figures reflect that the problem didn't completely lie with the low funding or

inadequate resources; mther it was the absefice ofrequisite spending ability that appeaied

to have deterred, more than any other factor, the pace of educational development in the

teacher education sector. Looking at the above table it can be inferred that with the

exception of 2nd Plan and the Non Plan period, the actual spending had been far lower

than allocation. I'hird and Seventh five year plans failed to spend even 50olo of the

allocated budget. Fifth, sixth ard ninth plans spent far less than 80% of the allocated

amounts. If the total is focused upon, then the situation really appears to be very

disappointing.

The allocation for teacher education during the First, Second and Third Plans was highly

inadequate- It was only 23.30, 17.40, and 36.01 Million respectively for the entire

country including both its parts East and West Pakistan. But only 37.45 Million out of

76.71 Million ofthe fiist three Five Year Plans amounting to 48.820% could be utilized.

The allocation during the 9th Five Year Plan got enhanced two hundred and seventeen

times of the allocation of the lst Five Year Plan, i.e. there were 23.30 million rupees

allocated during the First Five Year Plan, and 5000 million rupees were set aside for

teacher education during the Ninth Five Year Plan. A thickly populated country with ever

growing demand for more and betler teachers could only allocate 11328.61 million for



teacher education and developmentl All the more disheartening is the fact that this
Iimited amount could not be put into use as only 69,75 yo was utilized over a period of
forty eight years and the rest got lapsed.

The above discussion shows that historically, different refoms have been brought to
improve the condition ofteacher education in the country. Curently, teacher education in
Pakistan is passing through a transition as an innovation has been initiated by the
Govemme[t of Pakistan with the suppo( of usAID through their pre-service .reachers

Education Program (pre-srEp) project. This reform is attempted in order to improve the
quality ofteacher education by introducing different innovations.

In this regard, a new curriculum has been developed for pre-service prograrns such as a
two-year Associate Degree in Education (ADE) and a four-year B.Ed. (Hoos). Effort has
been made to design the curricuium keeping in view the modem educational pinciple
along with the contextual relevancy. These programs are gradually replacillg the previous
pre-service and in-service programs such as primary Teacher Certificate (pTC),
certificate in Teaching (cr) and the one-year B.Ed. program. In addition, ar eftbrt is
being made for the accreditation and standaxdization of teacher training institutions
tbrcugh this initiative.

The ADE and B.Ed. (Hons.) programs have been initiated in some colleges and will be
gradually implemented in remaining colleges thJoughout the country ilr the coming years.

In addition, to attract the best mind towards the teaching prol.ession a stipefid is aiso
offered to prospective teachers for providing them finalcial support.

The sigdficance of such educational innovation cannot be overlooked for improvement
of teacher education in the country. However, there are areats that need serious
coNiderations for the effectiveness and sustainability of the new refom initiatives.

Firstly, the Dew developed crmiculum is based on the modem educational pdnciples.
Teachets are provided a couse outline with the expectation that they will explore the
teaching learning mate al for classroom instructions. However, it was observed that
some of the teacherc are struggling with identilying teaching resources due to thc non_
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availability of the reference books and lack of Intemet facility in their colleges/
institutions. This situation may affect the teaching_learing process of the AD!, courses.

Hence there is a need to provide the reference books and Intemet facility to the faculty
members in order to make the teaching-leaming process smooth.

Second. Intemet is considered as one of the important sources for identirying teaching-
leaming matedal. However, it was observed that some of the faculty memberc are not
literate in computers and Intemet. So they are facing challenges in accessing the

teaching-leaming resources that are available on the Intemet or ill soft version. Therefore,

the faculty members of colleges need to be helped in acquiring workable computer and

Intemet skills.

Third. the new curriculum demrnds new teaching shategies such as collaborative, inquiry

and activity-based teaching approach. However, a majority of the faculty in the teacher

education institutions is not o ented with the tcaching strategies demaoded by the ADE
and B.Ed. (Hons.) program. Thercfore, the professional development of the faculty at

teacher educatioo institutes should be given priority along with the curriculum

development.

Furthermore, there is a sense ofuncertainty about the sustainability ofthe new initiatives

after completion of the Pre-STEP project. Many educational initiatives in the past died

away with closure of the projects. Therefore there is a dire need to develop a clem road

map for the conti[uity and sustainability ofreforms.

It was also observed that some school teacheN are being deputed in teacher education

colleges due to lack of adequate mmber of teachers. Due to the different approach of
pedagogy and andragogy, these teachers treat the prospective teache.s like children,

which demotivates them. Thus, when the school teachem are deputed in colleges they

should be oriented with the andragogy ofteaching an adult.

Finally, a sense of insecu ty can be observed among the prospective teachers about their

job Fospects after the completion of their ADE or B.Ed. (Hons). I{ow will they stand

apart from the teacher who has done one year B.Ed. and other courses, is a question to



ponder upon. A clear policy is required about job opportunities for the prospective

teachers so that they can focus their studies. Educational legislation coupled with reforms

for job structure for ADE and B. Ed. (Hons.) degree holders can be helpful for the

sustainability of this program.

These issues need to be addressed in order to sustain and maintain the quality ofthe new

reforms. A vigilant plan and sincere implementation will, of course, be helpful ill

transfoming the teacher education practices in the country.

In shod, the importance of quality teacher educatio[ cannot be overlooked for improving

the quality of teachingJeaming in the school. The new educational innovation will,

definitely, lead to improve teacher education practices in Pakistan. However, there is a

dire need to look reflectively at how to sustain the initiatives and make it productive.

5. Transformation of Teacher Education: Vision of NEP-2009-2015

The Draft of new National Education Policy (2009) has been prepared in 2008 following

a lenglhy process of consultatioN. The review exercise was conducted in close

cooperation with all stakeholdeN, particularly the Provincial and District governmelts.

The policy recommended that teacher education curiculum will be adjusted to the needs

of the school curriculum and scheme of studies. The ctmiculum will include training for

student centered teaching, cross-cunicular competencies, and an on_site component.

Previously there was no sepatate cadre for teacher educators the policy suggested

developing the separate cadre of specialized teacher educators. Moreover, teacher

training arrangements, accreditation and certiiication procedures will be standardized and

institutionalized.

A Bachelor degree, with a B.Ed., is the requirement for teaching at the elementary level,

a Masters level for the secondary and higher secondary, with a B.Ed., is to be eNured by

2018. PTC aIId CT are to be phased out through encouaging the present set ofteachers to

improve their qualifications, while new hiring will be based on the advanced cdte a

(MoE, 2009a). The policy also recommended providing the opportunities for professional

development through a training program to all teachers and training needs will be



assessed on the basis of research and training progaams. The provincial governnents

would aim to draw upon resources from the private sector through public_private

partnerships in the areas of teacher education and professional development prugEms

(MoE, 2009a). More than three years have passed since the National Education policy

(NEP) 2009 was announced but no concrete measures have been taken yet to put the

policy recommendations into action.

The Govemment of Pakistan is committed to improving quality ofeducation and quality

of teacher education. The quality assurance requires professional standards of teacher

education and an effective mechanism of accreditation of teacher education institutions

and programs (MoE,2009b). The DmIt National Educatior policy 2008, considered

National Professional Standards for Teachers as an important pillar. As a signatory ofthe

world initiative on "Education for All", the Govemment of pakistar launched a project

"Strengthening Teacher Education in Pakistan" (STEP). Its prime objective is to improve

the quality of teacher education tbrough policy formulation, dialogue with stakeholders

and stategic frameworks focusing on standards, certification and accreditation

procedures for teachers. Under STEP Project, 'Ptolassional Stcthdards for Teachers' haye

bee[ developed in consultation with stakeholders in all provinces and were ]aunched in

2009. Although, the professional standards are aimed for primary level beginning

teachers, these standards can be adapted and used for secondary level teachers and

teacher educators (MoE, 2009b).

This standards-based movement in teacher education is the development ofintemational,

natiolal and regional agreements to imprcve the professional knowledge and skills of

teacheN to enhance the student leaming. A [ational system ofaccreditation for all teacher

education programs based on the proposed standards needs to be implemented in all the

provinces. This will homogenize curicular content, critical pedagogical leaming

outcomes, performance skills and dispositions of teachers. The salient features of

standards according to Ministry of Education (2009b) are: Subject matter knowledge;

Human Growth and Development; Krowledge of lslamic Ethical Values/ Social Life

Skills; lnstructional Planning and Strategies; Assessment; Leaming Eovironment;

Eflective Cornmunication and Proficient use of Information Communication



Technologies (lcrs); colraboration and partnership; continuous professional

Development al1d Code of Conduct: and Teaching of English as Second/ Foreign
Language (ESL/EPL).

The development and imprementation of Nationar professional standards for teachers in
Pakistan will yield in proficient teachers, subject specialists, educational ]eaders anrt
teacher educators. This is a priority for qualitative reforms the existing system of teacher
preparation in Pakistan (MoE, 2009b). These proposed competency standards demand
phased elimination of the existing teachet certification (pTC, CT & DIE) programs and
their replacement with a four year undergraduate program of teacher education (MoE,
2009a) in covemment Colleges for Education (GCES), Regional Institutes for.l.eacher
Education (RITEs) and University Departments of Teacher Education. Although the
National Professional Standards for Teachers have been launched, much work is still
required to assure their presence and use in the classroom. The launched stairdards have
to set a framewotk for the national vision on teacher professional performance, but still
there is a need to plan thefu operationalization. Therefore, it would be too early to assess

the effectiveness of these professional standards.

2.9 CURRENT TEACHER EDUCATION PRACTICES

In-service teacher education in pakistan is canied out at provinciar rnstitutes of reacher
Education (PITES) and by some NGOS for the private sectot. pre seryice or initial teacher

education is carried out at:

l. University-housed Institutes ofEducation and Research, (lERs);

2. Regional Institutes ofTeacher Education, or RITEs;

3. Govemment Colleges ofTeacher Education ot GCTEs and

4. Private Sector Institutes and Colleges affiliated with Universities.

According to Teacher Education lnstitutes, Directory of pakistan 2OOg, there arc 279

teacher education institlrtions in all. Out of 279 teacher education institutions of the

country, the ma{mum number of institutions is in the province of Khyber pakhtoon

Khwa, having 83 institutions in all, Sindh and punjab follow with 69 and 64 numbers of
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institutions. As given in Table -6, 155 or 56Y. of the total institutions are in the Public

Sector,26 or 902 are Autolomous, and 98 or 35olo are being run in the Private sector. If
we analyze these fiom the perspective of gender we find that the ma.ximum number of

institutions to the tune of64 o% are coeducational, 19% are all-girls and only 17% are all-

males institutions; but at all these institutions 2/3 of the total arc male students and only

l/3 are females.

These imtitutions are providi[g training for award ofdegrees, certificates and diplomas.

The programs being n:n include Ph.D. (Doctomte in Education), M. Phil., M.Ed.

(Masters of Education) B. Ed. (Bachelor of Education) D. Ed. (Diploma in Education),

A.DE. (Associate Degree in Educatiotl), CT (Certificate in Teaching), PTC (Primary

Teache6' Certificate), and course of DM (Drawing Mistress/ Master).The program that

had been very popular nearly throughout the country was Bachelor ofEducation (8. Ed.).

From a total of 2'19 teacher education institutions 180, or 64.51% are offering B. Ed.

program. The pre service teacher education institutions in the Public sector are managed

by the Directorate of Curriculum afid Teacher Education, and the private sector

institutions are run independently by individuals or group owners and afliliated with the

public sector universities, like autonomous institutions.

Teacher Education programs like PTC and CT, aftei operating for decades have been

declared redundant in the province ofKhyber Pakhtoon Kiwa and PATA, and are being

replaced by more modern prograrns However, as is evident from the Table-6, provinces

like Sindh, Punjab and Balochistan, Islamabad Capital Teritory, FANA and Azad

Jammu & Kashmir are still conducting these programs in their rural districts; and Allama

Iqbal Open University also is still pursuing with these one year Iong teacher education

programs for people living iIr the far flung areas. PTC is studied after Matriculation (ten

yearc of study) and CT after FA/F Sc./HSSC (twelve years ofeducation)'
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Table 6t An Overview ofTeacher Training Institutions at pakistan

s#.

Teacher
Education
Institutiors

E Total

Inslitutions
Govt

E
M F

I
lslamabad
Capital
T€nitory

PhD,
MPbi1,
M,Ed,
B,Ed,
DEd,
PTC,
CT,
(BEd
4/8)

8 :l 1 3 3 5

2
& Kashmir

B.Ed,
DEd,
PTC,
CT, OIC
DN, CT
Agro
(B.Ed
2/15\

l5 ll 7

3
Gilgit
Baltistan

B,Ed,
D.Ed,
PTC, CT
(B,Ed
3/6\

6 3 3 I 5

Federally
Administer
ed Tribal

B.Ed,
D,Ed
(B,Ed
2/4\

4 3 I

5 Balochistan

PhD,
MPhiI,
M,Ed,
B.Ed,
DEd,
PTC,
CT,
SDM,
IDM, CT
Agro
(B.Ed
I3130)

30 l8 t2 6 4 20

6

Khyber
Pakhtoon
Khwa

PhD,
MPhiI,
M,Ed,
DM
B.Ed,
DEd,
CT Agr,
MSc

83 28 52 3 10 II 62
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HPE,SD
PE,
IDPE,
ADE
(B,ED
54/83)

7 Sindh

PhD,
MPhiI,
M.Ed,
B,Ed,
DEd,
CTAgro.
MSc
HPE,
CT,
PTC,
DM
(B,ED
54169\

69 48 l8 3 tl l5 4l

I

PhD,
MPhiI,
M-Ed,
B.Ed,
DEd,
CTAgro,
MSc
HPE,
CT,
PTC,
DM
(B,ED
48t64\

61 l9 8 t7 ll 12 39

Total 279 155 98 26 4',7 54 178

Soucer Directory of Teacher Education Pakistan,2009

2.IO RECENT SCENARIO OF TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In the rece[t past there had been a number of projects and interventions to improve the

teachers and their teaching throughout the country. The existing colleges and teacher

education institutes, particularly in the public sector are passing through the process of

improvisation and modemization with intemational help. Most recently intoduced

programs include:

l. Diploma in Education (D.Ed.)

2. Associate Degree in fducalion / ADE

3. B.Ed. (Honors)
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l Diploma in Education (D. Ed.)

The program called Diploma in Education (D.Ed.) has replaced traditional pre service

teacher education programs, like PTC and CT at Kiyber Pakhtoon I(hwa, FATA and

many parts of Punjab, Sindh and Balochistan. At Pakistan it is considered the most

modem pre service pro$am that has been introduced at all twenty Regional Institutes of

Teacher Education (NTEs) of KP province. Here it got started with the suppofi of

Academy for Educational Development (AED) of USAID under its program of 'Pre-

STEP' (Prc-service Teacher Education Program) with an investment of 75 million

dollars. The support started in September 2008, and will contimre till September 2013-

HEC on behalf of Pakistan is the collaborating partner for its implementation

The teacher educators aie being supported for professional development and for

incorporating rlew teaching and leaming practices into pre service teacher education'

D.Ed. with two years duration is being run oI1 fairly modem lines, and the pre

qualification requirement for admission to D. Ed is F. A or F.So/HSSC.

2. Associate Degree in Education (ADE)

Associate Degree in Education is a new progmm that has been introduced with effect

fiom October 2010, with the collaboration of Pre STEP sponsored by USAID through

l0O% merit cum need based scholarships. It is related with B' Ed (Hons') progam

recognized by the HEC. It got started wher Dducation Policy 2009 asserted that all

degree programs inclusive of B. Ed will have duration of 4 years, with elTect from 2018,

throughout Pakistan. The Associate Degree in Education is a 2 year Pre-Service Teacher

Education degtee linked to B. Ed (Hons.). It is expected to involve more active leaming

approaches in the class rooms, reducing reliance on teachers' lecfures lt is a transitional

program of 64-68 credit hours being implemented at RTTES' GCTES and at the

Departments of Education at the public sector universities with the support of IISATD

Teacher Education Program in Pakistan. In Karachi Government Elementary Colleges of

Education, Hussainabad, Qasimabad and Liyari are offering AIIE in affiliation with the

University ofKarachi.



3. Bachelor ofEducation (B. Ed. Hons.)

All Institutes of Education and Research, including IER at University of Peshawar have

started B.Ed. (Hons.) Elementary program with effect from November 2010. This degree

will be equivalent to the existing Master's Degree in Education. It is HEC recognized

progft[n spanning over four years comprising of eight semesters and assessed through

Mid. Term Examination, Reading and Wdting Assignments, entailing school-based tasks

and Final Term Examinations. The teache$ would be trained to teach at Elementary,

Secondary and Higher Secondary levels. At the end of four years a comprehensive

extemal examination would be conducted. The admission criteria include:

FA,/ FSc / HSSC with 2"d Division (50% marks)

Clearance ofthe Enhy Test followed by interview

The optional courses for Science and Arts students would be the subjects ofexisting B.A.

and B.Sc. programs and would be examined under the regulations of B.A./ B.Sc.

programs. Reflective joumals would be assessed, as per .eflective tools developed by the

course ilshuctors. Arts students would be prepared for teaching of any two optional

subjects including English, Urdu, Islamiat, Social Studies, and History. Science students

would be prepared for teaching of ally two subjects including General Science, Physics,

Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology.

The critics ofthe progmm are skeptical of its success, due to the limited capacity of the

existing institutions to rurl this program on parallel lines with other progams. It definitely

will require extended infrastructure and additional faculty which Institute of Educatiofl

and Research (lERs) and Depatrnent of'leacher Education (DTEs) Iack. 'l hese needs

have not been seriously addressed before launching the program, which might influence

its effectiveness negatively. A serious deficiency ofsubject mastery is apprehended. They

would not get adequate time to cover the subject details of Elective Couses of

Mathematics, Physics, English, Chemisty, Biology, Pakistan Studies etc. As a result, the

prospective teachers would not be competent enough to teach these subjects at the

Secondary and Higher Secondary levels, as compared to the students who had studied
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these subjects in great detail for their BA / B. Sc or MA / M. Sc degrees. It is feared that
it may not end up producing gmduates who would neither be thorough academicians nor
competent professionals.

2.TT NON-FORMAL TEACHER EDUCATION/ DISTANCE EDUCATION

Allama lqbal Open University (AIOU) is offering non formal teacher educatior courses

for both male and female students living in the far flung axeas of the country. These

programs including PTC, CT, B. Ed, M. Ed, and M. phil are subsrantially contributing to

the provision of trained teacheE of avemge standard, particularly in the hard areas.

Females who catmot go out of the city for the university education due to cultural

constraints, and males who are working as breadwinners of their families, and canllot

afford to study full time as regular students, are benefiting the most from the prcgrams of
AIOU. Distance education programs tkough enlisting of Educational Institutions in the

far and wide of KPK province are being run by the Sarhad University in the private

sector. Through twetty six enlisted institutions, with twenty it the province, three at

Islamabad and three in the Middle East abroad, many programs arc being run by Sarhad

University inclusive of teacher education programs. Most commonly offered programs

include traditional progrztms ofpre service education like CT, Drawing Mistress / Master

(DM) Cediflcate, B. Ed and M.Ed; and are over viewed by Higher Education Regulatory

Authoriry (HERA).

2.I2 OTHER PROGRAMS OF TEACHER EDUCATION

Govefilrnent Colleges for Elementary Teachers (GCETS) in the public sector, IERS at the

universities as Autonomous institutions and colleges in the private sectoN affiliated with

the univercities had been educating prospective teachers for the middle level and

secondary school level through B. Ed. program. At IERs ofuniversities M. Ed program is

also being run. It is a one year long program, pursued after completion of B. Ed,

clearance of entry test and interview. M. Phil. and Ph.D. programs are also being run at

the universities. But for M. Phil and Ph.D. level studies, the candidates have to qualify

the GRE tests, both General and Subject GRE conducted by the National Testing Service
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CNTS) ofPakistan. These prograrns at the univenities are overviewed by the secretariats

ofthe vice chancellors ofthe universities and suppo.ted by HEC. The curricula of B.Ed.,

M.Ed. and M.A Education are determined by the I{igher Education Commission of

Pakistan and that of Diploma in Education, and ofAssociate Degree in Education by the

Cuniculum arld Extension Wing of the Ministry of Education. A set of national and

intemational text books and refetence books, for B. Ed and M. Ed programs are

recommended by HEC, and students are advised to benefit from it according to the

prescribed syllabus.

At some univercities including University of Karachi, University of Sindh and Shah

Abdul Latif University, Khairpur, M.A Education is also being run with duration of two

years, and prepares the candidates for supervision and for teaching students of Grades VI

to X at secondary/high schools. Out of the entire aforcmentioned pre service teacher

education programs the most commo[ and populai is B. Ed. As given in Table -6 on the

previous pages, ort of 2'19 teacher education institutions of the country 64 51o/' of

institutions are offe ng B Ed. program.

Although teacher education and training in Pakistan is under strong criticisms however, it

has been supplying a massive trained human resource despite of scarce and meager

resource. Whatevel the problems are, teacher education has an important role by

developing a professional force of primary and secondary teachers The literature appears

to contain few studies such a5 that of Brownell, et al , (2005) who co[fidently claim that

teacher education definitely influences what teachers do and how their students perform

Even with the shortcomings of current teacher education and licensing, "fully prepared

and certifled teache6 ale genelally better rated and more successful with students than

teachers without this prepamtion '. (Darling-Hammond, 2000a: 167) Despite some major

changes, there are number of strong factors which arc having significant effects upon the

implementation of education policies and hamper the quality of teacher education ln

Pakistan the very low level of resource base, fragmented organizational structure for

Teacher Education Institutes (TEI) and lack of a national vision and political will to

coordinate across a four province multi-cultural system, make for a much more difficult

situation. [t also lacks the necessary injection of an understanding of the importance of



ongoing professional development. Finally, lack of financial resowces and the
dependence ofPakistan on intemational donors add considerably to the complexity ofthe
problem. If this analysis is correct, a few things are needed. The first is to proyide a

comprehensive policy fiamework with clear vision to improve the quality of teacher

education. Improving the teacher education system is not the outcome of a mysterious

process. It could perhaps, be achieved as soolr as Goverffneflt gives priority to solve the

emergent issues.

2.13 PROBLEMS OF TEACHER EDUCATION IN PAKISTAN

No doubt education plays a significant role in nation,s development but the quality of
education is greatly determined by the quality of teachers, therefore, great efforts were

made and still are beilg made to imp{ove the quality of Teacher Education. UNESCO

(1987) highlights the following critical deficiencies in Teacher Educarion.

l. Problem of Selection

Defects of selection procedure lead to deterioration of the quality of teachers. Better

selection method would not only improve the quality of faining but also save the

personal and social wastage. Some suggestions are mentioned: (a) Candidates should be

interviewed, (b) Test of ceneral Knowledge should be applied, (c) Test in school

subjects, (d) Test of language, (e) Test of intelligence should be administered, (0
Aptitude; interest arld attitude inventory should be administered, and (g) A well direct

guidance service should be provided.

2. Deliciencies ofsmall time period provided for Teacher's Education

In Pakistan, this period is ofore year after the graduation - the effective session being of
eight to nine months. The main purpose of teacher education progaam is to develop

healthy aftitude, broad based interest and values. It is not possible dudng the short

duration of nine months.
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3. Incornp€tencyofstudentteachers

The existing training prograrn does not provide adequate opportunities to the student

teacheN to develop competency because the organizers of teacher's taining progmm are

not aware of the existing problems of schools. Therefore, there should be a close

matching betweeo the work schedule ofthe teacher in a school and the program adopted

for teacher preparation in a training college.

4. DefectsConcerningCurriculumlmplementation

A prospective teacher should know the meaning of education, its objectives, the soclo-

cultural and politico eco[omics background, and the principles that guide constuction of

curriculum etc. but a proper prepaxation towards a good. Orientation is impossible in a

short duration. Following steps may be taken in this connection:

(D

(i')

(iii)

(iv)

allowing more time to learners for good reading and sound build-up of the

intellect and attitude,

arranging for exchange ofexpe ence than mercly attending lecturcs,

changing the mode oftesting inputs

the content must have direct implications in the daily school teaching.

5. Problems of practice teaching

The mtio of marks between theory and practice generally remains of 5:2 although

teaching practice plays a significant role in B.Ed. program ln-spite of all kinds of

elaborate arangements regarding practice in teaching, prospective teachers are non_

serious to the task of teaching, deficient in sense of duty irresponsible, aimless'

indifferent to children, lacking innovative measure in teaching which are gleat obstacles

in the development ofpedagogical skills

6, Problem of supervision ofteaching

The supervisory organization fol practice teaching aims at bringing improvement in the

instructional activity of the student teache$ by using various techniques and practical



skills in teaching and helps them to develop confidence in facing the classroom

situations. This is done through following types ofsupervisions:

1) Supervision before classroom teaching: It aims at guiding in planning their

lessons, leaming to organize contents, formulating suitable gestures and

developing other related skills. At Fesent the Iesson plans are checked

supedcially and no discussion is made by the subject method specialist.

Supervision during the classroom teaching: It is done by teachers who are not

method specialist generally. These supervisors offer descriptive t)?e ofcriticism,

while constructive type is desirable. Their remarks are related to the general

personality ofthe prospective teacherc. The percertage oflessons supervised is 25

per cent due to faulty staffing paftem, lack of time, too many lessons to be

supervised, defective time table etc. Here, the school teacher should be assisted by

the college supervisor in his work. Frequent conferences and consultations

between them will help to relate them to practice and the student teacher will
improve the perfomMce in a realistic school sefting.

Lack of Subject Knowledge

The B.Ed. prograrn does not emphasize the knowledge of the basic subject. The whole

teaching practice remains indifferent with regard to the subject knowledge of the

prospective teacher.

8. Faulty Methods ofTeachidg

In Pakistan, teacher educators are averse to innovation and expe mentation in the use of
methods ofteaching. Their acquaittance with modern class-room communication devices

is negligible.

9, IsolationofTeachers'EducationDepartment

As has been observed by education commission, the teacher education has become

isolated ftom schools and current development in school education. The schools consider

2)
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the teachff education department as an alien institution and not a nursery for the

professional development of school teacher. These depafiments only observe the

formality of finishing the prescdbed number of lessons not caring for the suitability of

pedagogy involved in the procedure.

10. Poor Academic Background of Prospective Teachers

Most ofcandidates do not have the requisite motivation and an academic background for

a well deserved entry in the teaching profession.

11. Lack ofProper Fscilities

In Pakistan, the teacher education program is being given a step-motherly treatment.

Mostly, the teachei education institutions are being run in rented buildings without any

facility for an experimental school or labomtory, libmry and other equipments necessary

for a good teacher education department. There are no separate hostel facilities for

prospective teachers.

12. Lack olRegulatio[s in Demand and Supply

The Provincial/ Federal Education Departments have no data on the basis of which they

may work out the desired intake for their institutions. There is a considerable lag between

the demand and supply of teachers. This has created the problems of unemployment and

underemployment.

13, InadequateErnpiricalResearch

In Pakistan, research in education has been considerably neglected. The research

conducted is of inferior quality. The teacher education programs are not properly studied

before turdertaking any research.
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14. Lack of Frcilities for Professional Development

Most of the programs are being conducted in a routine and unimaginative manner. Even
the association ofteacher educators has not contributed an),thing towards development of
a sourd professionalization ofteacher education in the countrv.

15. Insufficient FiDancial Grants

Most of the teacher education institutions are still being run by the fee collected from
prcspective teachers, ,ts the share of state grant is too small.

Since the teacher is the pivot of the entire educational system and is the main catalytic
agent for introducing desirable changes in the teaching leaming process, all attempts be
made for motivating teachets to become innovative and creative. It goes without saying
that a self motivated and really industrious teacher can utilize his own resources to keep
himself abreast of new knowledge and skills. While these and other iDitiatives are

welcome, it is clear that the quantity and quality ofteacher education program in pakistan

must improve for the sake of the next generation of pakistanis to be befter educated and
better citizens than previous ones.
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CHAPTER - III
RESEARCH METIIODOLOGY

3.I THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

A good educational system, as has been stated in the chapter I, involves the lbllowing
three important stages, namely; 1) determiting the objectives, (2) providing expenences
to realize or attain those objectives, (3) measuring and evaluating the results i.e., whether
the objectives have been achieved or not. As the present study dealt with the evaluation
of the teacher education program as such, it was felt essential to investigate irto all the
three types of activities. consequentry, the investigator had to make use of different sets
of tools for obtaining the necessary data, about the differeilt dimensions of the teacher
education program. A description of the tools and the rationale behind their adoption
would be essential.

3,2 RAI'IONALE BEHIND THE SELECTION OF OBJECTIVES OF
TEACHER EDUCATION

A progam of education, to be sound and effective, should basically be built on
"desirable" objectives, so as to provide direction and meaning to the whole ofeducational
endeavor. The preparation of a statement of objectives for any particular point of time,
require critical examination of the past as well as thoughtful projections for the future.
The objectives apart from providing direction alld organization also guide the instructor
both in deciding what and how to teach and in evaluating student accomplishments.

The formulation of desirable instructional objectives is not an easy one in as much as it
has to satisry many criteria. Some of the most important criteria against which a

statement ofeducational objectives should be validated against are:

I) The criterion of social adequacy which ensures whether the stated objective will
meet the pressing demands of contemporary society or not. The society,s needs are one

ofthe fundamental coilcems ofeducatio[ and therefore, no set of objectives which do not
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serve as an effective instrument in the realization of social objectives can be considered
socially adequate.

2) The criterion of the basic needs ofthe learner is the second most important referent
of education. It means children,s needs, interests and aspirations. Whatever may be the
educatio[al enterp se, in its ultimate analysis, must meet the basic and derived needs of
the leamer.

3) Th€ criterion of th€ democretic ideal: Our country has deliberately chosen the
democratic way oflife. Hence the educational progmm must ensrue the acquisition ofthe
main values, skills, and attitudes ofdemocracy on the part of its citizens.

4) The criterion of non-contmdictior: Teacher Education Institutes (TEI) in realization
of objectives have to employ a variety of techniques, programs and subject_matter
content. While doing so, care must be bestowed to see that the pursuance of one
educational objective through one activity or area of experience does not contadict
another. In other words, tlere must be wholesomeness and integration in the objectives
pt[sued by the TEL

5) The criterion of behavioristic inlerpretation: It has beefl the experience of
educationists that aims and objectives expressed in general terms tend to beconc vague

and incapable of giving nccessary direction to educational activity. It has been

universally accepted that any aim or objective that cannot be expressed in tems of
realizable specific outcomes in tems of student behavior can be rcgarded as meaningful

and functional.

In addition to the above five criteria for validation ofeducational objectives, one can also

add the criterion of'balance' ar1d the criterion of,flexibility,. One caturot also forget that

well stated curiculum objectives should take into consideration the criterion of
krowledge, by which the disciplinary value of subjects ard their power to train the mind
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Thus objectives ofeducation are to be derived from the needs ofstudents, and the needs
of society, and arc conditioned by the social philosophy of a people as is expressed in
terms ofits cultural varues, ideas, beriefs and artifacts. The objectives ofeducatron are, to
a great extent, decided not only by what is desirable, but also by what is possible, the
latter being largely decided by understanding of the nature of knowledge and natue of
the leaming process.

3.3 RESEARCHDESIGN

The study followed mixed-method research design. A mixed_method research design is a
procedure for collecting, analyzing and .,mixillg,, both quantitative and qualitative
methods in a single study or a sedes of studies to understand a research problem
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 201l). The basic assumption is that rhe use of both quality and
quantitative methods, in combination, provide a bettq unde^tanding of the research
problem and question than either method by itsell There are several reasons for usrng a
mixed-method design to conduct the study. Mixed_method is a good design to used ifthe
researcher seek to build on the strength of both qualitative and quantitative data.

Qualitative data, such as scores on il*trumerts, yield specific members that can be
statistically analyzed, can produced results to assist the frequency and mag tude of
trends and can provide useful information to describe trends about a large numtrer of
people. However, qualitative data such as open-ended interviews that provide actual
words of people in the study offer many different perspectives on a study topic and
provide a complex picture of the situation. When the researchq combines quantitative

and qualitative data, ',we have a very complex picture of the situation,, (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Thus the researcher can develop ..a complex picture of social
phenomena" (Green & Caracelli, 1997).

This study follows the.Explanatory Sequential Design,(ESD), in which instead of
collecting data at the same time and merging the results mix-method researcher collects
quantitative and qualitative infomation sequentially in two phases with one form of data
collection following and informing the orhers. According to Creswel (2012) ..rhe
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Explanatory Sequential Design is perhaps the most popular form ofmix-method design in

educational research". The rationale for this approach is that the quantitative data and

results provide a general picture of the research problem; more analyses, specifically

through qualitative data, is needed to refine extend or explain the general picture.

In the present study, four phases comprised on quantitative data source while the fifth
phase used qualitative and quantitative data while doing the detail case studies of five

selected Teacher Education Institutions as a case study is an empirical inquiry that

investigate a cortemporary phenomena in-depth and within its real life context especially

when the boundaries between phenomena and context or not clearly evident. The case

study inquiry copes with the techdcally distinctive situation in which there will be many

more variables of interest then data points and as one tesult relies on multiple sources of
evidence with data leading to converge in a t angulating fashion and as other results

benefits from the pdor developments of theoretical propositions to guide data collection

and analysis (Yin, 2009).

Yin also noted that as a related but important note the case study method is not just a

form of "qualitative research" even though it may be recognized arnong the array of

qualitative research choices (Creswell, 2007).

Some case study research goes beyond being a type of qualitative research by using a mix

ofqualitative and quantitative evidence. In addition, case studies need not always include

direct and detail observational evidence mark by other forms ofqualitative research.

Provincial Institute of Teacher Education(PlTE) Sindh in collaboration with USAID &

UNESCO has compiled "A Comprehensive Directory of Teacher Training/Education

Institutes in Sindh. According to this directory, there are 69 l'eacher Education/Training

lnstitutes in Sindh (See Annex-Al) Out oftotal 69 institutes only 9 offer B.Ed Program.

As the focal point of this study is B.Ed Program being offered by Public and Private

Sector Universities located in Karachi, so all the Teacher Educatiot Training institutes
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offering B.Ed Programme were included in the sample. Thus sample comprised of 27

Teacher Education Institutes. (See Annex-II)

The study comp sed of following five phases and each phase was required to frame its

own methodology:

Phase I: Survey offacilities in teacher training institutes

Phase II: Detemining the objectives ofteacher educatior

Phase III: Providing experiences to realize or attain those objectives

Phase lV: Measuring teacher efficiency

Phase V: Case studies

In the following discussion, the investigato will try to explain methodology adopted for

each phase in detail.

Phrse I: Survey of Facilities itr Teacher f,ducation Institutions

No category ofeducation research is more widely used than the type kno\a'n variously as

the survey, the nomative-survey, status alld descriptive research. This is a broad

classification comprising a variety ofspecific techniques and procedures, all similar folm

the standpoint of purpose that is, to establish the status of the phenomenon under

investigation.

Although it is not possible to make clear-cut distilctions between these studies and the

other classifications, general differences can be pointed out. A fairly cleat line can be

drawn between survey studies and historical studies on the basis of time: the later deals

with the past, the former with the present. Surveys differ from experimental studies in

pulpose. Suaveys aae oriented towards the determination oI the stafus of a Siven

phenomenon mther than toward the isolation of causative factors. Suvey studies differ

ftom case studies in that surveys are generally based on large cross-sectional samples,

while case studies are oriented to the more intensive and longitudinal study of a smaller

sample and, like experimentation, attempt to isolate antecedents or causes of the

phenomenon under investigation.
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Surveys vary irl subject ftom such topics as the duties and responsibilities of the school

superintendent, the activities ofthe classroom teacher to the aftitudes ofschool personnel

or the public on a wide variety of educational issues. In scope, survey studies ra[ge from

such vast rmder takings as the decimal census of the Bureau of the census to the on-the-

spur-of-the-moment polls of the smoking prefercnces of college students.

Educational Surveys are particularly vematile and practical, especially for the

administrator, in that they identify present conditions and point to present needs. They

cannot make the decisions. Surveys are so obviously useful, in fact, that administratorc

tefld to rely on them too exclusively, and to base crucial decisiors on a swvey ofopinions

often poorly sampled. Surveys are of the present and, if used simply for the purpose of
seeing what has been attained to date, ale relatively useless. On the other hand, by

providing the basis for decisions for improvement, they can be decidedly practical.

SuNeys must do more than merely uncover data, they must interpret, synthesize, and

integrate these data and point to implications and interrelationships. And, while the fact-

finding aspects of the survey are occasionally semi-cledcal in nature, there is ample

opportunity for the investigator to display ingenuity and scholarliness in his interpretation

of the data and in his understanding of their strcngths and weaknesses, their

interelationships, their apparent antecedents, and, especially, their implications.

Survey research, like all other research, must begin with a definite problem and be

oriented toward the eventual derivation of valid generalization. The suNey makes its

maximurn cont bution when it originates liom a problem existing within the framework

of theory, and when it is oriented toward the ide[tification of factors and relationships

worthy of investigation under more rigorously controlled conditions. Since it is rarely

possible to achieve control of extraneous lactors within the setting of the natuml

situation, the survey is not generally capable oftesting specific hypotheses. As a method

of rcsearch, it represe[ts a step of intermediate scientilic sophistication by which semi-
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crude relationships among phenomena are explored. It is a scientific technique only

insofar as it strives for all the precisior ofwhich it is capable.

The survey constitutes a p mitive type of research in that the investigation of any

problem must begin with a 'survey' of its Irature before it can move into the more

sfuctured and rigorous phases. At its most elementary stage, the survey is concemed

with determining the immediate status ofa given phenomenon. More important from the

standpoint of its role as a techdque in the development of educational science, however,

is the exteNion of this clarilication of the problem into the development of further

insights and, eventually, into the derivation of hypotheses to be incorporated into more

adequate investigations at the experimental level. Thus, its purpose is both immediate and

long-range. The survey is more realistic than the experiment in that it investigates

phenomena in their natural setting. This is, of course, a great stength in the early stages

ofthe investigation of a problem in that it affords flexibility and versatility. [n the latter

stages of investigation, however, this strength becomes a weakness because the lack of

control prccludes a definitive test ofcrucial hypotheses. Unfortunately, though the survey

should be a steppi[g stone to more precise investigations, in practice this second step is

fiequently overlooked. Too often surveys are made of problems that lead nowhere, that

have no significant purpose or that are oriented toward meaningless topics. Olr the other

hand, it does not follow that the survey is an inferior t)?e of rcsearch, the concept of

inferiority does not belong here since the answer that is needed depends on tle type of

questio[ that is raised, and, certainly with respect to certain types of problems for

example, the attitudes of children toward cheati[g the answet must be derived from a

suwey rather than from some more sophisticated approach.

Survey studies can be divided into any number of subcategories, depending on the basis

and purpose of classification. Probably the most basic breakdown is to separate them into

descriptive studies, which are oriented toward the description of the present status of a

given phenomenoo, and analyical studies, in which phenomena are analyzed according

to their basic components. Along a different continuum, survey studies can also be

classifigd accordin8 to the instruments and tectrniques used for examPle, questionnaire,
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interview, observation, and so on. Although neither of these breakdowns is clear_cut, this
dual system ofclassification seems to have merit from an operational, as well as form an

organizational point of view.

Two problems which are ofimportance in all research are particularly crucial in surveys.

1. The problem of sampling is of primary concem in all survey studies, for unless

the sample on the basis of which the data are collected is representative of the

population selected for investigation, the conclusions drown cannot apply to that
population.

2. The validity ofthe instmments or techniques used in gatheri[g the data is crucial

to the validity ofthe conclusions rhat are derived from surveys. To the extent that

the instruments used are not valid and one must remember that validity applies

to a particular situation under specific conditions the results obtained cannot be

interpreted nor can generalizations be reached (Movly, 1964).

For the study, survey of 27 teacher education institutions of Sindh was conducted. (See

Annex-B for survey tool) For suweys, a representative respo[se rate is important. A
survey that collects very small data may not provide basis for generalization of results

due to limited substantial information. For this achievement, investigators must take into

consideration the respoildents' comprehension level, the length and language of the

items, and the level of difficulty. These factors may create dilliculties and as a

consequence lower respondent interest which reflects in the tesponse rate. Majority ofthe

suveys collected from public sector universities (l{-15; 56%) while remaining 12

institutions belong to private sector universities (44%). Total 16 institutions retumed the

questionnaires and 59% was the overall suNey response rate from a pool of 27

institutions which were initially contacted by the investigator. Almost similar rcsponse

rate was achieved in both public scctor institlltions (60%) as well as ill p vate sector

institutions (response rate 58%). Preliminary data about the institutions showed that out

of twenty-seven institutions which were included in the sample, thirteen institutions (49
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percent) are co-educational, nine (33 Percent) females'and flve (16 percent) are males'

institutions.

The Questionnaire framed to find out the adequacy of the various inputs of tle training

illstitutions, co[tains a second section which tries to find out the adequacy ofthe various

other ilputs (apaf from the curricular program) such as basic infrastruclure, teaching

personnel, facilities provided for practice teaching etc.

While constructiflg the second section of the questionflaire, all the factors pertaining to

teacher education institutions which are necessary for the successful and effective teacher

education, were taken into consideration. For this purpose, principals and teachers ofthe

teacher education irNtitutions were consulted The final form of the questionnairc was

prepared after all the impodant factors were listed. The final form ofthe questionnaire is

divided into thrce parts: (See Annex-B)

Part I: General infomation pertaining to the institution namely type of institution, t)?e

of management, criteria for selection of the trainees, adequacy of the basic infrastructure,

distribution of work lor different subjects, student personnel services, cmfts and co-

curricular activities.

Part IIr Practice-in-teaching progmm of the institution which includes details regarding

the nurnber of demonstration lessons given, number of demonstration schools used,

difficulties experienced by the teacher-haining institutions in making arrangements fol

practice-teaching, instuctions given to the rainees to plan and observe lessons, number

of lessons given by the trainees and observed by the staff etc

Part IIt: The evaluation procedure followed namely the different methods (types) of

tests used for assessing for theory and practical subjects, weightage given to intemal and

extemal examinations, etc
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Phase II: Determining the Objectives ofTeacher Education

The appraisal of any program of education must begin tvith a consideration of the

progr,un's goals and objectives. Since a program of teacher education seeks to prcpare

teachers it must ultimately be judged by the degee to which its objectives satisfy the

above ciiteria and thereby develops the competencies that are essential for a successful

firnctioning on the part of the teacher.

As the present study deals with the appraisal ofthe teacher education program, it was felt

necessary to establish as the fiIst step in the study, a hierarchy of objectives for teacher

education. This was so, because, the investigator found that the teacher education

program did not possess a statement ofwell-defined objectives. II1 this regard, it would be

wise to remember that there is grcat need to arive at some kind ofpriorities with regard

to educational objectives, because, what an educational institution can achieve can be

limited in comparison to what students ought to leam. It would be umealistic and

therefore unwise to expect everlthing from the schools and teachers. It would be practical

to enfust TEI with certain limited number ofeducational goals so that can do it well and

not disperse their energies in trying to choose to de too many horses at the same time.

A number of objectives have earlier been recommended by various bodies and study

goups for teacher education. On the basis of them and also on the knowledge obtai[ed

Irom discussions and various reference mate als, the investigator selected a set of

objectives required for an effective teacher training proglam, so that from among them a

well fomulated set ofobjectives could be derived.

Accordingly, a questionnaire was prepared to obtain opinions from experts in the lleld of

education, in order to fomulate a sound and effective set of general and specific

objectives for the teacher tmining program. (See Annex-D)

Probably no instrument of research has been more subject to censure than the

questionnaire. Yet is continues to be the most used - and the most abused - instrument in

educational research as both graduate students and professional agencies continue to rely



on it. Today its weakness and limitations - as well as its strengths are more clearly

recognized, and a more serious attempt is made to limit its use to situations where it is
appropriate. It is recognized that its weakresses are not insurmountable. The problem is

one of deciding when it is appropriate to use it - Ibr instance, ill prefere[ce to tlrc
inte iew or the experimert - and thell of ensuring that it meets acceptable levels of
adequacy. In other words, the questionnaire has definite advantages which must be

weighed against its disadvantages and its validity must be consideled against its

disadvantages, and its validity must be considered in the specific case.

The first problem to be faced in planning a questionnaire survey is, obviously, to decide

whether an adequate answer can be obtained by a survey, or whether recouse should be

made to more precise techniques. This calls for an understanding of the rclative

advantages both of surveys and of other form of research. Too frequently a survey is

made when a valid answer can come only from expedmentation. Thus, a teacher might

attempt to solve the problem of whether or not training in phonics promotes greater

proficiency in reading by surveying the opinions of other teachers, who are equally

ignora t of the answer. The decision must be based on a clear conception ofspecifically

what the investigator wants to determine, and the kind of data necessary to answer the

questions which the problem entails.

Assuming that a survey is indicated, the investigator needs to detemine whether the

questionnaire is the most adequate source of survey information in this particular case.

This choice is made on the basis ofthe relative advantages and disadvartages of each of

the relevant survey techniques in relation to the problem and the situation iovolved or in

technical terms, it is necessary to choose the best instrument from the standpoint of

validity, reliability, usability (Mouly, 2004).

The questionnaire divided into two parts. Part A and Part B. Part - A has been further

divided into tlvo sections, each consisting ofeight items. The first section undei this part

consists of general objectives of the teacher training as a \,r'hole, where as the second
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section consists ofobjectives for secondary school teacher education in particular' Pa

B deals with the specific objectives.

The statements of objectives included are mainly based on the usefulness of those

attributes to the student teacheN when they become actual teachers. These have been

selected on the basis of theoretical foundations of teacher education. In the first set i.e.

Part A Section I, the items included is widely accepted objectives for the general

training progam. There are altogether eight items under this category

The fi$t objective is to enable the student teachers to become conversant with the

philosophical, sociological, historical and comparative foundatiorc of education'

Traditionally this has been perhaps the most important objective of teacher education'

This includes four important theoretical foundations ofeducation which are considered to

be essential for a student teacher.

The second objective deals with the meaning of democracy and its implication to

education leading to the development of desirable ideals ald practices arnong students

As we are living in a counfy which has pinned its faith in the democracy way oflife, it is

essential that evety citizen knows what type of education fits with the frarnework of

democracy and how it caters to the leeds of the country' The training program should

help the student teacher imbibe the value of democratic education aIId also in tum try to

make his str.dents leam them.

One of the most important areas of knowledge which a teacher should have in the modem

field of education is that of the psychological foundations of education- Educational

psychology is primarily concemed with the study of human behavior' It is the

development of psychology that has helped us understand the complex nature of the

human mind, its many ramifications and implications for education Hence great

importance should be given to the psychological bases ofeducation'
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In our educational system, probably, the one area which is at the butt-end of much

criticism is its cuniculum. Curiculum is not formulated without much reference to the

basic principles of curriculum conshuction ror does its planning involve the cooperation

ofall stakeholders. The need ofthe hour is to train the teacher-educatot in the science of
cmiculum construction so that they not only know the philosophy behind cuniculum

development but effectively participate in the process ofcuniculum-making as well.

Our system of education recognizes the fact that all leamers are differelt and play

different roles in society. Therefore, although our society determines the general

objectives of education, specific objectives are influenced by the capabilities of

individual leamer. A second choice ofobjectives depends upon sound infomation about

the studellts' abilities, interests, attitudes, and character. This information can be attained

though the use of modem techniques of measurement and evaluation. Apart from this the

use of evaluation technique helps the teacher to reveal the stage at which the student has

arrived in the leaming process. It helps in detemining the effectiveness of instruction arld

as a basis for surnmarizing and rcporting student progress and to throw light on the

feasibility and practicability of realizing stated objectives. Collection of the many

different kinds of evidence requires the use of a variety of measuement techniques and

skills. Kaowledge of these skills and techniques is essential for a teacher and hence a

sound and effective training in the modem evaluation techniques must become an

important part in the whole taining program.

The role of administration is very crucial for any organization including schools. As it is,

we need capable educational administators become our future depends upon the

imaginative organization and administration of the school and its program. Educational

administration is concemed with the management of materials as well as human

relationship. The teacher must be enabled to understard ar1d appreciate the role of

administration and organization of educational program. This would help him to

cooperate meaningfully with the administators in the working ofthe school.

In the present situatiorL guidance plays a very important role in giving direction to

student groMh and progress. Guidance services are being accepted as an integral part of



contemporary educational institution. Every teacher, especially the secondary school

teacher, will have to play an important role in the guidance program. In order to make a

teacher well versed in the techniques of guidance and its various facets, the training

institution should provide proper orientatioo in the field of guidance.

It is true that a teacher if he/she is to succeed as an effective teacher must possess

adequately professional knowledge and skills. But more than in any other profession,

development of desirable attitudes on the part of the teacher has been found to be of
momentous significance. Training for the development ofprcper professional attitudes is

considered the essence of any program of teacher training as these attitudes involve

human relationship at its best. Hence the program concemed with the Feparation of
teachem must aim at developing positive and favorable attitude towards the teaching

prcfession.

The eight items included in the seco[d section are unique alld are meant for secondary

education teacher taining. The items were selected in the same way as in the case of
section L These items are mostly olpractical nature. The importance of these items can

be clearly understood from the followingjustifications.

To a secondary school teacher the most important and primary thing is that he must have

a clear concept about the aims and objectives of secondary education in general and the

objectives of teaching specific school subjects at the secondary level in particular. As the

aims and objectives would be the foundations ofthe entire future prog€m the teacher is

goirE to undedake in the school, it is highly essential for him to acquire a clear cut

understanding of the objectives.

In the secondary schools, the age group beginning of adolescence. In this stage, various

complex developments starting and a teacher has to understand the various needs and

interests of children at various levels and help them to satisry their needs, so that they

\rould blossom to more mature adults in their later life. Apart from that, the teachers'
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approach in handling the needs of children will help a long way in solvrng many
problems ofstudent adjustment and growth.

Modem psychology of teaching and leami[g, have opened up opportunities foi teachers
to acquaint tlemselves oftools and techniques, procedures and processes that v/ill enable
them to handle the various varieties ofteaching situations they may find themselves in. it
helps tre teachers adopt methods suited to different subjects and at different levels. The
haining one gets ftom the training institution should enable him to employ such effective
methods which will help to deliver the goods more meaningfully.

The use of instructional materials illcluding audio_visual aids and informatior and
communication technoiogies has a high value for the trainees. They make leaming more
eflective and therefore more permanent. They offer a wealth of expe ence to make
leaming become activated. A judicious use of these materials is possible or y if proper
training is given in the development and use ofinstructional materials and teaching aids.

A new concept ofeducation which has crept into the field ofsecondary education is work
expe ence. As the crafts are going to be useful to children apart from the curricular
program, the teacher has to realize the need and importance of work-expedence and
acquire proficiency in it. This is possible only if the training program gives emphasis to
the various principles and procedures ofwork experience.

Co-curicular activities have not been considered an integral part ofthe normal prugram

of a school. For this the teachers must have an aware[ess of competence in the various

co-curricular activities which can be taken up in secondary schools. The taining must
make the teachers capable oforganizing al1d supervising co-curricular activities.

The school should be a community centre and should establish harmony between the

demands of society and the needs of children. This meaningful school_community

integration can be caried effectively ifthe teacher has knowledge ofthe commrmity and
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knows how to participate in community activities and elicit cornrnunity cooperation and
participation.

The above j ustifications would explain the selection ofinclusion of the general objectives
given in the questionnaire for teacher training program of secondary education level.

The question, however, remains as has been stated earlier, as to how much a pre_service
training program can in rearity achieve. Any training progam, for obvious reasons of
time and facility, can achieve success only in a limited way. In the case of general
objectives every one of them, as stated above is highly essential al1d significant.
Nevertheless, some kind of priority even among these basic essentials would have to be
necessary. This would be a difficult but necessary task. So the respondents, who included
experienced teachers in the field of teacher education, were requested to mnk these
general objectives according to theh preference. The purpose was to arrive at, on the
basis of the cumulative wisdom of educationists, a hierarchy of gereral objectives of
teacher education in general and secondary educatio[ level (B.Ed.) in particular.

hr order to remove the ambiguity of geneml objectives, educators usually insist on the
criterion of behaviorist interpretation being satisfied. This specificity helps curriculum
framers take desirable academic decisions.

Therefore, it was felt necessary to state specific objectives to most of the albresaid
general objectives. As the importance of general objectives has already been stated, the
task of explaining the scope and intent of the specific objectives would be unnecessaty.

As in the case of general objective, it was felt necessary to derive at a set of specific
objectives. Hence the respondents were asked to .ate the specific objectives as ..highly

desirable," "desirable" and.,not desirable.,,

Details of the Questiontraire used to lind out the Adequacy of the Curricular
Program and Various other inputs for the Realization of the Fixed Objectives of
Teacher Education
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The second major aspect ofthe investigation was to find oirt the adequacy ofthe existing

teacher training program. This had to be measured against the objective fomulaled and

determined by lhe help ofthe firsr queslionnajre.

Questiotrnaire dealing with the adequacy ofthe curricular offerings

The investigator studied the syllabi prescribed for under-graduate teacher taining course

and also visited teacher training institutions in order to become acquainted with the

various curricular and other inputs of the training institutions. The investigator held

discussions with teachers working in these institutions. To validate his own judgment, it
was thought necessary to collect information and opinions from those who actually

administered these institutions as also from those who supervised and gave them

leadership. Accordingly, a second questionnaire was prepared which consists of two

sections.

Section-l deals with the adequacy of the circular offerings in different professional

subjects that are prescribed for the B.Ed. haining course. The various units of study

prcscribed ir the different professional subjects were matched against specific objectives

(arrived at earlier) accordi[g to the investigator's best judgment and other expert advice

available. The respondents were also given the opportunity to suggest any other units

which they felt were useful for the realization ofthe said objectives. The investigator felt

that for a few objectives there were no units in the curriculum which could help in

achieving them. Such objectives were listed at the end and the respondents were asked to

suggest content units which would help for t}e realization ofthose objectives.

Phase III: Proyiding Experielces to Realizc or Attain those Objectives

A program of teacher education can be considered good if it succeeds iII achieving the

objectives set for that program namely prepadng competent and elicient teachers. For

this pupose it was necessary to analyse the adequacy of B.Ed. progmm in relations to

desirable objectives.
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Phase IV: Measuring Teacher Efficiency

It was flecessary, to find out how l'ar the teacher training program succeeded in trailing
ellcient teachers or in other woads, it was necessary to measure ,,teacher efliciency,, on
the part of the trainees. Through measuremelt of teacher efficiency is a complicated
problem; attempts have been done to measure it in one form or another. Usually one or
more ofthe following methods are employed. l) An evaluation ofthe changes brought
about in students,2) an appraisal ofthe teacher,s achievement, attitudes and knowledge
ofeducational practices and principles, 3) ratings ofthe teacher by students, 4) teacher,s

self-evalualion. 5) ratings made b) supervisors.

To measure teacher-efficiency through the appraisal of the teacher,s achievement,

attitudes, knowledge of educatiolal practices and principles, a tool has to be developed

and made use ol

But developing a comprehensive tool to measure teacher efficiency is a difficult tssk and

that itself would be a major research work, which was beyond the scope of the present

investigator. There are many tests developed and standardized throughout the globe. A
brief c tique of a few of them has already been attempted in the earlier chapter ol1 related

studies.

A detailed review of Inventory used would be appropriate at this stage, only to
demonstrate that it is a well-constructed tool. After a detailed analysis of the relevant

studies on teacher efficiency, and on the basis ofall enquiry, the investigator gouped the

essential teacher- effectiveness attdbutes into the following five areas for the purpose of
this inventory.

l) Professional knowledge or skill and interest (a)

'Ihis includes professional knowledge or skills for professional preparation such as

acquaintance with use of various teaching aids, knowledge ofvarious types ofevaluation
procedure and different methods of teaching importance of co cuaicular activities etc.
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2) Acquaintance with the principles ofpsychology (b)
This includes psychology of teaching and leaming, ootivation, understanding the pupil,
psychology ofdealing with problems with children, backward and handicapped children
etc.

3) Abilify for class management, school cognition and Administration (c)
This includes discipline problems, loose management, workload, school managemen!
teacher, duties and rights, knowledge of administrative machinery, experience and
knowledge ofdifferent school satiations and pioblems etc.

4) Relatiobship with others (d)

Under this category comes the attitude toward othets, relatioD with authorities-
colleagues, pupils and parents.

5) Individual qualities (e)

This includes petsonal viftues ofa teacher such as patience, humor, sympathy, kindness,
resourcefulness, confidence, attractiveness, personality traits, emotional matudty, idea of
the teacher aboutjustice etc.

Under each ofthe above areas a large nurnber of items were constucted, the responses to
which, were considered to revel whether the teacher in making is having or will develop
some aspect of the ability or trait included in the areas.

For this purpose, the investigator develop an inventory which included two types of
items: 'A' type consisting of favorable and unfavorable statements each of which was to
be opined on a five point scale and .8, type consisting of situations common to school

environment, each situation being associated with five probable reactions.

For the initial stage one hundred and fifty ,A, type statement and seventy .B, type

situations were preliminary constructed. After an informal tryout more ofthe items werc
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revised and rccast and some of them which appeared ambiguous and duplicating in

conteflt were omifted.

I[ the first preliminary folm ofthe inventory, hundred and nineteen items of 'A' type and

forty-fi\e items of'B lype were relained.

Foi the pueose of the pre-tryout, twenty teachem were selected, necessary corrections

were made and pilot study was undertaken on five hundred candidales.

The heads/ p ncipals of twenty-seven Teacher Education Institutes which were selected

for the administration of the inventory were contacted and were asked to assess each of

the teachers in the following areas and assign marks out of a ma,\imum of twenty:

1. Knowledge ofsubject mafter 5 marks

2. Professio[al interest 5 marks

3. Teaching ability ofthe teacher 5 marks

4. Teacher-pupil relationship 5 marks

Those teachers who obtained fifteen and above were grouped as better-quality teachers

and those who obtained eleven marks and below were grouped as mediocle teachers'

Chi-square values were computed to determine the extent to which each item

discriminated between the two cdterion groups of better-quality aild mediocre teachers'

Items which did not discriminate the criterion groups and some which werc ambiguous

were either dropped or again modified The modihed inventory contained 65 items of

"A" type and thirty five items of"B" type.

Tfuee hundred alld sixty trainees from 27 Teacher Education Institutions were selected

for the second try out. All those items which discriminated the two criterion groups at 0l'

02, 0, 05, orjust above 0.05 level were selected for the liIlal test ltem analysis technique

as a check on the selection of items was applied'
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Different methods of scoring were tried and correration was found out to select the most
accurate system of scoring.

1. The weighted scores and scoring only the most fiequent response was 0.56.
2. The weighted scores and scores obtained by giving marks to all the five responses

was 0.58.

3. The weighted scores and scores obtained by scoring the two responses with the
highest frequencies was 0.74.

As the correlation value of the last method was high it w.rs chosen to be used for ail
plactical purposes.

The inventory was developed by investigator to fiod out the elfrcacy of the teacher
education program and efficient teachers. III other words the said Inveniory was used to
measure teacher efficiency. (See Annex-E)

Phase V: Case Studies

In this investigation case studies ofindividual institutions are to be conducted in order to
see the general trends and issues pertaining to the various aspects ofthe teacher education
program. For this purpose, the survey questionnaire which was used 10 collect the data
about the facilities of 27 Teacher Education Institutions offering B. Ed. across Sindh
province was used.

Pa( 'A' dealt with the General Information regarding irNtitutional inf(astuuctue, students
suppofi services/ guidance and counseling, distribution of the work/ teaching load per
week du ng the first and second semester and co-curricular activities. The only additio[
made in the said questionnaire was inclusion ofan open_ended question with the request

to enlist some ofthe major problem that stands in the way ofquality assurance in 
.l.eacher

Education with special reference to B. Ed. progmm.
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The part 'B' dealt with the practice teaching and the allied plactices.

The part'C' dealt with the formative and summative evaluation ofthe B. Ed. program.

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) with senior faculty members of five cases was

conducted. For gaining the administrative view regarding the quality ofB. Ed. program,

semi-structured ilterview was conducted with the p ncipals/ Head of the Departments of
Teacher Education Institutes. FGDS and Interuiews will be designed in such a way to
obtain the various types of infomation about the different aspects of the .I.eacher

Education Institutions such as: General information about the establishment of the
institution, Organization and Administration, Enrolment and Standards, Instructional

program, Professional performance and Methods of evaluation, Resources of the

Institution, Gro\a'th of Libraries and Laboratories, and In-service and Gro,vth of Libraries

and Laboratories, and In-service alld Extension Activities.

Description of the Study Site

The study was conducted in the city of Karachi; pakistan which has a large number of
educational institutions including univeasities supported by the Federal GoverDment of
Pakistan and the provincial governments. There arc also various private universities

supported by philanthopists, businessmen, welfare bodies and societies. These

Universities are various types: with a single discipline, or multi-disciplines; autonomous

or affiliating, and single campus or multiple campuses. Most of the Universities are

categorized into public sector and private sector universities. Many of the univeEities

have grown reputation and elrolment rapidly to the extent of becoming urunanageable.

There are 69 teacher training /education institutes in the prcvince of Sindh (see Annexure

- A-I). Out ofthese 69 teacher training institutes, 27 offer B.Ed. progam. (See Annexure

- AJI). The following crite a of selectioo werc made for detailed case-studies, five out

ofthe sampled TEIS located in Kamchi were selected as per following details:

. Three TEIS were selected from public sector, namely:

a. Govemment College ofEducation, FederalB. Area, Karachi.
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b. Jamia Millia Government College of Education, Malir, Karachi

c. Department of Teacher Education, Federal Urdu University ofArts, Science

and Technology, Karachi

. Two TEls were selected from private sector

a. Hamdard Institute ofEducation and Social Sciences (HIESS), Hamdard

University Karachi

b. Department ofEducation, Faculty ofEducation and Learing Sciences, Iqra

University Karachi

3.4 SOURCE OF DATA

This study required the survey of all the selected Secondary Teacher Education

Institutions in the province of Sindh in general, and Karachi in particular. Besides,

survey, FGDS and i[terviews, data was also collected from various sources such as:

r Various records available in the respecLive instilutions.

. Prospectus/ admission kit published by the individual institutions.

. Other material published by the individual institutions like college magazine,

reports, historical pamphlets etc.

. Syllabi and ordinances published by the Universities.

o Websites ofthe individual Teacher Education Institutions selected as a case.

. Reports ofthe Teacher Education Conferences.

3.5 PROCEDURES FOR DATA COLLECTION

Du ng the pre-survey phase, the investigator decided to conduct sfuctued interviews

with selected respondents; however, majority of faculty members did not cooperate iI1

such interviews. Even some of them did not cornmunicate and feel hesitations. The

remaining participants were suggested to handover the folm later on this week. To

consider these difficulties, the investigator used anoDymous survey method. Initially, a

formal approval was received ftom the principal of the college. Those faculty members

who cooperated during the first meeting were included in the sample.
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CHAPTER - IY
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE FIIIDINGS

This chapter is divided into following live sections:

4.1 Survey ofFacilities in Teacher education Institutions

4.2 Detemining the Objectives ofTeacher Education

4.3 Providing Experiences to Realize or Attain those Objectives

4.4 Measuring Teacher EfTiciency

4.5 Case Studies

4.1 SURVEY OF FACILITIES IN TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

For surveys, a representative response rate is important. A survey that collects very small

data may not provide basis for generalization of results due to limited substantial

information. For this achievement, investigators must take into consideration the

responde[ts' compreheNion level, the length and language of the items, and the level of
difficulty. These factors may qeate difficulties and as a consequence lower respondent

interest which reflects in the rcsponse rate.

Table - 7 presents the frequency and percentage ofboth groups, as well as sum calculated

for both groups combined. Majority of the surveys were collected from public sector

universities (N=15; 56%) while remaining 12 respondents belong to pdvate sector

universities (44%).

Table 7
The Distribution of the Participants

According to the Organizational Structure

Total 16 institutions retumed the questionnaires ard 59o% was the overall suNey response

rate from a pool of 27 institutions which w€re initially contacted by the investigator.

Almost similar response mte was achieved in both public sector institutions (60010) as

Orsanizational Structure Freouencv Percentage
Govemment Teacher Education Institutions l5 56
Teacher Education lnstitutioN rull by Private
Sector Universities

t2 44

Total 2'l 100
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well as in private sector institutions (response rate 5g%). Table g presents the associated

descriptive statistics.

Table 8
The Distributiotr ofthe Institutions According 10 the Respotrse Rate

Preliminary data about the institutions (see Table-g) showed that out of the responses

received from trventy seven institutions, thirteen institutions (49 percent) are co_

educatiolal, nine (33 percent) females, and frve (16 percent) are males, institutions.

Talrle 9
The Gender Wise Distribution ofthe Institutions According to the Response Rate

ln respect of the number of students enrolled, Table l0 gives the figures for five years

from 2008 ro 2012.*

Table l0
Number and Percentage ofStudeDts Enrolled During th€ Five years (200g to 2012)

Years 2008 2009 2010 20lt 2012

Mde 5t1
o6%\

820
(21%)

966
(22%)

lll9
(27%)

1830
(31%\

Female
27 t9
(84%)

2999
{79%)

3473
(78%)

3080
(73%)

4002
(69%)

Total 3236 3 819 4439 4199 5832

+ In the year 2012 the quesfiohnaire was administered and hence the data are gfueh up to

this yeaL

Data Public Sector
Urliversities

PriYate Sector
Universities

Total

Questionnaire Distributed 15 t2 27
Questionnaire Received 09 07 t6
Response Rate 60% 58yo 59%

Gender Wise
Distributiotr

Public Sector
Utriversities

Private Secior
Universities

Total

Institutions for female
only

07 (47%) 02 (t1o/.) 09 (33%)

lnstitutions for male onlv 0s (33%) 00 (00%) 0s (16%)
Co-education institutions 03 (20%\ r0 (83%) t3 (49%)
Total l s (100%) t2 (t00%) 27 (100%)



The Table-lo reveals that there is, on the whole a gradual increase in the number of male

prospective teachers enrolled in the teacher education institutes during the last five years

(2008 to 2012). If the number of women students arc taken into considelation, the

mrmber ofrvomen students has decreased (except in the year 2009) uhe[ compared to the

number of men students (though on the basis of numbers, women students arc still
larger).

Teachers, in charge of institution, form significant input of a training college. The

performance of and effectiveness of a training college depends to a large extent, on the

quality and elficiency of the teaching personnel. Here too one can find that the training

colleges have to contend with teachers, whose qualifications and professional

preparedness are below desirable levels.

Total number of full time teachers working in twenty seven institutions (from which the

rcsponses were received) during 2012-13 werc 248. Table-ll shows the number and

percentage of teachers possessing different qualificatio[s. Out of the 24g fulltime

teachers working in the various institutions 2l (8 percent) were graduates in different

subjects. Master degree holderc in va ous subjects were only 15 pe.cent. Normally, only

trained gmduate teachen are in charge of academic and professional subjects. Their

percentage would come up to 67. Out of the 248 full-time teachers, 97 teachers (40

percent) possessed the B.Ed. degee ard 66 teacheN (21 percent) possessed the M.Ed.

degree. There were 27 teachers (10 percent) who possessed either M.Phil (4%) or Ph.D.

(6%) in Education.

Table 11

Number aDd Percentage of Teachers Possessing Different Qualifications

Oualifications No, of teachers Percentase
B,A,/B, SC. 2t 8%
B.A,ts.Sc. with B.Ed 97 40%
M,A.A4,SC 37 t5%
M.A-M.SC with M.Ed 66 27%
M.Phil 11 4%
Ph.D 16 6%
TOTAL 248 t00%
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Education depends largely on the envirorunent that is provided in ar institution. This

environment is both physical and emotional. The physical environment which is as

significalt as the emotional; consists of the facilities like the building, the library, the

laboratory, the play ground, the auditorium etc., which set the stage for the teaching_

leaming act to take place.

Table-I2 gives a pictuie of the facilities available in different teacher education

institutions regarding the infiastructue. While 95 percent ofthe responderts opined that

they have sufhcient number ofclassrooms, only 55 percent ofthe institutions have some

'place' in the form of a laboratory to house audio-visual equipment. Regarding the

facilities for gardening, agricultue and sports 75 percelt,65 percent and 80 percent of
the institutions iespectively have necessary facilities. All the sarnpled institutions (N =

27) do seem to have adequate library facilities.

Table 12
Number snd Percentage of Responses with Regard to the

Facilities ofth€ Institutional Plaot (N=27)

Facilities Yes No
Number Percentase Number Percentage

l. Sufficient No. of classrooms 19 '70 8 30
2. Science lahoratories t0 3',1 17 63
3. Garden 06 22 2t 78
4. Common room t3 48 14 52
5. SDorts ground 08 30 19 '70

6. Library 27 100 00 00

(a) Fumiture
(b) Audio-visual material
(c) Equipmert for crafts
(d) Computers
(e) Intemet
(0 Multimedia
(g) Overhead projector

25

16

l0
l3
09
08
13

93
59
37
48
33
30
48

02
ll
t'l
14

18

19

14

0'1

4t
63
52
61
70
52
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Regarding fumiture, audio-visual material and equipment for crafts the figues are 93

percent, 59 percent and 37 percent respectively, which largely mean that the situation is

not too dishearteni[g.

In general almost all the institutions do possess necessary facilities and equipment except

in the case of garden, play ground, multimedia, intemet services, and science

labomtories. The mnge of unavailability is from 70 percent to 4l percent means

iNtitutions do not possess adequate equipments. Since a teacher education instifute,

requires many audio-visual equipment to train its students as to how they should be used

etc. some insfuctional materials' centre is essential for any taining institution. The

authorities should take necessary steps to include these items also while giving

recognition to the institutions.

All the institutions have a library oftheir own. This is a healthy sign as library is the heart

and core ofan educational iNtitution. But a library with inadequate ntmber and outdated

books will not be much help to the students.

Table 13

Number and Percentage oflnstitutions which Provide Student Personnel
Services to Student Teachers

Table 13 indicates the various auxiliary services like guidance and tutorials in various

teacher-training institutions. One of the most important aspects in a teachel education

institution is the guidance provided for subject knowledge improvement. It is hearteniflg

to note that only 74 percent of the institutions provide such guidance in the institutions.

Student
Yes No

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Individual guidance lor
subject knowledge
improvement

20 14 07 26

Guidance in personal
problems

17 63 l0 37

Tuto als 09 33 l8 67



Regarding personal guidance this is still worse. Only 63 percent of the institutions

provide personal guidance to their prospective teachers. This lack of availability of
personal guidance to the students may be due to poor student-teacher ratio. Another

reason might be the lack of proficiency of the teachers in the field of guidance. This

ultimately will fail to develop desirable insights and attitudes towards guiding children

when they become teachers.

ln the modem teaching techniques, tutorial system has occupied an important place.

Unfodunately, this has not once to be rcalized by teacher education institutions in

Pakistan. Sixty seven percent of the institutioN do not conduct any such tutorials, which

will facilitate leaming in an infomal atmosphere and also help pupils learn the technique

of holding good discussion classes.

One cannot help feeling that the teacher education institutions do not pay much attention

to basic and essential services that help students to develop not only good health but also

desirable values and attitudes in the realm ofhuman relationships.

The cunicular demands are many. The relative emphases accorded to the different

leaming expe e[ces will reflect the priorities given by the institutions. The time allotted

to each of the activities reflects this emphasis. Table 14 gives a picture of the work for

each subject per week in different institutions and also according to the curiculum

framers during the program of studies.
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Subjects
No, of periods
according to
the svllabus

No. of periods allotted in the
trainins institulions

rl2l3 4 s 6 7 8l e

English or Urdu 5
654
(l0%\ (90%\

Core courses 4
51 9
(85%\ (l5%\

Contemporary issues 4
51 9
(85%) O5%)

Specialization Courses ill arcas
Related to school Program

4
9 5l
03%\ (85%\

Principles of teaching related
practice ofteaching

to 60 (100%)

Lesson planning 2
20 40

(33%) (67%\

Table 14

Distributiotr of Work for Different Subjects per Week as Given in the Syllabus ard

as are Allotted in the Training Institutions Duritrg the First Year

Teaching and the Principles of Teaching related to practice related to teaching practice.

Lesson coaching is also given, regarding how to write a lesson plan, what to observe in a

class, how to make a note of it etc. Apart from these, specialization courses in any two

subjects are also offered.

The syllabus framers have also given the number ofperiods to be allotted for each subject

in a week which is given in Table 15. But a look at the actual allotment ofperiods in the

different teacher education institutions of the province shows that not all the institutions

are adhering to the prescribed time allotment.

The professiolal part of the teacher's preparation consists of the theoretical as well as

pmctical backgroturd in which a student is given actual experience of teaching and

practical training in the elements ofhis crafts. Practice ofteaching in this context cannot

be divorced from theoretical aspect which has already been discussed. The main

emphasis in practice of teaching need not under-estimate the theoretical aspect of the
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training program. Therefore, both theoretical and practical aspects should be given due

importance in a haining program.

The main emphasis in practice of teaching should be not only to leam how to teach but

also to give the prospective teachers direct and intimate contact with the children. A

conscious effort on the pan of the training institutions as well as the student might help

realize desirable outcome.

Only 58 percent of the institutions have demonstuation schools of their own. A

demonstration school is a highly essential thing for any taining institutions for it will

help the training institution to conduct various experiments, rcsearches and also to utilize

them for practice ofteaching and observation puposes. This also helps a studenFteacher

to be in close touch with the actual environment of the school, which in tum helps him

undelstand the problems of the primary school in a realistic way.

Table l5

Number and Percenlrge oflnstitutions Which Use the

Demonstration School for Various Purposes

Purpose Percentage

l. For demonstrating good Teaching

procedures to sfudent teachers.

80

2. For actual practice ofteaching. 100

3. For observation. 100

4. For collecting data 11

Nearly 80 percent of the institutions used the schools for the purpose of demonstrating

good teaching procedures to prospective teachers. llundred percent of them use these

schools for pmctice of teaching and all of them use the demonstration schools fol

observation. Unfortunately, more than 83 percent of the institutions do not utilize the

demonstation schools for the pupose of research which would in turn help to evolve

innovatiols in various teaching techniques, curriculum renewal and other school



improvement activities. Only 17 percent ofthe institutions use the demonstration schools

for such purposes. The reason for this might be due to the poorly qualified teachers

working in the training institutions, most of whom are mere B.Ed's with no initiation
whatsoever to rcsearch of aIIy sort.

Trble 16

Number and Percentage of Schools the Different Instifutions Use for pmctice of
teaching

Number of schools
Number of

Institutions
Percentage

9- 10

'78
5-6
3-4

4

4

7

8

4

l5

l5

26

29

15

Out ofthe 90 percent of the institutions which use other schools for teaching pmctice, 30

percent of the institutions use nearly seven to ten schools for practice of teaching. Fifty

five percent ofthe institutions make use of ttfee to six schools. Only 15 percent use one

or two schools for their practice of teaching. This va.riation in the utilization of the

number ofschools fot practice of teaching might be due to (l) variation that exists in the

intake of [umber of students in the training institution, and (ii) non-availability of
adequate number ofschools, near about their institutions.

Regarding the difficulties expedenced by the training institutions in making anangements

for practice of teaching the following are the responses.
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Table l7
Dillicultiee Erperietrccd By the Institutions itr Making Arrangements for practice of

teaching

The data reveals that only 22 percent of rhe institutions face the difliculty of gettiq
adequate number of schools for pnctice of teaching. Seventy percent of the institutions
face the difficulty of high teacher-pupil ratio whereas iII 44 percent of the imtitutions
teaching aids used in training ilstitutes are not available in practicing schools.

Everyone knows all the importance of demonstration lessoN. Demonstration lessons are

an essential part ofpractice ofteaching since it gives the student teachers some idea as to

how a lesson can be planned and executed in the real situations. This may in tum
supplement the theory he leams in his classroom. Therefore, demonstration lessons are to

be given as a pre-requisite for practice of teaching. Data obtaihed against this item are

quite varying in the teacher-training institutions which is clear from Tables lg.

t.

2.

3.

4.

Adequatenumber ofschools for practice ofteaching are
not available

Teacher educator and pupil-t€acher ratio is more thafi I :
t5.

Sufficient number oftrained teachers to supervise acti\ iry
lessons is nor available.

Teaching aids used in reacher-training
institutes are not a\ailable in practicing schools.

The teachers ofthe practicing schools are not co-
operative

Theattitude ofthe practicing prospective teachers is not
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10

12
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I5

22

70

37

44
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Tabte 18

Nuhber ofDeDotrstratioD Les$ons Givetr By Different personnel
in the Tescher-Trsining Institution

The data reveal that not all the institutions are in the practice of giving demonstration
lessons. Only 90 percent of the institutions heip their prospective teachers by way of
giving demonstation lessons. Only in 22 petcent of the institutions ll to 12

demonstration lessons are given by the staff of the training institution. 5 to 6 lessons are

given in 4l percent of the institutions. There arc a few institutions (7 percent) which give

only 3 to 4 demonshation lessons.

Only in 30 perceirt of the institutions the stalf of the practicing school given

demonstration Iesson or the benefit of the prospective teachers and in 22 percent of the

institutions even the student teachers who are capable of giving good lessons ate

associated with the demoNtration lesson program.

Evaluation is another integrated part of the tmining program which must also be

considered while measuring the efhciency of the program. A sorurd evaluation program

will naturally indicate the quality ofproduct which comes out ofthese institutions. fable
19 indicates the various t)?es ofexamination conduced in various institutions.

Number of

Lessotrs

Category of People

Staffof the

Trainirlg lNtitution

Staffof the

Practicing

School

Studetrt -
Teacbers

tt 12

9- l0
7 -8
56
3-4
I -2

6

3

5

l1

2

22

t1

l9

4t

7

I

3

3

I

l3

37

37

13

I

3

2

l7

50

33
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Table l9
Number and Percentage oflnstitutions Conducting Different Types of
Examinations

Types ofExamination Number Percentage

Terminal Examination 2'7 100

Midterm examination 19 70

Monthly tests 9 33

Quizzes 16 59

Teminal examination in each semester is conducted by each university and it is a must

for every student. Hence, in all the institutions this examination is conducted. Coming to

the other th-ree types of examinations only in 70 percent of the institutions the midterm

examination is conducted. Only 33 percent of the institutions conducted monthly tests.

But quizzes are an average feature of the evaluation program of most of the institutions

(59% institutions conducted). This is indeed a healthy tend in the total evaluation

program.

Today educationists who are working on examination refoms at vajious levels consider

making all evaluation intemal as evaluations is a part of teaching and the person who

teaches should evaluate the work ofthe students. According to this argument the ptesent

evalualion procedue ofteacher education program leeds to be examined and improved.

Table 20

Different Methods Used By Different Itrstitutions for Assessment in Case ofTheory

Types Number Percentage

1. Objective type 5 l9

2. Essay tests 7 26

3 Short ahswer tests 4 t4

4. Used all these three methods 11 4l
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In theory exarnination the above mentioned methods are use<i for intemal assessment.

There is no one single pattem which is followed by all the institutioN. Nineteen percent
of the institutions follow objective type method for intemal assessment whercas 26
percent make use of essay tests, 14 percent make use of short answer test foi iotemal
assessment. Forty one percent wete rcported to used all these methods which is a healthy
trend si[ce each one of these types does have its own inherent merits and limitations. But
the age-old essay t)?e test is still being followed by most ofthe institutions which mav
not be desirable.

Regarding practical (see Table-21), all aspects of the practical are utilized for assessing

the individual achievement of the prospective teachers. All the institutions make use of
the various marks obtained by the students in various aspects ofthe practical progtam for
assessment'

Table 2l
Various Types ofAssessment Used in Assessing the practical Aspect ofthe program

Types Number Percentage

l. Lesson Planning 27 100

2. Observation notes 27 100

3. Practice lessons 21 100

4. Criticism lessons 27 t00

5. Audio-visual aids 27 100

6. Child studv 27 t00

The instructional program as a whole is almost similar in all the institutions with slight

changes here and there. The medium of instructions for the courses run by these

institutions is Urdu and English both. 'lhe medium of examination is also Urdu and

English. The number ofstudents offering Urdu medium is much more than those offering

English medium. In all the universities the number ofteaching days per week is five with

an exception in colleges under affiliation with the University ofKarachi where Friday is a

half working day. Average actual working days in one academic session also vary from



120 to 200. In only one institution the average number of working days has been 120

which are the lowest and this institution is affiliated to the Universitv ofsindh.

The preparation for practice of teaching before the actual teaching practice starts va.ies

from institution to institution. Demonshation lessons are also given in the institutions ard
tleir ftequency varies from I to 6 in each subject in different institutions. The number of
cooperating schools to which prospective teachers are sent for practice of teaching

program also varies from 1 to I l. In all the cases ofinstitutions of teacher education the

medium of instruction in their respective cooperating schools is both English and Urdu
except in some ofthe cooperating schools i.e. nine institutions the medium of insfuction
is English. The number ofprospective teachers sent to different cooperative schools also

varies from institution to instifution depending upon the number of prospective teachers

admitted and the mrmber ofschools available for practice ofteaching.

The number of different subjects taught by a student-teachet is almost same and mainly

two subjects ate offered fot practice of teaching by a student-teacher. The basis for
selection of subjects by the prospective teachers for teaching is also defined by the

university. In the cases of all the sampled teachers training institutions, a student_teacher

may select any school teaching subjects, which he has offered at his degree examination.

The minimum number of lessons delivered by a student-teacher during the cowse of
pmctice ofteaching is 40 (20 in each subject). Full time supervision of20 lessons is done

ill eight institutioN, and of 10 lessons in six institutions, while in the rest 13 institutions-

no full time supervision is done.

One of the requirements of the student-teaching is the observation of teachers in the

cooperating schools. Ideally one cannot but appreciate the idea behind, such as beliefbut

the situation as it existed and as it continues to exist is that the prospective teachers are

not able to fiIrd even a single teacher who follows the so called dynamic methods of
teaching in the various schools of the Sindh province, the influence ofteacherc education

institutes seem to have made no dent in the day-to-day teachingJeaming process.
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The proper intemship and practice of teaching differ in some basic assumptions. The
philosophy behind the intemship program is a continuous and constant association ofthe
prospective teachers with the cooperatirg schools. one of the unique features of this
system is that no disturbance takes place in the daily time_table of the school and the
sfudent-teacher acts as one of the regular membets of the teaching community of the
school. The idea of practice of teaching in other colleges may be compared to the
philosophy of hit and run when the student-teacher delivers his one lesson a day and is
subsequently free to do anfhing s/he pleases. As a result of the organization of the
intemship program, the prospective teachers aie distributed to various schoors which
limit the staff supervision to minimum. on the other hand in the other institutions
throughout the province there is closer supervision.

'l here is no unanimity on the concept of teaching at the school level or at the graduate

level or at the teacher education level. Thus, lack of precise definition of teaching has

confound and brought about the plague in the teaching-leaming processes. An orthodox
pattem ofthe University is demanding a formal authoritarian importance to teaching and

instruction. The task of the teacher was detemined by the culture, the mechanistic

ideology of man and society required a similar method of instuction. Methodology

accordingly served as the key instument, and the teacher served as the controlled agent.

It will be readily agreed upon that such a view of Instruction is highly inapprop ate in a

sociery that has given itself a democratic constitution. In an emergent self-renewing

society, teaching-leaming is a process of creating new modes of thought and action, ins_

tuction will not, therefore, be narrowly conceived but broadly undetstood as a process of
intelligent guidance.

An allied question with teaching and insfuction is the question of evaluation. There is a

fundamental difference between the evaluation pattems of prospective teachers and

teachers teaching the subject content courses. The teacher teaching the content course has

to see whether his sfudents have learnt the relevant essential content in accordance with

his native ability, previous education, experience, and the stimulus provided by the

organization of the course- Conversely to evaluate whether the student-teacher has not
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only mastered the content courses but he has to see also that the student_ieacher teaches
the content to his pupil. In the class-room and acquires the professional characteristics
and abilities, stre will need in order to teach that content so the evaluation of two
professoE will be entirely different.

At the B.Ed. level, lectues and assignments are used in all the twenty seven institutions
as methods of instruction. Out ofthese twenty, eighteen institutions have tutodal system
also. The data reveals that in very minimum number of insdtutions, that provide tutorial
system, each tuto al section or group is attached to a single tutor or teacher educator for
the full session. The percentage of marks required at the B.Ed. level for different ctasses

have been all the more same in all the sampled ilstitutions in the province ofsindh.

In one of the twenty seven institutions, the prospective teachers are informed about their
progress monthly. Another eleven institutions intimate the progress ofthe student_teacher

as and when need arises, while remaining fifteen institutions do not inform the
prospective teachers about their ptogress. The practice of teaching is assessed intemally
also. Thete had been changes, as in the case of extemal examination in the scheme of
intemal examitation or assessment also. The present criteria for this intemal assessment

were: (1) lesson delivery, (2) two criticism lessons and (3) final lesson.

In short this can be cotcluded that much reliance cannot be put on intemal assessment.

The achievement level of the students who join the teachers colleges is not very

flattering. It is generally recognized that the profession of secondary teaching does not

attract the cream ofour graduates, and it would not be far from futh to say that the bulk

ofthe training college entrants is dmwn ftom the bottom 30 or 40 percent, therefore, it is
obvious that the marks the student teachers get in their extemal examination are in broad

agreement with their previous achievement levels, and this is not the case obviously with
intemal assessment. The i[vestigator had informal interviews with the people in the field

and verified tle fact that not only the school teachers but also the training college staff
(rcsponsible for the education and preparation of future teachers) awarded higher marks

to the weaker students as an "insurance against risk', of their failure, a good student at
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studies can and does pass in spite of intemal assessment. A perfect, but a questionable
logic was given by them.

Professional gio*h may be defined as an involvement of the members of the staff in
their own disciplines which will lead to the enrichment oftheir education. This will have
its effect on the prospective teachers who will come into contact with their teaching
inside and outside the classroom. It is a dismal fact that 70 percent institutions have not
replied whether they provide any facility for the professional growth. If the silence on the
part ofthe respondent is taken that there is no facility provided the consequences can well
be imagined than described.

The competence of the staff in all the educational institutions, including teacher
education institutions, deperds on the load of work assigned to the teacherc. There is no
uniformity in the extent o, the teachi[g load in the sampled teacher education institu_
tions. The extent of teaching load va es from twenfy two periods to twelve periods per
teacher educator and there is no particular consideration ofthe individual needs ofspecial
considerations like their engagements in research and the like.

Every Institution has a personality of its own and one of the important aspects of that
penonality is its building and equipment. It will be readily agreed upon that building and
equipment are so closely related to the inshuctiolal program and its consequent
en chment. The adequacy of the equipments like science laboratories, libraries,
psychology laboratories, workshops, instructional material and the like is entirely
essential. In spite of the fact that all the institutions have invariably responded that the

building needs are adequate. In some ofthe institutions the libraries are stuffed with moth
eaten old books, outdated editions, arrd the number though in some cases impressive,
consists ofcheap books. The psychological apparatus is either not available and wherever
available is not of required standard. The same story is that of the science laboratorv and

equipment also.
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It is an accepted fact that the effective implementation of the curicular program depends

upon many factors such as the students, the teachers, the facilities provided for practice-

teaching progEm and various other needed facilities available in the institutions. The

data presented in the previous pages show that:

l) the present teacher education institutions are rot giving proper incentives to

attract good and intelligent students; nor are they making use of any kind of
aptitude test in the selection ofstudents.

2) Properly qualified trained teacheB are not employed in the teaching training

institutions. Most of them are only B.Ed's with taining in secondary school

subjects.

3) Adequate attention is not paid to maintain proper prospective teacher ratio which

is a very crucial factor irl the teachingJeaming process especially in a training

institution where a lot ofguidance has to be given to the prospective teachers.

4) In respect of the institutional facilities, most of the institutions do not have basic

facilities like laboratory, audio-visual materials, adequate library personnel, good

and adequate text books, teaching aids, play gounds etc. It is a pity that no noms

exist in these vital regards alld that institutions exist without every trying to

improve.

5) The importance ofpractice ofteaching for a teacher trainee leeds rlo emphasis as

it is the most important part ofthe training program. It is du ng this proglam, the

teacher trainee has the opportunity to trarNlate the theoretical aspects he has leamt

into practical ones. On the whole it can be said that facilities for practice-teaching

is not as adequate as is essential and desirable.

4.2 DETERMINING THE OBJECTIVES OF TEACHER EDUCATION

As a basic step in the evaluatior ofthe teacher education progam, an attempt was made

to derive a well fomulated hiemrchy of objectives for teacher education. For this

purpose, a self-administered questionnaire was prepared to determine the objectives of

teacher educatio[. The questionnaire was sent to two hundred people who were actively

involved in teacher education. These experts were asked to rank, according to their
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preference to rate the desirability of the specifrc objectives according to their preference

through a three point scale.

Tables 22 and 23 give the number of personnel under each category to whom the

questionnaire was sent, the number of questionnaire received from them and their years

of expe ence respectively.

Trble 22
Number snd Perceltage ofPersonnel to Whom the Question[aire was Sent and

Received

Table 23
Years of Experience ofthe Respondents

Both tables clearly show that most ofthe respondents are highly expe e[ced as teacher

educators and are capable, as mature pe$ons, ofjudging and determining the objectives

ofteacher education.

s.# Personnel Nulrlber
Sent

Y" oI lbe
totsl s€nt

Nrmher
received

'/o of the
tot8l

received
1 Professor 40 20 l5 15

2. Associate Professor 40 20 18 t8
3. Assistant Professor 25 12.5 t7 17

4. Lecturer 45 22.5 20 20

5. Cooperative Teacher t0 5 5 5

6. Visiting Faculty
Member

40 20 25 25

Years of Experience Number of ResDondents
[,ess than 3 vears 8

35 1l
68 13

9-ll 15

t2-14 20
t5 t7 l0
l8 -20 8

21 23 3

24 and above 10
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The responses to each of the general and specific objectives given in the questionnaire
were analyzed and the data are given in the following pages.

Tabte 24

Preferences Indicsted by the Respoldents to the Geaeral Objectives of Teacher

Table-24 reveals the preferences given to each item they do not give the overall

preferences for each item. Therefore, to get the overall preferences weightage was given

to each preference. Eight points were given to the first preference because there were

eight preferences, seven to the second preference and one to the eight or last preference.

Education

s.# Objectives
Nupber of Respond"otsEthohTrefereoces
I II III IV VI VII VIII

1 Become conversant with the
philosophical, sociological,
historical & comparative
foundations of education

13 12 53 2 2 tg

2. Acquaint themselves with ihe
meaning ofdemocracy & to
develop the desire to inculcate
those ideals in their students.

20 11 19 14 ll 5 7 t3

3. Become convercant with the
basic theories ofteaching &
Ieaming & of the leamilg
process,

10 8 1t t2 22 9 t0 14

4. Know the technique of
curiculum planning &
developmeIIt.

t4 18 9 15 15 6 8 13

5. Acquire the knowledge of
rccently developed assessment
techniques.

l1 l3 I t4 13 t7 18 3

6. Know different s4,les of school
organization & admioistration.

9 10 2 10 t4 19 12 t2

'1. Realize the importance &
significance of guidance in
schools & also to develop skills
to offer guidance to students.

9 l3 t2 l3 t9 12 l0

8. Develop a positive & favorable
attitude towards the teaching
profession.

11 9 1 13 5 i6 26 9



Accordingly, the overall preferences were calculated to each item. Table 19 shows tle
objectives ananged to their importance based on the total points after giving due
weightage.

Table 25

General Objectives ofTeacher Education Arranged According to their Imporarnce

Teacher as a teacher has a numbet of roles to play each one of them important in the total

fulfillment of the purpose of education. But it would be both futile and impossible to

expect a teacher to become a master of all. Some kind of order of prcference and

specificity to his role has to be established. It is this kind oforder that the questionnaire

tried to determine.

Based on the Total Points after Giving Weightage

s.# Objectives
Total Points

for each
objective after

giving
weightage

Order
rccording to

th€ total
points

3. Become conveEant with the basic theories
ofteaching & leaming & ofthe leaming
piocess.

611 I

1 Become convercant with the philosophical,
sociological, historical & comparative
fouldations of educatio[.

474 II

8. Develop a positive & favorable attitude
lowards the teachilg profession.

469 III

2. Acquaint lhemselves wilh the meaning of
democracy & to develop the desire to
inculcate those ideals in their students.

428 IV

5. Acquire the knowledge ofrecently
developed assessment tcchniques.

409

4. Krow the technique olcuniculum pianning
& development.

384 VI

7. Realize lhe imponance & signilicance of
guidance in schools & also to develop skills
to offer guidance to students.

323 VII

6. Kno\ differenr stJles olschool organization
& administration.

298 VIII
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Table 25 indicates that the respondents have rightly emphasized that there should be
greatea and moie intimate relationship between the teacher education program and what a
teacher is mainly concerned with. The ranking of the objective .to become conversant
with the basic theories of teaching and leaming and of leaming process, as the first
objective clearly reflects the changed emphasis on the purpose of teacher education.
Traditionally, the philosophical and the sociological foundations ofeducatior had loomed
large in a teacher education program. But now the situation has been changed, the most
important experience that a pre-service training of teachers can give its perspective

teachers can be nothi[g other than an intimate acquaintance with the leaming process and
its important mmifi cations.

The second place has been given to the objective to become conversant with the
philosophical, sociological, historical and compaiative foundations ofeducation; which is
again tutderstandable. It is undeniable that a clear conception ofthe goals and purposes of
education and of its many facets like curriculum, methods etc., can come only from
proper understarding ofphilosophical and sociological foundations ofeducation. Hence a

teacher education program must give due deference to this objective. One however,

cannot fail to notice the significant difference in the points between the first and second

ranks (given h Table. 15) i.e. 671 and 474. Though the philosophical and sociological

foundational objective gets the second rank, the respondents have preferred the

psychological foundations with its practical implications for the teaching Ieaming process

as ofsupreme value.

It is interesting to note that the experts have overwhelmingly pointed that one of the

major responsibilities of prc-service teacher education program is ,to develop the right

kind ofprofessional attitude among the prospective teachers,, which is clear from Table

15. Many studies have shown that majority ofour teachers have failed to exhibit the right

kind of professional attifude and behavioa. Professionalization ofone,s o\r,n vocation is a

complex process and unless deliberate attempts and emphasis ate properly laid, one

cannot hope to develop this in the exigencies ofservice. Therefore, the respoitdents have

rightly emphasized this as one of the major responsibilities of pre-service training of
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The objective 'to acquaint themselves with the meaning of democracy and its
implications for education and to develop the desire to incurcate their ideals in their
pupils' is given the fourth place. This again clearly shows how the leaming ofright kinds
of attitudes cannot be left to chance and that a teacher education prograh must make
conscious and concrete efforts towards the development ofdesirable attitudes. The future
ofPakistan and its progress largely depends upon, and is determined by the strength arld
wholesomeness ofdemocratic values and practices in our country. Unless the teachers in
the school take upon themselves the responsibility of developing worthwhile democEtic
values in their wards, one cannot say that education becomes meaningful. A teachet
education program, therefore, must make serious efforts to develop the nccessary

understanding and value orientation towards the concept of democracy as part of its
teacher prepamtion progiam.

Among the last four of the first set of objectives, knowledge of modem evaluation

techniques and the techniques of curriculum planning and development occupy imponant

positions. Here agail one can clearly see how the respondents are keen to make the

puposes of teacher education modem. Unless the teachers are efficiently qualified to

adopt meaningfirl and objective-based tools ofevaluation, teaching il1 schools will tend to

continue to be vague, and even peNerse.

It was once believed that the preparation ofa curriculum was the monopoly ofthe experts

and administrators, and the classroom teacher, like a willing servant had no right to ask

questions, but to implement the given programs. Today, at least in the progessive

countries, it is being increasingly realized that curriculum-making is a cooperative

venture al1d that teachers do have a vilal role to play in it. But cuniculum participation

needs a highly technical competence and tlerefore, ifa teacher is to fulfill his role as one

of the partners in this business of curriculum-making, he has to be introduced to and

trained in the science of curricultun preparation. That is why the respondents have felt

that this objective is also important.
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The seventh place among general objectives has been given to guidance and the last to
knowledge ofschool organization and administration. Objectives relatiflg to guidance and
school organization are raoked as seventh and eight respectively because these are
gaining importaoce recently and hence the respondents have considered these two objects
as less important when compared to other objectives.

As part ofthe questioturaire, opporfunity was provided for the respondents to specify any
other major or general objective for teacher education. A number ofthem were suggested

by they were either shay ones or certain superficial modification and repetitions of the
indicated ones. Therefore, it can be safely concluded that the above mentioned eight
objectives have been accepted by the respondents as significant geneEl educational

objectives ofteacher education in general.

As part of the enunciation and formulation of objectives for teacher education, an attempt

to develop the objectives of under-graduate teacher education was also made. Within the

orbit of geleral educational objectives mentioned in the first section, eight objectives for
under-graduate teacher education were suggested to be ranked I, II, III etc. as in the case

ofprevious set ofobjectives of teacher education Table 26 gives a picture ofthe gercml

objectives of under-graduate teacher education and their preferences.

Table 26
Getreral Objectiyes ofTeacher educatiol and Their preferences

s.
No.

Objectives No. ofRespondents and their Preferences
I II III IV VI VII VII

1. Acquire the knowledge of aims and
objectives ofprimary education in
geneial and the specific objectives of
teaching school subjects at the
primary level.

36 l0 18 l2 3 4 2

2. Acquire the knowledge oftheir pupils
and the developmental needs ofthe
elementary school children at the
various stages of qro\,th.

15 31 2? 24 5 I 3

3. How an adequate acquaintance ofthe
contents ofthe different subjects of
the school syllabus they are expected
teach.

22 l5 18 18 8 7 I
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4. Contrive and use a varietyi?iEiiive
teaching Ieaming produces suited to
primary sqhool children.

9 11 12 30 l3 6 9 2

5. Develop and use instruction,al
materials i[cluding audiovisual aids.

5 5 I 8 28 l5 6 1

6. Realize the need and importance of
work experience and to acquire
Droficiency in some crafts.

5 2 2 2 20 20 28 10

7. Have the knowledge ofttious c*
curricular activities suited to the
primary school children and to make
them capable of organizing,
strpervising and participating in such
activities in schools

2 2 8 33 20 l5

8. Be active participants in co-murrity
activities like adult education, pli\.
Etc.

2 5 I 4 8 5 60

To get the overall preference for each objective, weightage was given separately to each

preference, as given in the case of first set of objectives. After calculating the total
weightage to each item, they are presented in Table Z't according to their importance

based on the total points for each objective.

Trhle 27
General Objectives of Under-Graduate Teacher education Arranged According to

their ImDortance Based on the Totrl PoiDt! Afrer aliwin, weidr,*.-.ce Based on the Total Points After

S, No.
of

Questionnaire
Objectives

Total
points for

each
obi€ctives

()rder
according to

the total
point!

2.
Acquire the knowledge oftheir pupils and the
developmental needs ofthe elementary school
children at the various stages of qro\r,th.

632 I

1

Acquire the knowledge ofaims and objectives of
pdmary education in general and the specitic
objectives ofteaching school subjects at the
primary level.

607 II

3.
Have an adequate acquaintance of the contents
of the different subjects of the school syllabus
they are expected to leach.

325 III

5.

Develop and use instructional materials
including audio-visual aids. 503 IV
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6.
Realize the need and imp-rtaiG-f work-
experience and lo acquire proficiency in some
crafts.

372

4.
Contrive and use a variety of effective teiching
leamilg procedures suited to primary school
children

344 VI

8.
Be active participants in community activities
like adult education. PTA erc. 272 VII

'7.

Have the knowledge of va.rious co-curicular
activities suited to the primary school children
and to make lhem capable of organizing
superising and participating in such activities in
schools.

263 VIII

They want the under-graduate teacher education program to help teacher prospective

teachers acquire a proper understanding ofthe psychology ofthe pupils and their needs as

the primary purpose ofteacher education. There is a great harmony between the first rank

given in the first section and the first rank given here, both of them speak of the great

significance of the psychological foundations, particularly related to the leaming by

pupils.

The second raok has been given to an undetstanding ofobjectives ofprimary education in
general and the specific objectives of teaching school subjects at the primary level. Here

also one can notice how philosophical foundations are given due irnportance. Unless the

teachers have proper perspective of the objectives of education, their activity cannot

become purposeful.

The co[tent ofihe curriculum is the heart ofany school program and it largely consists of
the various segments of knowledge called 'subjects'. Philosophers agree that larguage,

science, mathematics, social studies, morals along with physical education and work-

experiences must be included in the p mary and secondary schools. At the primary state

it is the responsibility of the teacher education program to strengthen the academic

competence and co[tent mastery of the teachers, besides helping the teachers with

professional skills and attitudes necessary to function efficiently as teachers. Therefore,

the respondents have ranked the objective to have an adequate acquaintance of the

content of ihe different subjects of the school syllabuses as the third general objective.
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But eh emphasis on content as part of the responsib ity of teacher education is ofrecent
origin. Traditionally, it was felt that a student with general education background would
have had the necessary content acquaintance. Modern educators, however, feel that the
content background of the average teacher is not only not adequately sound but also that
he needs proper reorientation of content knowledge in terms of pupil needs. I herefore,
the respondents have thought that proper recognition to this aspect of their work should
be given importance.

The fouth and fifth places have been accorded to the development and use of
instnrctional materials and the use of effective teaching methods respectively, because,
good instructional matedal, Iike good text-books, audio-visual aids, newspapeN, liles
tec., are central to effective teaching. III the same way use ofdiverse teaching procedures

is also important.

Proficiency in work-experience gets [umber six in the rankings whereas ability to
participate in community activities and the ability to organize co_curicular activities are

ranked seventh and eighth.

In conclusion, it can be summa zed that according to the respondents the development of
a proper understanding of the psychology of children, and efficient awateness of
educational objectives, ad equates mastery of content of school subjects, besides,

effective use of variety of materials and methods should become tle main functions of
under-graduate teacher education program. The role of work-experience, community

participation and co-curricular activities ate also regarded as important.

To remove ambigiiity and complexity of general objectives and to make educational

objectives more inlluential, usually, educators state their objective more specifically.

Hence the investigator also tried to specily the general objectives. But, for a few geneEl

objectives which are clear and specific by themselves, specific objectives were not given.

To derive a set of specific objectives for many ofthe general objectives, the respondents

were asked to rate the specific objectives on a tlree point scale as .highly desirable',
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'desirable' and 'not desirable,. The following tables given ir the succeeding pages give a
pictue ofthe analysis ofthe specific objectives.

First, percentages for responses under each category namely;

A. Highly desirable
B. Desirable were found out
C. Undesirable

But^as they do-not give the overall preference for each item, weightage was given to each
preference as follows:

Two points to A - Highly desirable
One point to B - Desirable
No Point to C - Undesirable

After giving weightage, the specific objectives are ananged according to the order on the

basis of total number ofpoints for each objective.

General Objectives: fo endble prospeclive teachers to become conversa urith the
basic lheories of kaching and learning axd ol the learning process.

Talrle 28
Percentage and Weighted Scores ofRespondents for Each Specific Objective ofthe

General Objectiye Dealing with the Basic Theories ofTeaching and Learniag

S. No. Objectives
Percetrtage of ResDonses Total

PointsB C
1 To make them able to evolve and adopt

methods and techniques suited to different
environmental situations and help realistically
and effectively in the integrated gro&,th of
children in these situations.

63
( 130)

28
(28)

r38

To make them capable ofusing modem
instructional methods according to the subject
matter, available teaching aids and pupil
needs.

62
(t24)

32
(32)

6 156

3. To make them capable ofapplying various
leaming theories based on pupil's age, ability,
interest, aptitude aild subiect matter.

60
(120)

32
(32)

t52

4. To make them understand the p nciples and
techniques oIcorrelared leaching and their
aDDlication in class teachinq-

53
(106)

45
(4s)

2 131
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To make them able to prepaie graded units of
lesson around social and nafural environmenr,
craft, crealive activities and observation.

* The figurcs giwfi in brackets arc weighted scores

The analysis of the data on general objectives has shown that the objective dealing with
teaching and leaming has been ranked as the first objective in order of preference. It is
fu(her supported by Table 28. As modem methods of teaching and psychology of
teaching and leaming have all occupied an important place in teacher education, all the
specific objectives dealing with teaching and leaming have been highly prefened. All the
specific objectives have got almost the same points.

General Objeaives: To enable the pupil-leachq lo become converc.rnt ,!,ilh the
philosophical, iociological, historical atud comparativeloundarioL ofeducation.

The Table 29 it is clear that the specific objective ,to give them an insight into the

problems and practices of education in pakistan alld ... appreciate their philosophical

bases' is preferred as the most desirable objective and the objectives .to make prospective

teachers become aware of the various schools of philosophy', and ,to enable them to
become acquainted with problems faced by other countries' are considered as less

desirable. Other objectives come in between these.

From this it is clear that there is change in the attitude of teacher educators and people

involved in education towards teachet education. Traditionally, philosophy of education

course was intended to develop a philosophic mind.
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Table 30
Percetrtage ofResponses rnd Weighted Scores for Esch of the Specific Obiectives of

the cenerrl Objective De.ling with philosophicat, Historical, So"i.fogii"i""a
Comparative Foundation of Educstion

S. No Obiectives P€rcentrge of RespoDses Totrl weight€d

ta C
I To give them an insight into tle p.oUIer^

and practice ofeducarion & rhe abitiry ro
understand and appreciate rheir
philosophical bas€s.

55
(l r0)

40
(40)

5 r50

2_ To enable them to understahds and
appreciate the cootribulion of dillerenr
agencies ofeducation & ro klow ihe
special task ofthe school.

52
( r 04)

40
(40)

7

3. To enable them to familiarizes
$€mselves with concepts like
so€ialization, social chang€ erc., and the
rote oflh€ schoolwith reference to them.

52
(104)

38
(38)

8 142

4. To enable them to b€come aware ofthe
meaning ofculture and its role in

33
(70)

52
(52)

II 122

5. To enable them to be acquainred with the
thoughts & ideas ofgreat educarional
thinlers.

30
(60)

57
(57)

ll |7

6. To make student.eachers becom€ a*rrt
ofthe various schools ofphilosophy and
their implications for education.

l0
(60)

42
(42)

25 102

'7. To develop in them philosophic
miDdedness in tackling educational
probl€ns and issues.

25
(50)

62
(62)

ll l2

8 'ro enabl€ them to become acquainted
with problems faced by others countries
and how they have tried to solve their
educational problems iiom time ro iime.

t7
(14)

6l
(6 r)

22 95

By giving knowledge about philosophy, now practical problems of educatio[ in pakistan

are considered more important thanjust imparting theoretical knowledge about schools of
philosophy or teachings of different philosophers. Now philosophy of education is

considered as more purposive thanjust being omamental.

Second and third preferences are given to the objectives ielating to sociological and

culture aspects of education respectively. This is due to the increasing awareness on the

part of the teacher education regarding the involvement of society in the field of
education.
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Hence it can be said that the first four objectives of the general objective, philosophical,

historical foundations of education .it does not mean that other objectives are

undesirable, but it only means that a little more importance should be given to the first
four highly desirable objectives.

Generul objectiee: To enable prcspeclive teache$ to develop a positive ahd fatorable
attitude towards the teoching prokssio .

Table 3l
Percertage ofResponses aod Weighted Scores for Each oftbe Specific
Objectives ofthe General Objective Dealing with tbe Development of

Professional Attitude

Teaching as a professional has not been recognized even by teachers. This lack of
professional attitude might be due to the position of teacher in the society. This

realization that a teacher is a neglected penon in the society must have prompted the

experts to think aloud the efficacy of having a professional organization for teachers.

Among the various ideas of a professional teacher, educaton and experts consider that

S. No objectives Percentag€ of responses Total weighted

B C
I To make them r€alize what services

is superior to all olherpersonal
gains.

65
( l3o)

25
(2s)

8 1s5

2. To make them aware ofand to be
sincere adherent to tle code of
ethics stipulaled by profession.

60
( 120)

35
(35)

4 155

3. To make them have a research bend
ofmind.

40
(80)

43
(43]-

l3 123

4. To make them have faith in and
to be aware ofthe usefulness of
having a professional
olganization.

31
(62)

58
(s8)

l0 120

5. To make them aware ofthe
problems faces by the
profession.

30
(60)

60
(60)

t20

6. To make them participate in
various activities of the
professional organization.

34
(68)

46
(46)

18 114
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tle teacher ought to have a positive attitude that service is superior to personal gain. This

is an essential attitude which has to be developed among teachers as most of the teachers

lack sincerity and devotion to their work and this can be overcome only by inoculating

service mindedness among teachers.

It is also felt by the respondents that teachers should adhete to a code ofethics agreed to

by the profession, so, that, they will have some kind of moral commitment towards the

student ,society and country at large in the discharge of their prolessional duties. Other

right attitudes towards research, faith in professional orgarization. Awareness of
problems ofteachers is also considered in that order as essential for the teachels.

General objective: To enable pro$pectiye teachefi to acqaaint then sefues wilh the

meaning ol democ rcy and its irrrplicalions for educatiot dnd lo .levelop the desbe lo

incnlcale those ideas ittheir studenls,

From Table-3l it is clear that according to the respondents, teachers have to follow

democratic practices in the classroom so as to inculcate democratic ideals and values in

student. Formerly, it was believed thatjust by conducting camps and celebmting national

days etc. democratic ideas could be developed in students. But now, the teachers

educators and experts in the field ofeducation have started realizing that, unless teachers

arc aware of democratic ideals and actually practice them in their classrooms, it is not

possible to make students democratic. 'lhe teachers' behavior has great influence on the

younger minds. Therefore objectives dealing with knowing and making teachers follow

democratic ideals and principles have been prefened.
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Table 32
Percetrlage ofRespotrses aDd Weighted Scores for Each ofthe Specific

Objectives ofthe General Objectiye DealiDg with the Meatritrg ofDemocracy
and

Its Implications for Education

General objective: To enable prospeclive teachers to acquirc lhe knowledge of modem
etal ualio n lec hniq ues.

S. No Objectives PerceDlrge of respotrs€s Total weighted

B C
1 To make them follow the d"."-rti"

ideals in the classroom such as tolerance
lowards minor mistakes ofpupils,
respecting students, opinioDs and ideas,
providing plenty of opportuniries fo.
pupil participation, considerate and
tactful in dealing with day ro day
classroom problems eic.

70
(r40)

28
(28)

2 r68

2_ To h€lp them acquire the qualiries of
leadership for assuming the
r€sponsibilities oforganizing the life of
the school and community on

66
(r32)

32
(32\

2 t64

To help themr€alize the significance oi
a.d b€come able to inculcate social
values such as co-operation ,punclualiry,

66
(132)

3I
(3 r)

l 163

4. To make them to be cooperative,
friendly in their dealing with their

65
(i30)

29
(2e)

5 159

5. To help them became capable of
iocluding in pupil such as democratic
values a5 freedom, equality,
brotherhood. iustice, lolera.ce etc.

61

lt22)
26

(26\
l t48

6. To make them capable ofdeveloping in
their pupils national and emotional
integration through citizenship camps

,cultural programs, youth festivals,
national day celebrations etc.

43
(86)

42
(42)

15 128
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Table 33
Percentage and Weighted Scores for Each oflhe Specific Objective ofthe

Abovc GeBertl Objective

sr.
No

objectives Perceotage of responses Toral weighled

B C

I To dev€lop in lhem the

skills of constructing and

administerine obiectiYe

bas€d tests and unit test for

both diagnostic and

70

(140)
27

(2',t)

167

2_ To enabl€ th€m to know the

importuce md value of
intemal assessment, extemal

signifi canc€ of continuous

58

(l r6)
35

(35)
7 151

3. To make th€m realize the

need and importance of
informal evaluation of
personality traits.

38
(76)

48
(48)

t2 l2't

Table 33 shows that teacher educators have rightly laid their faith on modem concept of

evaluatiol. The emphasis they have attributed to the objective based tests and diagnostic

and remedial work (the objective dealing with this aspect is considered as highly

desirable) shows that there is a change of attitude among people as to the t)?e of

evaluation the teacheN have to undertake in the schools The emphasis laid on intemal

assessment inalicates awareness on the part of teacher educator towards improved

techniques of evaluation. The modern concept of evaluation as continuous and

comprehensive process in the day to day teaching and leaming process is gaining

importance. As such the objective dealing with the informal evaluation has also been

considered as a desirable specific objective
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Generul objective: To enable tedchers lo know the lechniques of
ckfiiculum planning and developfieftr,

Teble 34
Percentage and Weighted Scores for each ofthe Specific Objective

of the Above General Objective

st.
No

Percertage of responses Tot.l weighted

B C

I To make them able to

oraanize and condud
cuniculum experienc€s rhat

will result in satisfactory

progress of leamer towards

the objeclive of schooling.

54

(108)

35

(3s)
6 143

2_ To enable them to spellout
educational objectives in

terms ofd€sired pupil

behavior.

57

(114)
l8

(38)
8 142

3. To help them arrive at

wothwhile educational

objectives iD term ofcriteria
for validating them.

28
(56)

56
(56)

t3 122

Curriculum is based on the objectives ofschooling which in tum is based upon the needs

ofthe students. To find out whether the desired pupil behavior is achieved or not one has

to validate objectives against some cdteria. The first impo ant thing to be considered in

curriculum planning is to know the objectives of schooling, secondly, spell out

educational objectives in terms of desired pupil behavior' Based on this the curricular

experiences have to be orga zed and flnally a set of educational objectives have to be

derived after validating them against some c teria. This is clear from table 34'
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Genetal objective: To enable ptospeclive leachefi to know diiiercnl types of school

o r ga n izatio n aa d a il mirt is lr a t i o n,

Table 35

Percentage and Weighted Scores for each ofthe Specilic Objective

of the Above General Objective

st.
No

obj€ctives Perc€ntage of respons€s Total weighted

B c
I To give them th€ knowledge

of and develop a risht

attitude to work ith their

colleaeues in proPer

classroom organization

students self govl.

maintaining laboratory,

library ,records and

r€gisterc, conducting

54
(108)

44
(44)

2 152

2. To mak€ them capable of
maintaining differenl twes
of school records,

cumulative records,draft
records, oIlice records etc.

55
( 0)

39
(39)

6 149

To give them good

grounding in th€

mainlaining of Proper

accounts and departmental

rules & regulations

l8
(36)

65

(65)
I3 l0

whileitistrrethatthemaintaskoftheteachelistoimpartinstruction,itisgenerally

true that the teacher has to perfom a variety of roles in the school situation The

responses received indicate that the teacher' aspect of working with their colleagues in

respect ofvarious aspects of school management has been relatively rated higher tha[ the

simpler adminishative duties such as maint€nance of records and accounts etc However'

i might be noted that experts are of the opinion that the teacher ought to know the

importance of maintaining school records and accounts, for he has to discharge much

auxiliary services as well
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Geherdl objeclive: To errable prospeclfue teocher to qcquire lhe kfiowledge of aims arrd

objectites of primary education ifu gerrerul and lhe sPeciJic obiectives of tuaching

school subjects at the secondaty level.

Table 36 reveals that to become a good secondary school teacher, one should be aware of

the general as well as specific objectives ofeducation, and the va ous knowledge, skills

and attitudes to be developed in children. Without the knowledge of the objectives, the

teacher cannot plan him programs adequately.

Table 36

Percentage and Weighted Scores for each ofthe SPecilic Objective ofthe General

Objective Dealidg with Aims and Obiective of Secondary Dducation

S. No objectives Percentage of responses Total weight€d

u C

I To enabl€ th€m to realize

the tundamental nature of
€ducalional objeclives at the

60
(r20)

32
(32)

152

2. To develop in them an

ability to formulate sp€cific

objectives (knowledse,

skills and attitudes etc.) that

outcomes ofsecondary

60

(120)

3t
(31)

l5l

3. To help then realize the

ne€d for an actiYity oriented

school progam for the

realization of educational

60

(120)
29

129)

1 149

4. To enable them to r€alize
the significance of
education for the
dev€lopment ofiastes,
inter€sts and attitudes in

50
(100)

48
(48)

,7
148

5. To enable them to speciry
objectives in corcret€ PuPil
behavior in terms of€ach of
the topics in different

43
(86)

48
(48)

6 t34
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Prospective ieacher must also know how far the various programs provided in the school
would be helpfur in rearizing the various objectives stipurated. s/he should arso know how
these objectives could be expressed in terms of student behavior so that he can select
suitable leaming expedences. Even the experts have felt that the teacher must lirst be
aware of the objectives and then should also kflow to tmnslate these objectives into
behavioral terms noticeable in children.

Geleral objectire: To enable student_teachet to acqaire the knowledge of fieir pipil
and the developrfiental needs of the secondary school childrel ot the ,arious stages of
gfot|lh.

Tabte 37
Percentage and Weighted Scores lor Each Specific Objective ofthe Above

Objectire

S. No Objectives Percentage of responses Total
weighl€d

B C
I To help them to know th€ pupils,

aptitude, level of achievement;
social and economicat starus, peer
group relations, physical, menial.
emotional and social
d€velopmental needs and ils
associated problems.

57
(114)

40
(40)

2

t51

2. To make them aware ofvarious
students such as school
att€ndance, student indiscipline
delinqu€ncy etc.

55

(rr0)
42

(42)
2

t52

3. To make them able to appr€ciale

and evaluate child literate in
30

(60)
58

(58)
ll

It8

Here understanding of subject matter or objects u.ill ilot help the teacher unless s/he is

capable of understanding the psychology of children, their social and emotional

problems, their achievement motive etc. this understanding is highly essential for a

primary school teacher especially, in the light ofthe fact that children at primary level are

in a highly critical stage of development. A clear knowledge about their various
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developmental problems, both psychorogicar and sociar, wilr help the teachers to direct
his instruction in a more accommodative way. There are various other problems such as
school atterdance, disciplille, delinquency etc., which have to be tackled by a teacher. A
proper understanding of the inner working of the child,s mind will hetp the teacher to
locate the talents and interests of children. He[ce, the objectives, to know pupils,
aptitude, developmental needs and its associated problems, and make them aware of
student problems..etc., are considered as highly desirable.

Gerreral objectfue: To enable prospectiw teachers to hore as odequate acquairrtance of
the conlerrb of fie dilferent subjecrs oflhe school slllabus the! qre expecled to leach.

Table 38
Percetrtage and Weighted Scores for Each of tbe Specific Objectives of ahe

GeDerrl Objective Dealing with Acquaint nce ofthe Cortents of
Different Subjects of the School

Sl. No Objectives Percertrge of responses Total w€ighted

B C
I To enable them to udersrand

that contenl must be closely
linlled with th€ problems faced

bychildren.

69
(138)

25
(25)

2 I63

2_ To enabl€ them 10 appreciate
that successful teaching is
more concemed with
application of knowledge rhan
a more possession of facts.

65

(130)
2t

(21)
I I5I

3. To develop in them rhe abiliry
and willingness to cenrre

leaming experiences on basic

understaDding, generali7nrions,

principl€s and laws.

47
(e4)

43
(43)

137

4. To help them become
proficient in comparing and
contrasting facts and ideas
fiom various subiecls.

52
(50)

52
(s2)

12 116

5. To rnake them realize the
meaning of continuity and
articulation ofcuriculum ar all

25
(50)

64
(64)

8 tt4
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A teacher's effectiveness ill increase if he can wrderstand the problems faced by the

children in understanding the various school subjects lf teacher cannot plan his lesson

keeping in view ofall types of children, (especially backward children) she could have to

face many problems in the classroom. Hence, according to the experts, the first important

thing a teacher should know before teaching a lesson is that successful teaching mainly

depends upon planning the lessons keeping in view the problems faced by children and

the application of knowledge to suit the needs and level of achievement of the children

and that this is more importart than just presentation of facts. This is possible by basing

leaming experience on sound principles of teaching and leaming such as understanding,

generalizing etc. in addition, corelating facts and ideas ftom differe t school subjects,

help Ieaming become more meaningful

General objective: To enable prospective teachers to realize the need and

importance of work-experience.

Table 39

Percentage and Weighted Scores for Each ofthe Specilic Objective ofthe
Above General Obiective

SL.
No

Objectives Percentagr of responses Tolal
weighted

B C

To make them realize the

importance of the productive

nature ofthe experience in

leaming a craft.

45

(e0)
41

(41)
6 t3'7

2_ To make them able to correlate

rh€ kno*l€dge gained in the craft

theory and practice wilh the

academic subjects taught ;n the

45
(e0)

45

(45)
IO r55

Work experience has come to stay. In the modern teachingJeaming process' work-

experience as an integral part of the school curriculum has gained great significance'

Naturally therefore, a teacher education programs must not only develop basic and useful

skills on the part of the teacher education to manage work experience but also develop

favomble attitudes towards it. Secondly, it would be pedagogically unsound if work

experience as a practical activity is not related to the academic life of the school Much
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work ofscience, art and history and geography could be correlated with work expe ence.
There has been overwhelming support on the part of the respondents for the specific
objective stated therein.

Gerretul objectives: To etuable ptuspective teacheN to be active pafiicipate ift
communiy actif ities like adult education, pTA.etc.

It has already been discussed eatlier how our contemporary public education has no roots
in the soil. The school and the community seem to Iive as distant isrands unto themserves.
This unfortunate phenomenon has robbed ou. primary education of much of its vitalitv
and purposefulfless.

The respondents have shown great wisdoh in a very large measure the specific objectives
suggested with respect to commudty activities. They have rightly emphasized that
supreme need for teachers' understanding the close link betvreen the community and the
school. Particularly, a democracy can never achieve real progress u ess, the community
and school \ ork lor each other's welfare.

Table 40

Percentage and Weighted Scores for Each ofthe Specilic Objectives ofthe
General Objective Dealing with Community Activities

S. No Percentage of responses Totrl weighted

B C
t 'lo help them to understand the

relationship between the school
community so that they may become a
source ofguided and lead€rship fu the
area oftheir work.

57
(rr4)

41
(41)

155

2. To make them appreciate and be able
to take active part in adult and social
education proqram,

40
(80)

5I
(51)

8 131

3. To give them necessary backgrourd of
rural reconstruction work ard to create
in them an understanding ofand
appreciation for rural problems and
theirpossible solutions.

40
(80)

50
(50)

8 130
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4. To make them able to work with the
community leaders and make them
aware ofworking ofthe school,
financial position ofthe school, the
social and cultural values of
education, need and significance of
using community resources for
instructional pumose.

36
(?2)

45
(4s)

13 tl7

5. To make them able to initiate in
organizing PTA's citizens councils
etc.

32(64) 50(50) l3 1t4

Instilling this awareness on the part ofthe prospective teacherc, should become one ofthe

major goals of teacher education. Equally important is the development of the right

attitude and skills on the part ofthe teacher towards the community's adult education and

other developmental progams. In the long run it is the dynamic involvement of the

teacher that will ultimately bring in fruitful rewards both the school and the community.

The respondents have felt that teacheas' active interest in ruler reconstuction will pay

rich dividends and therefore, the teacher education program must aim at oiienting the

prospective teachers to the real problems ofthe villages, and enabling them to appreciate

the issues involved. One other sure way, which again has been duly stressed by the

respondeflts, is to prcss into sewice the resources in the corununity, both human and

physical, for enlarging the academic understanding ofknowledge.

It is interesting to note that the conventional emphasis on the parent teachers' Association

has been given the last place, though an important one.

Geterdl objectite: To errable prospective leachers lo have the knowledge ofvarious co

cutricttlt aclivilies suited to lhe prirnary school children and lo ,nake lhem capdble of

otganizing, supenising and parlicipqting in such aclivilies.

Co-curicular activities are gaidng importance at all stages of education because of its

many education and mental health values .at the primary stages it occupies a much more
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important place than at other stages of education, because it is at this stage that the
fouadation for the physical, morar, sociar and aesthetic development is laid. Hence the
experts have rightry emphasized that the teacher has to know the important rore of co
curricular activities in the all-round development of the child. The other objectives
dealing with co curricular activities are also considered desirahle

T.ble 4l
PerceDtage and Weighted Scores for Eaclr ofthe Specilic Objectives of the

Generrl Objectiye Dealing with Co_Curricular Activities

S. No Objectives
Percentage of responses Tolal weight€d

It C

I

To make them realize thl
significant role ofco cuticular
activiti€s in the all-round
development of the child

'/4

(r48)
25

(25) l t75

2.

To make them r€alize that
sports and games are essential
activities which not only
develop the health ofpupil but
take care ofthe moral and
social development.

'7{)

(140)
28

(28) I 168

3.

To make them realize that co
curricular activities should
develop interests and creative
talents in pupils through hobby
and services clubs

60

(120)
34

(34) 8 154

4.

To help them understand
that the purpose of co
curricular activities is to heip
all children to participate in
and profit by co cunicular
activities.

50
(r 00)

48
(48) I 148

5.

To make them realize that
communicative skills must
be the main purprose of
literary activities.

50
(100)

40
(40) 8 t40
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The above discussion reveals that there is a changed concept of teacher education. The
objective ofteacher education is no longer to help the prospective teacherc to leam a few
tricks ofthe trade or to teach prospective teachers a few techniques ofteaching only. The
new emphases can be sunrned up i[ the use ofthe phase ,.teacher 

education,, in relation
to teacher preparation.

4.3 PROVIDING EXPERIENCES TO REALIZE OR ATT{N THOSE
OBJECTIVES

The Fevious discussion centered round the formulation of objective for teacher
education as reflected in the field. The formulation ofobjective was not only in terms of
general and graduate teacher education in particular but also of specific objective under
each of the accepted broad goals of teacher education which courd serve as an afective
blue-p nt for planned action.

The next step in the investigation was to make a survey to detemine how far the existing
inputs, including the curiculum instructional program; the facilities available in the
training institution and the system of evaluation were adequate to the realization of lhe
formulated objectives. The present discussjon deals with the adequacy of the curricular
program.

In translating many of the tleoretical outlines needs lot oI insight on the part of the

teachers which unfortunately, is not forthcoming from most of the teachers. Only ..some

faculties have high Iideliq, equipment in that they teceive ard tlallsmit the educational

message with relatively liftle distortion. Other faculty is using such old and antiquated

equipment with so much static in the system that, they may never receive the message at

all, or, if they do, they are unable to tuansmir it with an)fting resembling faithirl
reproduction. Still others can understand a sophisticated incoming message, but they lack
the higher level skills required to transmit it to students.',

Teaching experiences are more meaningful and realistic leaming experiences to the

learner. Therefore, it may be diIfrcult, sometimes even impossible to attain many of the
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objectives which were identified by the .catarogue 
c,rricurum., The resurt wourd be that

the 'catalogue curricurum' wourd be subjected to fruther distortion and further ross of
vitality to a large extent. Hence the catak

tiamed so that its adeqr"", ,, h*dr"d r;*"::curiculum 

should be verv \rr'ell planned and

The following data and their discussion give

curriculum of the teacher-training program.

a picture of the adequacy of the existing

Two groups ofpeople, whose opinion in this regard was vital, were the faculty members
ofthe teacher education institutions and secondly, these head ofthe institutions who were
directly involved in the organization and administration of the teacher education program.

The questionnaire, which dealt with the adequacy ofcurricular offerings, was sent to both
the kinds of respondents (details are given in Table 42). They were requested to denote
on a five-point scale, according to their undertaking, the efficiency or otherwise oftopics
and activities toward realizing the padcular objective.

Table 42

The Number of Questionnaires Sent and the Number and percentage Receive Back

Though a list of hierarchy of objectives was prepared after anaiyzing the first
questionnaire (which dealt with the objectives of teacher education), while preparing the

second questionnaire (SectionJ) which dealt with the adequacy of the curricular

offerings, the investigator made use ofthe same order in which the objectives were given

in the first not to give any clue to the respondents regarding the hierarchy of objectives

agreed, upon, which might bias their responses. But while analyzing the responses were

analyzed according to the formulated hierarchy ofobjectives.

Type of Personnel Number Scnt Number Rcceiyed Percentage

Faculty Members 95 60 63

Ilead of the Institutions 2',7 25 93

Total t22 85 70
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A summary of the favorable responses for each of the speciflc and general objective is
given in the following pages. To get the summary offavomble respomes, responses to all
the units for that particular objective were combined and average was calculated. .lb get
the overall picture of the favorable responses to the general objective tle tesponses to
both A and B (A means ,Highly adequate, and B means ,adequate,) 

were combined
together. The descriptions ofthe data are given in the following pages.

Gerreral Objective I: To become conyersant wilh the basic theories of leaching and
learniag and of the learrring ptocess.

Tabte 43

Summary of Favorable Respo[ses to the Different Specilic Objectives of the tirst
ceneral Objectives

Specific Objectives
Faculty Members

L To enable th.m ro prepu,. g*-&d-iii-I
Iesson around social & naturat
environment, craft, creative activities and
lo make them able to evolve and adonr
merhods & techniques suited ro differe;t

29.27% 39.22%
(68.49%)

35% 41.660/0
(76.66%)

2. Io make rt.'n,na.r.r.rra-rhilrt*ipr..
ard rcchniquei .f curreldlc(l reachirre and
their application in class teachi

23.18% 38.16%
(6t.34%)

24.5% 43.8%
(6'1.s%)

J. To make rtrem aui. rolGvelna aaopr
methods & techniques suited to diff€rent
environmental situations & hetn
realislically & effeclirety in the inregratei

ofchildren in thesc situations.

22.11% 35.62%
(s7.73yo)

22.5% 44.8%
(67.lyr)

4. To make them .upable of appij inffiious
learning theories based on pupil's age,
ability, interest, aptitude and subject mafter
& using modem instructional methods
according to the subject mattet available

ins aids & puDils'needs.

27.19% 33.4%
(6259%)

27.6% 41.530i
(69.t3%)

Total percentage for the General Objective (62.53%)

* Figures given in brack"t ind@
par t icu I ar spe cili c ob i e c t iv e
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In the hierarchy ofgeneral objectives for teacher education, the higiest priority was given
to the objective dealing with the theories of teaching and leaming by the experts in the
field. Table 43 gives a summary ofthe favorable responses to this general objective. The
data, which covers such units as preparing to teaching and how to use tlem, general
principles of teaching ... etc. show that in this realm of essentiality, teacher education
institutions in Sindh proyince are not doing as good ajob as expected.
While the preparation ofteachers with reference to the development ofthe ability to &,rite
lesson plans for given sifuations is somewhat adequate, the courses of study and
programs do not adequately develop a flexibility and adaptability in the prospective
teacherc to make them efficient in different environment situations. lt clearly
demonstrates that the practice-teaching facilities and the theoretical prepz(ations,
therefore, follow a routine and gid path. Not much opportunity is made available for
teacher prospective teachers to gain expedence i,, different school situations - urbao and
rural, good and poor schools, teachi[g intelligent and rulder achievers etc. 

.l.he 
ligures

68.49 percent and 76 66 percent for facurty members and head of the institution
respectively could have been mirch higher.

The real purpose of helping the teacher - prospective teachers with the acquaintance of
and skill in evolving and adopting suitable methods and techdques to different
envircnmental situations is to help children grow in a hamonious maturer. .lhe

effectiveness ofa teacher's competence is commensurate with the gro*th and progress of
the leamer in desired direction. The respondents - both faculty members and head ofthe
institution were utanimous in saying that in this important measure, the teacher education

progr,uns are ineffectual. The figure 68.49 percent and 76.66 percent available for
specific objective No. I becorne 57.73 percent and 67.5 percent respectively for the third
specific objective. This very clearly indicates that even ifthe teachet education programs

try to help teachers plan well, in reality this preparation is not at all adequate in their
practical applicability.

A teacher's success depends on many competencies particularly on basing his practice on

sound tleoretical foundations. Leaming on the part ofpupils depends on many variables
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such as age, ability, interest, aptitude, besides such factors as the materials ofinstuction
and techniques and tools. Making effective use of everyone of the valiables suggested
above needs soufld psychologicar insight into the theodes of reaming. It is now
universally accepted that a teacher,s effectiveness largely depends on capacity to
understand the theoretical bases of the concept of leaming and to adapt them so as to
facilitate class-room teaching. The faculty members (62.59 percent) have felt that in this
important and basic goal ofteacher education, tle institutions do it only moderately. The
figures for the head of the institutions are 69. I 3 percent which is also less from thefu own
standards

The accumulative percentage for this general objective is only 62.3 percent for l_aculty
membeN and 70.04 percent for head of the institutions. Hence, it could be said that the
content of the existing uider graduate teacher education prograrn, pertaining to the theory
ofteaching and leaming, is not adequate to this general objective as fully as is desired.

Gerrerul Objectiee II: To beconv conrersant with the philosophical, sociological,
historical and cornparative foundalio\s of education-

Table 44

Summary of Favorable Responses to the Different Specific Objectiyes ofthe
Second General Obiectiveb

Specific Objectives Facully Meribcrs Head of the
Institution

B B

25.83% 49.t6%

(74.99%)

l. To make prospective teu"herij"coii
aware ofthe various schools ofphilosophy
and their implications for education and to
enable them to be acquainted with the
thoughts and ideas ofgreat educational
thinkers

28.33% 32.2s%

(60.s8%)

2. l'o give the prospective teacherc an insight
into the problems and practices ofeducation
in Pakistar and the ability to understand and
appreciate their philosophical bases.

29.07% 30.50%

(59.s7%)

32.1'7% 3591%

(68.08%)

3. To develop in them a philosophical
mindedness ir tackling educational problems
and issues.

30.85% 32.30%

(63.1s%)

42.5yo 32.3%

(75%)
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4. To enable them to familiarize themselv."
with concepts like socialization, social change
etc. and the role ofthe school with reference e
to them and to enable them to undeNtand and
appreciate the contributions of different
agencies ofeducation and to know the special
teak ofthe school.

28.62% 37s2%

(67.s4%)

36.25% 38.75%

(75v0

Total percentage for the General Objective @7r./O

Teacher education programs generally approach the problem ofphilosophy of education
through a study ofcontribution ofgreat educators. It appears as though from the point of
view ofthe teacher respondents (Table 44) that this is not perhaps the best way ofdealing
with the philosophical foundations of education. It is true that they do appreciate the
value of the thoughts and opinions of great educators. Nevertheless, this ,.Great_

Educators Approach" to the study ofphilosophy of education does not seem to detiver the
goods adequately.

The second specific objective also does not seem to be as well realized as necessary from
the curricular offerings presently available in the undergraduate teacher education
prograrn. The many current prcblems that arc taught are not able to give a meaniagful

insight into the understanding of the philosophical bases of education in pakistan. The

respondents are also skeptical, as to the capacity of theoretical discr.rssions on education

and aims ofeducation to develop in the teacher-prospective teachers philosophy.

According to the investigator, there is a lacrma in the teaching of foundation subjects. It is

mthei sad that 'Sociological Foundations, have not beer given their due share. Ihe
present courses of study do l1ot contain any reference to such relevant sociological

aspects as culture, social change, social structue, socialization etc., which are all so

essential to help the teacher know the relationship ofeducation and societv.

Gerreral Objective III: To develop a posil e dnd lqtorable aflitude toh,at.l the teaching
profession,

The figure show (Table-45) that the programs are not quite adequate in making the

student leachers realize that service is superior to all other personal gains and make them



participate in various activities of the professional organization, with the sense of
dedicated service.

Table 45

Summary ofFavorable Responses to the Different Specific Objectives oftheThird General Objective

If the studett teachers know the importance of having a professional organization, code
of ethics for the profession ard the problems faced by the profession, they will take part
in the professional activities in a better way. But unfortunately there seem to be no
refetence to such aspects. The problem of developing professional awareness is a
complex one. Unless teacher-prospective teachers are helped to realize the need for a
professional organization, the role and activities of professional bodies, the problem of
professionalization ofteaching etc., the rereva,,ce ofa code ofethics, the student teachers

will never be able to understand the meaning, significance and urgency of
professionalization in rhe realm oIteaching.

General Objectbes Iy: To acquaint pruspectfue teachers with the mea irrg of
deuocracy and its implications for educdtion afi.l to develop the desire to irrculcate

those ideals i4 theb studenls.

To inculcate democratic ideals among the students, the teachers have to become aware of
the ideals of democracy and the characteristics of democratic education. But it is

unfortunate that attention is not at all given to this aspect and not a single unit petaining

to this area is included in the curricular program. It is being realized in all democratic

societies that the development of democratic values and attitudes is a difficult and

Specific Objectives Head of the lDstitution

To make them realize that service is
superior to all otherpersonal gains.

40.8% 29.1s%
(69.9s%) 45% 30%

(7 5%)
To make them participate in various
activities of the profe;sional 33.3yo 33yo

(68.3%)
45% 300/0

(7 s%)
Total percentase for the geniraliEdiii.- -- (6Djj%



delicate task and that unless deliberate and plarmed efforts are made in this direction. not
much success could be expected.

Gerreral Objectives V: To acquirc the knowledge of brodern evrluation lechniques.

Table 46 shows that the theoretical portioDs in the syllabus are only just adequate (63.33
percent of both superintendents and supervisors) according to both the types of
respondents. But when practical side is taken into consideration student teachers are not
given opportunity to develop the skill ofconstructirE objective based tests which is verv
impotant in the present day examination systenr especially at the secondary stage.

Table 46

Summary ofF.vorable Responses to the Different Specific Objectives ofthe
Fifth General Objective

Generul Objectfues W: To enable pupil teaches to know the techniques of curriculum
planniLg a d dewlopuerrt

Table 47

Summary ofthe tr'ryorable Responses to the Sirth Getreral Objective

Specific Objectives Faculty Members Head of the
Institution

B B
To enable them to kno*ltrelrnportunce

and value of intemal assessment, extemal

examination & the significance of
continuous and seasonal examination.

27.23% 36.t%

(63.33%)
250/0 38.33%

(63.33%)

Specilic Objectives
Faculty Members Head ofthe

Institution
ts B

To make them able to organize and
conduct curriculum experiences that
will result in satisfactory progress of
leamer towards the objective of
schooling and enable them to spell out
educational objectives in terms of
desired pupil behavior.

30% 33%

(6s'/0
23% 40%

(65%)
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The investigation shows that very little importance has been given to this objective ilr the

course ofstudies. There is only one theoretical exposition ofthe principles of curriculum

conshuction. Evidently, both the t ?es ofrespondents, as the figures indicate (65 percent

ofboth faculq/ members and head ofthe ilstitution) have felt that this area ofexperience

has received limited attention on the part ofteacher education institutions.

General Objectives W: To fiake the student teachers rcolize the impo ance and

signilicance of guidance in schools and also to deyelop skills to ofrq guidance to

pupils,

Guidance services have become an important and integrai part ofthe education program

especially in an enlarged general education program leading to diversified vocational and

academic steams of education. Apart from this, knowledge of guidance pmctices is

necessary for a teacher to provide suitable experiences to the children which enable the

children to develop adequate methods of self-adjustment in meeting personal, social and

academic needs. And also to understand and resolve the widespread individual

differences in ability and achievement in the typical class which pose cruciai problems.

But this atea has not received any attention on the part ofthe curriculum ftamers.

General Objecth'es VIII: To make the prospeclire ledchers know dillercnt types of
school organizotioL arrd administration,

Table 48

Summary of Favorable Respooses to the Different Specilic Objectives
of the Eight General Objectives

Specific Objectives
Faculty Members Head of the

InstitutioD
B B

L To make ther! capable o[ maintaining
differenr types of school records.
curnulative records etc., and to give them
good grounding in mainlenar:ce olproper
accounts and deparlmenlal rules and
regulations.

28.3% 40%

(68.3%)
35% 45%

(80%)
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2. To make them able to understand tho
modem trends in adminislralion and

grganization.

18.36% 36.64%

(s5%)

23% 42%

(63%)

3. To give them tle knowledge of and to
develop a righr anirude to worl \ ith lheir
colleagues in proper classroom
organizalion. organizing sludenl self
gofi., maintai ng labomtory, records
and registe$, conducting examination
etc.

31.23% 32.91%

(64.t6%)

39.37% 43.120/o

(82.49o/.)

Total percentage for the general objective (62.48%) (7 s.83%)

Table 48 shows that both the type of respondents have felt that the curicular otTerings

are fairly adequate. Adequate [umber of units is the.e to achieve the differcnt specific

objeciives. As this objective is given the last priority the cumulative figure 62.4g percent

in case of superintendents and 75.83 percent in case of supervisors can be considered as

quite adequate.

In the second set of general objectives which mainly pertains to the B.Ed. prog.am of
studies, the objective pertaining to the knowledge of pupils and their developmental

needs is given the highest p ority.

Geheral Objeclive I: To help lhe pupil-teache$ lo acquirc the edge of the pupits and

the developrnental ,reeds of lhe elemerrlary school childrct at the ,afious stages of
gtoteth.

The first specific objective which deals with the knowledge of pupil does not seem to be

realized as well as necessary. Though 70.10 perce[t ofthe supervisors have felt (Table

49) that the curricular offerings are quite adequate, only 62.09 percent of the

superintendents have felt that they aie so. The reason for only 62.09 percent of the

teachers, to feel that it is adequate for the flrllillment of the objective may be because

only superficial theoretical knowledge is given in this regard. The teacher-prospective

teachers are not given much opportunity to make use ofpsychological tests to find out the

aptitude, aftitude, interest etc. of the pupils tley teach in practice{eaching. This is also
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supported by the fact that guidance services a.e not given much importance in the teacher

education program.

Table 49
The Summary ofFayorable RespoDses to the Different Specific Objectives

The above comment held good for the second specific objective also as only 61 percent

of the teachers have felt that the unit of leaming provided to make the students teachers

aware ofstudent problems is adequate.

Regarding the third specific objective viz., to make them able to appieciate and evaluate

child literatue in va ous subjects' no specific theorctical provisiolls are made in the

curriculum. But the student teachers du ng their practical work are made to collect

children's literature. Only collection ofchildren's literature will not be of any use unless,

the ability to evaluate and appreciate them is developed in the student teachers.

The total figure for this general objective is 61.34 percent for faculty members and 70.05

percent for head ofthe institution. This once again, as stated earlier in respect ofthe first

objective ofthe first set of general objective, the existing B.Ed. teacher education courses

of study do not fulfill this objective, which has priority number one among the geneml

objectives for gaduate teacher education as fully as essential.

of the First General Objectiye

Specific Objectives
Faculty Members Head ofthe

Institution
ts B

1. To help them to know the pupil's
aptitude, attitude, interest, Ievel of
achievement, physical, mental,
emotional aod social developmental
needs and its associated problems etc.

24 .32% 37 .',7',|%
(62.09%) 2l.ssyo 49.55%

(70.10%)

2. To make them aware ofvarious
student problems such as school
attenda[ce, student indisciplire,
delinquency etc.

24% 37%
(61.00%) 20% 30%

(70%)

Total percentage for the general
objective

(61.s4%) (10.0s%)
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General Objecliee II: To acqdte lhe knowledge oI aimt and objectives oJ primar!

ed.tcation i4 general and te $pecifrc objectites of teaching school stbjects at the

primary level

For a teacher the most essential and basic matedal is the clear undeEtanding ofthe aims

and objectives of education of that particular stage (secondary) at which s/he is to teach

because this knowledge is the foundation upon which the teacher's whole work is to

revolve. In addition, the teacher should also have knowledge of the aims and objectives

of the different subjects that he is goiog to teach. This will help the teacher to specify

objectives in concrete pupil behavior in terms of each of the topics in different subjects

and to make an activity-oriented school program.

If one looks into the curiculum of the gaduate teacher education program it is evident

that the curriculum framers have not given any importance to this important area of

having knowledge of the aims and objectives of secondary education in general.

However, attention has been given to heip the prospective teachers to get kfiowledge of

the objectives ofteaching various school subjects. Both the faculty members (70 percent)

and head ofthe institution (75 percent) have felt that they are quite adequate.

Generul Objectbe III: To etable the pupil tedches to have dn ddequate acqaaintance

of rhe coitents of the dillerent subiecti oJ the school syllqbus they are expected lo

teach.

The B.Ed. teacher education program gives a fair amount of importance to constant

orientation. Both the types of respondents have felt that the content-orientation is good

(the figues are 77.08 percent and 79.88 perce[t for faculty members and head of the

institution respectively) - perhaps the best figures out of all the objectives included in the

questionnaire.

The present investigator, however, is not happy that the rcspondents are satisfied with the

contenlorientation given to the prospective teachers at present-
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General Objecliw IY: To enible prospeclive teachers lo develop and use inslructiottcl

maler tls including audio'visual aids.

As said previously audio-visual aids make teaching impressive and leaming effective

realistic and permanent. 65 percent of the faculty members and 67 5 petcent ofthe head

of the institution have felt that the units provided in the curiculum are helpful in making

the teacher prospective teache6 to develop and use instuctional materials including

audio-visual aids. As this is an important skill to be developed among teacher prospective

teachers, one would have been happy ifthe figures had been much bigger'

General Obiective V: To enable ptuspeclive teachers lo redlize the 
"eed 

and i'nporta ce

oftoork expeience and lo acquirc proJiciency ii some crdJts'

On the recommendation of va ous intemational documents, work_experience has been

included as an integral part of the curriculum of secondary schools lt has a numbel of

great educational, cultural and socio-economic values Therefore' the teachers should be

helped to know the need and important of work experience and acquire proficiency in

some cmfts so that they call bring cut the educative value of the craft while teaching it'

plan their instuctional material around it and develop desirable skills in and attitudes

about the craft among children. But the i[vestigation showed that though in haining

institutions provisions is made for the prospective teachers to learn two crafts (both

theory and practical knowledge is given) the respondents especially the faculty members

are not happy with it as only 53.02 percent of them have felt that the program in this

regard is adequate. Sixty six percent of the head of the institution have felt that the

knowledge given to the prospective teachers in crali is adequate'

The reasons for this poor state of work-experience program and cmfts in the training

institutionsarenotfaltoseek.work-experienceisahighlytechnicalsubjectandneeds

well-qualified instrltctors to handle; besides equipment ofhigh quality is also essential ln

many institutions both the essentials may not be available in the full measure' particularly
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because work-experience has beell introduced in many institutions in a hasty manner

without having provided adequate inputs in terms ofpersonnel and equipment.

General Objecti\te W: To endble stude t leachers lo contth'e and use a rarieq/ of

elfectfue teaching learnhrg procedures saited to secohdary school childrcn.

It is accepted by experts that knowledge ofthe basic theories ofteaching and leaming is

very important and should be given the highest priority in the haining program. But mere

knowledge of teachingJeaming theories is not enough. The student teacher should also

be helped to contdve and use a variety of teaching-leaming procedures based on the

theories of teaching and leaming, which are suited to the secondary school children's

needs, ability, i[terest etc. Many of the problems relatirg to stagnation at the primary

level can be solved, ifthe teachers make the teachingJeaming process an intercsting one'

The investigation (eveals that only 60.56 percent of the faculty members aad 70 94

percent ofthe supervisors have felt that the program that are provided in the syllabus are

helpful in helping the prospective teacheB to develop the ability of using different

effective teaching leaming procedures. The poor responses show that such a vital aspect

ofteacher-training as this has received very liftle emphasis.

Gefieral Obiectite mI: To enable the pupil'teacher to be actbe pa icipdnts i't

cornmu iqt aclit ities like adull educalion, PTA etc.

Table 50

Summary ofResponses to the Different Speci{ic Obiectives
of the Seventh G€treral Obiective

Specilic Objectives
Faculty Members Head of the

Institution
B B

L-to help th"- to undeBtand the

relationship between the school and

commtmity so that they may become a

source of guidance and leadenhip in the

area of their work.

35.53r/o 28.9%

(64.43%)
23.33% 47%

(70.33%)
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2. To give them necessary background
of rural reconstruction work and to
crcate in them an understanding of and
appreciation for rural problems and their
possible solution.

21.42% 36.s%

(63.92%)
16.75% 50o/o

(66.7s%)

3. To make the community leadeN
aware of the working of the school,
financial position of the school, the
social and cultural values of education
etc.

21.68% 37.66%

(6t.34%)
3t% 33%

(66%)

4. To make them appreciate and be able
to take active part in adult and social
educatiorl program.

31.8% 33.3%

(6s.t%)
25% 40%

(6s%)

Total percentage for general objective (64.4s%) (6'7.02%)

A look at the units provided in the curriculum and the responses ofboth faculty members

(64.45 percent) and head ofthe institution (67.02 percent) shows that these programs and

units provided in the curriculum are onlyjust adequate to help the prospective teachers to

understand the relationship between the school and the community, rural problems, the

importalce of adult education etc.

The teacher-training institutions arc also expected to provide opportunities for practical

and firsthand experience in the above said important arcas, which are assuming great

importance in recent times. But unfortunately, only a few training institutions are

providing opportunities for pmctical work

General Objective VIII: To errable prospeclire teachers lo hdve the *not'ledge of

v,,rioats co-curticular aclivilie$ $uiled to the Prirnary school chikhe,, and lo ,fidke them

capdble oforgLnizing, supenisit g & pdrticipaling in such aclit'ities in schools.

As in the case of ptevious objective, a look at the response to the different specific

objectives and the cumulative figures for the general objective (62.44 percent of faculty

members and 63.18 percent ofhead ofthe institution) (Table 5l) and also the units and

prograrn, shows that they are only just adequate in helping the teacher prospective



teachers to have a knowledge of various co_curricular activities suited to the p mary

school children and how to organize, supeNise and participate in such activities.

Table 51

Summsry of Favorsble Responses to the Different Specilic Objectives
of the Eight General Obiective

The obtained data regarding the adequacy of the catalogue curriculum (fie syllabus

prescribed for the graduate teacher education progam) indicate that it is not highly

adequate. However, a detailed perusal ofthe data indicate that only 25-30 percent ofhead

ofthe institution and in some cases 35-40 percent of the head of the institution have felt

that the curriculum is highly adequate for the attainmelt ofthe objectives on the whole

about 70 percent of the head of the institution felt that the pro$ams are just adequate to

fulfill most of the objectives.

Specific Objectives
Faculty Members Head of the

Institution
B B

1. To tave the knowledge ofvarious co-
curricular activities suited to the

primary school children and to make

them capable of organizing, supervising
& participating in such activities in
schools

20.830/. 34.72%
(65.5s%) 32.08% 38.33%

('70.41%)

2. to ,oake th"m .ealize the significant
role of co-curricular activities in the all-
round development of the child and to

make them realize that communicative

skills must be the main PurPose of
literary activities

22.23% 40%
(62.23%)

28.33Yo 40%
(68.33%)

3. To make them realize that co_

curricular activities should develop

i[terest & creative talent in pupils

through hobby & science clubs

26.66% 33.88%
(60.s4%)

19.t6% 41.61%
(60.77%)

fotut p""""ntug" for the general

obiective
(62.44%) (63.18%)
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The responses ofthe faculty members who are actively involved in the implementation of
the curricular prograrn show a further decrease i.e. only 25-30 percent of the faculty

members have felt that the program are highly adequate to achieve most ofthe objectives.

About 65 percent of the faculty membeE on the whole (in respect of most of the

objectives) have felt that the programs arejust adequate to attain the objectives.

Thus, it can be seen that only 65-70 percent of both faculty members and head of the

institution have felt that the catalogue curricuhm is adequate to fulfill the set objectives

ofteacher education (for all the objectives both highly prefened and less preferred). As

stated earlier the curriculum would be distorted when it becomes the 'teaching' and

'leaming' curricula. Hence, one wonders what the effectiveness oftraining could be if the

curriculum even should not receive hundrcd percent unequivocal support of the people

concemed most with it. Thereforc, the curiculum needs considerable improvement in

order to bring out a better curicular progmm, so that it helps irl improving the 'teaching'

and 'leaming' curricula and to attain the set objectives.

On the whole, it can be concluded that the vadous inputs in the B.Ed. teacher education

imtitutions leave much to be desired.

4,4 MEASURING TEACHER EFFICIENCY

The success of any educational system depends to a great extent on the quality of its

teachers. Without good teachers even the best system is bound to fail. Therefore, each

society devotes considerable attention and effort to the professional prepamtion of its

teachers lo ensue adequate efficiency on the part ofthe teachers.

The efficiency and effectiveness ofthe program have to be appraised by as dependable a

tool as possible so that olle could be sure that the goals set for the program have been

realized to a fairly acceptable degee. As an important step in this study the investigator

had to find out the efficacy of the professional experiences provided to the teacher

prospective teachers in the province of Sindh by measuring the teacher-efficiency ofthe

leacher prospective teachers who had just completed their training program.
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For this pupose teacher efficiency inventory was developing by the investigator' A

sample of360 prospective teachers studying in the final semester ofthe tainiDg program

was selected using purposive sampling method for the administation ofthe insfument'

The investigator personally visited all the selected institutions and administered the

inverltory according to the instructions. There was no time limit stipulated in the

inventory and hence the prospective teachers ere allowed to take their own time in

completing their answer.

The following statistical treatment has been given to the data collected by administering

the teacher efficiency inventory.

1) Mean, Median and Standard deviation were found out for the scores tabulated into

a frequency distribution.

2) Score limits for different grades were found out to divide the whole group into

different grades (sub-groups) according to the degree of teacher elliciency found

in the prospective teachers

3) To compare the scores obtailed by the resPondents in different areas of the

inventory, the scores on each area were converted into percentages (because the

number of items in each area is not the same) arld they were tabulated into

different ft equency dishibutions

4) The Mean and Standard deviations for the different frequency dist butions were

found out.

5) To compare the means of different areas of the inventory 'Critical Ratio (C R )'

were found out. Inter-correlations between the different areas of the inventory

wete also fould out.

6) To compare the performance of the prospective teachers of govemment and

private teacher education institutions, Means were found for the scores of

prcspective teachers of both tle type of institutions and the significance of the

Means ere also found out.
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The details of the analysis of the data and their interyretation are given in the followilg

disclrssions. Tabte 52 gives a pictue of the scores obtained by the prospective teachers

on the inventory.

Table 52
Distribution of the Scores ofthe ondents on the

Class Intervals Frequency
160 169 2

150 - 159 l
140 - 149 u
130 - 139 30

t20 - t29 '10

110 119 57

100 - 109 52

90 99 46

80 89 27
'70 -79 30

60 69 l4
50 59 4

40 49 4
'lotal 350*

* Though lhe inventory ias administered on 360 prosPective teachers, Jinally 350

pro"p"";i"" teachers' scores were made use o-f in the Jinal analysis because the
'remiining 

10 prospective teachers' ahs\|er sheets were either incomPlete ol were nol

answered ptoperly.

The measues of central tendency namely Mean and Median wele found out for the

distdbution. Standard Deviation was also found out:

Since the value of Mean and Median are almost equal, the distribution can be said to be

normal. Hence to divide the group into sub-groups or classify the individuals into

different gades according to their capacity as highly efficient, ellicient' avelage' below

average anal poor. [nstead, since the sample selected for the study shows a fairly normal

distribution the score Iimits for each grade was lbund out The total scores of all the

Table 53

The Measure oI Central T for the Distribution
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prospective teachers selected for the study were classified into different grades and
presents in Table-53.

Table 54
Number ofCases that Fall Under each ofthe Grades

CIass latervals Number of
cases

Percentage Grade Qualitative
Ilrterpretation

161- 139 20 5.71 Highly efficient
138 - ll7 89 25.43 B Efncient|6 94 157 44.86 C Average
93 72 62 17.7 t D Below average
71 -49 22 6.29 E Poor

Table 54 shows the distribution of teacher eflciency ofthe teacher prospective teachers.

Out of350 prospective teachers selected for the study 20 (5.71%) are highly efficient, g9

(25.43yo) arc efficient and 157 (44.86%) haye average efficiency. This shows that teacher

efficiency is distributed normally.

The inventory includes the following areas which are considered essential for one to be

an efficient teacher:

a) Prolessional skills and irterest

b) Acquaintance with the principles of psychology

c) Ability for class management and administation

d) Relationship with others including authorities, colleagues, students and parents

e) Individualqualiries

The scores obtained by the respondents in different ,lreas wete compared to find out

whether the haining progam has given equal importance to all the above said areas

which are considered as important for a teachq to be efficient and included in the

inventory for this reason or given more importance to that area ([arnely professional skill
and interest) which is the best measure ofteacher efficiencv.
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As ihe number of items in each area is not the same, the scores could not be compared
directly. 'fherefore, for the sake of comparison the scores were converted into
percentages and they were tabulated into differe[t frequency distribution.

Table 55
e Scores ofthe Prospectiye teachers on Different areas ofthe ltrvento

Area
lir$stdt sklf ts alrd Eter"st

Mean
50.72

Acquarntance wrth the princiDles of psvcholorv
48.62

Aourry ror class manasement and administmfi6h 53.35
Kerauonsnlp wtn others lncluding authorilie<. colleagues.
sludents and Darentsffi

58.30

56.81

Means of the Sco

Table 55 shows that the Mean performance of the respondents is not the same lbr the
differe[t areas. To find out whether tle difference between the Means of differenr areas

was significant or not, cdtical ratios were found out.

As the different areas of the inventory together measrue teache. elficiency, they are

corelated and therefore the means are also corelated. Hence, corelations between
different areas were found out. The magnitude of the inter_corelations among different
areas of teacher efficiency such as professional skills and acquaintance with the
principles ofPsychologyi prot'essional skills and the ability for class management, school

organization and administration,; etc., are indicated in a Table of inter_cooelations

(Table-56).

Table 56

a b c d
a 0.49 0.43 0.201 0.380
b 0.3l 0.054 0.118
c 0.350 0.430
d 0.470
e

Inter-correlstions between the Dilferent Areas ofthe In

Wlere:

l) The area Professional Slill is represented by the symbol (a).
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2) The area- Principles ofpsychology is represented bythe symbol (b).
3) The area - Ability for class Management and administration is represented by

rhe symbol (c).

4) The area - Relationship with others is represented by the symbol (d).
5) The area - Individual qualities is rcpresented by the symbol (e).

The significance ofinter-correlation between different areas is shown in Table 57.

In view ofthe magnitude of inter-correlations between different areas and their levers of
significance, cRs (criticar Ratios) were found out. Table 58 gives the deta s incruding
the values ofCRs and their levels ofsignificance.

CRs ofthe Mqans ofDifferent Areas and their Levels

Table 57

Signilicance of Inter-correlations befween Different arers of the Invedtory

Coeffi cient of correlation
between dilferent areas

Level ofsignifiqance
0.05 0.01ab 0.490 significant signifrcant

ac - 0.430 significant significant
ad. - 0.201 significant significant
ae - 0.380 significant significant
bc - 0.310 significant significantbd 0.154 significanl significantbe 0.118 significant signilicant
cd - 0.350 signilicant significantce 0.430 sigl'ificant significant
de - 0.4'10 siglrilicant significant

Table 58

of
s#

Arcas Difference
ofthe
Means

CR
Leveh of

significance
0.05 0.0r

1 Between professional skill and
acquaintance with the principles of
psychology.

2.10 3.70
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2. Between professional skill and the ability
for class maflagement and administration.

2.63 4.80

3. Between professional skill and relationship
with others.

'7.58 10.98

4. Between professional skill and individual
qualities.

6.09 10.80

5. Between principles ofpsychology and the

ability for class management and

administration.

4.'73 8.20

6. Between principles of psychology and

relationship with others.
9.68 13.20

7. Between principles of psychology and

individual qualities.
8.19 14.3 0

8. Between ability for class management and

administration and relationship with others.

4.95 8.30

9. Between ability for class management and

administration and individual qualities.
3.46 6.90

10. Between relationship with others and

individual qualities.
t.49 2.80

The data in the Table 58 show that the differences between the means of different areas

are significant. On the basis ofthis, the following interpretations can be made'

ln the inventory the order of the sub-tests in respect of saturation of the general factor

showed that the arca of 'Professional Skill and Interest' is the best measue of teacher

efficiency i.e., it gets first place. The area of'lndividual Qualities' gets second place; the

area 'Relationship with Others includiry authorities, colleagues, students etc ' marked

third place; the area 'Acquaintance wilh the Principles of Psychology' ranked fourth

place; and the area of 'Ability for Class Management and Organization' gets fifth place

If the means of the prospective teachers in different areas are arranged according to the

magnitude, then the area 'Relationship with Others including authorities, colleagues,

students etc.' gets the first place, 'lndividual Qualities' hold second place, 'Ability for

Class Management and Organization' mnked third place, 'ProGssioral Skill and Interest'

gets fourth place, and 'Acquaintance with the Principles of Psychology' hold fifth place'

As the area 'Professional skill and interest' is found to be the best measure of teacher

efficiency, a person's score should be the highest in this area than that of othel areas of
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the inventory. The scores obtained by administering the inventory to the prospective

teachers show that the sco.e in the area of professional skill and interest is less and the

difference betwee[ the mean score ofthis area with that of other areas is also significant.

It can be concluded that the development of professional skill and interest which is the

most important thing for a teacher to become eflicient has not been given proper attehtion

in the training program being tested in this study. This is also suppofied by the fact that

the curriculai program are also not adequate to fulfill the highly prefened objective by

experts for teacher education namely - 'to become conversant with the basic theories of

teaching and leaming and of the leaming process' and also for other related objectives

which are important for the development ofprofessional skill-

The scores on the areas like 'individual qualities' and 'relationship with others' are high

when compared to othet areas. Of couse, 'individual qualities' gets the second place as

expected in the inventory which means the prospective teachers selected for the study

seem to have the individual qualities (to a large extent' such as sense of humor, justice,

couage, patience, etc., that are essential for a teacher to become efficient and the training

program has also influenced to develop them.

The reason for the prospective teacheN' highest score in the area 'relationship with

others' (gets the first place whereas in the inventory it gets third place) may be due to the

fact that the present prospective teacheN have a semester based training program and

hence these respondents had mole chances ofcoming into co[tact with teacherc, parents,

colleagues and therefore have leamt how to behave with others. Thus the length of the

period oftraining does have an important beadng on the quality ofteachers.

The scorc in the area 'acquaintance with the principles ofpsychology' is the lowest when

compared to other areas. In the iDventory this area gets the fourth place ln any teacher

education program and especially at the secondary level, the understanding of the

principles ofeducational psychology must occupy an important place Unfonmately, it is
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sad to see that this area is not at all given importance in the curent training progarn and

the score is the lowest in this area as per the investigation.

Apart from the above general conclusions, the following specific conclusions can be

drawn on the basis ofthe data obtained:

1) The prospective teachers' ability for class management, school organization and

administation is better than their professional skill and interest.

2) The prospective teachers' knowledge about the proper attitude towards others,

relation with authorities, students and parents is better than the acquisition of
professional skill and interest.

3) The prospective teachers have (developed) better individual qualities needed for a

teacher to a greater extent than the professional skill and interest.

4) The prospective teachers' acquisitiorl of professional knowledge and interest is

better thar their acquaintance with the principles of psychology.

5) The prospective teachers' ability for class management, school organization and

administration is better than their acquaintance with the principles of psychology.

6) The prospective teachers' knowledge about the proper attitude towards otherc is

better than the abiliry for class management, school organization and

adminishation.

7) The prospective teachers have qualities needed for an efficient teacher to a larget

extent than the qualities for better class management and administration.

8) The prospective teachers' knowledge about the propei attitude towards others,

relatio[ with autho ties, students and parents is better than acquaintance with the

principles of psychology.

9) The prospective teache6' posscss individual qualities that are necessary for a

successfi.rl teacher to a greater extent dlan the qualities needed to have plopel

relatioN with authorities, pare[ts, colleagues, etc.

lo)The prospective teachers have (acquired) the individual qualities needed for a

teacher to a great extent than acquisition ofprinciples ofpsychology.
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On the whole it can be concluded that the training program has not given adequate that
the taining prograrn has not given adequate importance to the development of
professional skill and interest and other related areas which are necessary to make a

teacher efficient and successfirl. Therefore, the program and practices of teacher

education in the province of Sindh, in genenl and in Karachi, in particular have to be

improved and modified so that the prospective teachers who come out of the haining
institutions possess necessaty taining to cary on their firnction effectively.

4.5 CASE STUDIES

Teacher education, as the majority ofprofessionals engaged in the field prefer to call it.
Teacher Education has been developed rapidly in the province of Sindh when compared

to other provinces in the counfy. Teacher Education progam in this province has been a

phenomenon of the last twenfy five years i.e. from 1998 to 2003, with sixty nine teacher

educatiol institutions to its credit. There is a variance in some of the trends in teacher

education in the case ofindividual institutions. The dimensions, where the variance exists

are: sanctioned sttength, admission proceduresJ management ofthe institution, number of
prospective teachers admitted, number of students appeared at the examination, standards

at the examination, physical facilities in the form of buildings, libra es and laborato es

etc., available college faculty, methods of instruction and evaluation, provision for in_

seryice and extension activities etc.

The previously conducted sufteys have rightly observed that, a sound program of
professional education of teachers is essential for the qualitative improvement of
education. First mte teacher-training institutions can play a crucial role in the

development of education.

In the light of the above observations, it would be worthwhile to investigate the various

dimensions of certain individual institutions to confirm the broad trends of the teacher

educatio[ program. Out of the total sixty-nine institutions in lhe province five tvere

selected for making detailed case studies. The followings are the criteria which were used

to select the five cases:
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1. Representation of govemment institutions

2. Representation of private inslitutions

3. Annually at least 350 teachers are produced

The following case studies illustrate the various dimensions of the five selected teacher

education institutions. The dimensions are:

1. General Histo cal Backgrouildj

2. Organization and Adminisrrationi

3. Enrolment and Standards;

4. Instructional Program;

5. Methods of Instruction and Evaluation;

6. Resources ofthe institution; and

7. In-service and Extension ActivitiEs.

Case Study l: Government College ofEducation, Federal B. Area, Karachi

Govemment College of Education, Federal B. Area, Karachi is Public Sector College,

affiliated with the University ofKarachi under the administrative structure ofDepartment

of Education and Literacy, Govemment of Sindh. The College is not having its website

so the profile ofCollege is available only in the Admission Kit without detailed history.

Neither any in-service progam nor any extension activities are provided by this

institution. Apart from practice the contact with the practice of teaching schools is

maintained by the way of inviting the teachers from such schools to take part in culricular

activities. Neither a member from the training college takes classes in the school nor does

a member from the school take regular classes in the college. This institution does have a

staff-council and the function ofthis is to hold academic meetings among the members of

the staff Sometimes the vadous problems ofthe prospective teachers are also discussed

in the meetings ofthe staffcouncil.
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The co-curricular and exta-curricular activities organized by this institution are

numerous. Almost every year the prospective teachers are taken on education tour.

Various days are also celebrated by the students in the institution, the remmkable one are

the Edi Miladun Nabi, Hissain's Day, Independence Day, Republic Day, Teachers,Day

etc. The institution also organizes Welcome Party in the beginning of the session just

after the admissions are over. In one oa two sessions exhibitions have also been otganized

in the institution.

When the prospective teachers meet for the first time after admissions are over, they zue

give odentation regarding the various activities of the institution and the details of the

course, which they have to complete. The figures of the admitted candidates give us all

idea that the number offemale candidates went on increasing and 80oZ ofthe students are

female. As the number of admitted female candidates went on increasing, the number of
male candidates on the other hand went on decreasing obviously because the sanctioned

strength was the same.

All the students admitted to this institution were admitted on own expenses basis. None

ofthem was deputed either by the provincial or local govemments. The qualifications and

conditions for admission of the prospective teachers prescdbed by the University of
Karachi have been followed. The conditions for admissio[ which have been considered

during the past have bee[: Percentage of Marks/Division eamed in aggregate; teaching

experience; previous training; and age but no admission tests and interview are

conducting.

A fact is established when we look to the standards ofthe students in theory and practice

separately that not even a single student-teacher has ever failed in pmctice of teaching.

The percentage ofpassed prospective teachers is 100 percent in the case of practice of

teaching while this percentage in theory ranges from 85 to 90 percent.

The medium of instruction followed in this institution, is Urdu. Some of the students do

offer English as their medium of examination but they too are provided instuction in
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Urdu. The medium ofExamiration is Urdu and English both. The insritution is alliliated
with the University ofKarachi.

The college work on atutounced system are three tems in and works six days in a week,

where teaching is done all the days. The period is of40 minutes duration. On an average

twenty four periods are devoted to theory papets while eight periods are devoted per

week to methods papers. There is no specific provision of periods devoted to practical

work involved in theory ot other co-curicular activities.

For the compulsory papers the total strength is divided into more than five sections of
sixty students each. For each paper nine periods per week are allotted. For the two

optional papers of content-cum-methodology, three periods per week per subject are

assigned. The number ofprospective teachers in these subject groups varies ftom g to 50.

At this level ten subjects are offered to the students for selecting any two. The subjects

are: English, Urdu, Islamiat, Social Studies, Mathematics, Chemistry, ai1d General

Science.A student-teacher has to select any two school teaching subjects out of the thrce

offered by him at the Graduate level, undff the optional papers. None of the subject is

compulsory. In the case of special paper, it is quite optional and some of the students

offer this paper. No extra course except ihe mentioned above is provided in this

institution.

Practice of teaching is an important aspect of the teacher education prograrn. About one

week's preparation is done in the institution before the students go to actual teaching in

the practicing schools. Demonstratiofl Lessons; Preparing and corection of Lesson plans;

contact with students and teachers etc are some of the activities which are perforned

during this week in this iNtitution. A trainee is also required to observe other prcspective

teachers' lessons and the number ofsuch lessons is ten. The students are required to use a

proforma for the obseruation and these obseNations are discussed by the teacher

education in the subject group after the lesson.
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In this institutio[ model lessons are demonstrated by the members ofthe staffprior to the

co[rmencement of practice of teaching only. Such model or demonstration lessons are

organized in the attached demonstration school arld also sometimes in the college itself.

The stude[ts ofthe school are called to the college and then these lessons are organized.

These demonsfation lessons are open to all the student teachers but generally only the

subject groups aftend these. The demonstration lessons are delivered by the method

masters teaching that particular subject. No demonstration lesson has been given through

screening of films on teachitg so far in this institution.

This institution owns a demonshation school, which is used for demonstmting good

teaching to the prospective teachers and aiso for actual practice of teaching. To each of
these schools about thirty students are seflt for pmctice of teaching. No assistance is

obtained from the cooperating teachers in the supervision. Neither they are given

odentation nor, they are given any incentive. No specific problem is faced by the

institutio[ in getting cooperation from the cooperating schools. The practice of teaching

is done in two intervals. So the total time is devoted by each student-teacher to the

different aspect of practice of teaching. Duing the teaching practice days each trainee

devote per day, one period in classroom observation and one period ii1 actual class-toom

teaching. Each trainee devotes two hours pel day in lesson plan preparation while he

devotes one hour in discussion of the lesson plan before and after with the supervisor in

the group during the teaching practice days. A student teacher has to select and teach any

two school subject. The selection is based on a criteria fixed by the University. A student

teacher may only offer those school subjects which he has offered as optional at the

graduate level. At least twenty lessons in each subject are delivered by each student-

teacher.

No full supervision for the whole period is done of each trainee du ng the practice-

teaching program by the subject supervisor. Every supervisor supervises lessons in all the

subjects. The supervisor gives the supervisory remarks in the form ofsuggestions. These

remarks .lle discussed the same day after the teaching in goups. These groups are the

subject groups.
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Lecture meihod is most commonly used by the members of the staff in all the subjects.

The other methods employed irl ihe course of teaching are tutorials and assignrnents.

Tutorial program is organized in the institution with six tuto al groups of about twenty

student teachers in each group. One tutorial section is not attached for the full session but

is rotated among the members of the staff. This rotation is done weekly i.e. one group

comes in contact with one group for a firll week. The discussion is generally related to the

subject of the group or with some coinmon educational problems of the goup. The

members of the staff ate satisfied with this program because they come in closer contact

with the students and the individual problems ofthe students arc solved.

In all the papers 20 percent marks are allotted to the sectional work which is assessed

intemally i.e. by the persons teaching those papers. The teminal examination in each

paper has been assigned 80 marks. For passing in each paper at least 40 percent marks ate

required separately.

In practice ofteachinS the 200 marks are divided into two parts i.e. 50, allotted to internal

and extemal examination respectively. 'lhe intemal assessment marks are further divided

into two parts. The first paper is practice lessoN and the other is criticism lessons. 30 and

20 marks respectively are allotted to these two parts in both the subjects. The minimum

pass marks here are at least 40 percent i.e. 20 marks. The final examination ofpractice of
teaching has been allotted 150 marks where minimum pass marks is 60. The intemal

assessment is submitted to the Principal of the institutio[ by the individual members of
the staff and then it is consolidated and forwarded to the University by the Pdncipal. No.

measrue is taken for minimizing the errors in assessment due to varying standards of

assessment by differe[t members ofthe staff.

Assessment in theory papers is done oI1 the basis of pedodical tests and number ofessays

wdtten by the students. In the beginning, the individual members have been conducting

periodical test according to their convenience but for the last four years a combined

program is fixed for these periodical test in all the papers. At least 1wo pedodical tests are
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arranged in each paper in one session. The students are also required to write a number of
essays in different papers. Topics arc assigned by the members of the stalf for these

assignments or essays. The students arc infomed about their performance in the class

discussion, in general. They are ,ot retumed their answer books or assignments, they ate

also not told the marks awarded but only perfomrance is discussed in groups.

In the institution the assessment of practice of teaching is done on two basis: (l) the

lessons given by the prospective teachers; and (2) the criticism lessons given by him. The

marks allotted to intemal assessment (50) in both the subjects are divided into two i.e. 25

for each subject taught by the prospective teachers. The practice of teaching is done in

two rounds in two different subjects. At the close ofboth the rounds, criticism lessons are

aranged, which are Ilot discussed in the class and are meant for the appraisal of the

student's achievement and is counted towards the intemal assessment. In each subject the

25 marks allotted for the intemal assessment are further divided as: 15 marks for 20

superyised lessons; and 10 marks for olle criticism lesson in that subject. The cumulative

assessment in practice ofteaching is arrived at through consolidation of marks separately

submifted by the two individual supervisors in two different subjects.

Pmctice of teaching is assessed externally also and 150 marks are allotted for this. This

assessment is done by a panel of examinels iII the month of February or March every

year. This panel consists of thrce examiners. The Head of the institution is the intemal

examiner. The administrator ofthis institution acted as intemal examiner for two years in

the beginning but after the appointment ofthe Principal, the Principal has been actilg as

ihe intemal examiner. None ofthe members ofthe staffsits in the panel ofthe exarniners

for the extemal assessment ofpractice ofteaching.

At present this institution is running in its own building which was constructed in 1971.

Therc are about nine class-rooms wherc a group of about sixty students can easily sit.

Besides these there are four small classrcoms which are utilized for teaching small

goups of students in differcnt subjects. All these rooms are utiliTsd for the tutorials and

besides there is one Asscmbly Hall which is also utilized for seminars etc. There a.re two
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rooms for the library. One room is big enough and pemanent shelves arc there fot
keeping the books. There is a readilg room where daily newspapers are kept. Therc is
none psychology laboratory with a number ofpsychological instrume[ts and tests. 

.Ihete

is a well equipped science laboratory in the demonstration school ard a part ofit is in the
college also where the prospective teachers perform experiments during their practice of
teaching days. A staff common rcom, administrative offices, and store room are also

available. About six individual staffrooms are also there which are allotted according to
the seniority among the members of the staff. There are no staffs quarters available.

Men's and women's common rooms arc also available.

Canteen is also available attached to the degree college which also cate.s to the need of
this Institutio[ Besides this canteen, on the other side ofthe road opposite ofthe College
building there is food-sheet where a lumber of restaurants are available. As there are no

staff quarters there does not arise any question of accommodating any member of the

staff.

At present eleven members of staff are working as full time teache.s. As per the academic

qualification seven persons are M.A., M.Ed., while three are M.A. B.Ed., and one is

M.A., Ph.D. There had been faced no difficulty in getting qualified persons and no non-

sp€cialist has been forced to teach special paper. Also there had been no difficulty in
holding the qualified stafl There had been vacancies irl the first two years for the full
session. During those two sessions only for full time members were engaged for the

teaching work. For teaching the methods papeN and also for supervision of lessons etc.,

part-time lectures were appointed from the staffofthe degree college.

The factors considered for calculating the workload of full time teacheN are:

1. Actual class-room teaching; and

2. Actual time spent on tutorials.
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The average weekly load fot one teacher educator lies between fiIieen to seven[een

periods per week. There is no diflerence in the teaching load in the case ofthe p ncipal

and the lecturers.

Two memberc ofthe staff are engaged in rcsearch work. One ofthem is doing her ph.D.,

while the oth is doing research on a Foject approved by the Higher Education

Commission. Apart from this no research work is in progress in the institution. None of
the members of the staff has published any research paper during his stay in the

institution. This institution provides facilities to the members of the staff in terms of
contributor provident fund- Study leave is also provided and in the case of ladies

maremit) leave is pro\ ided in lhe inslilulion.

Except the library no other facility has been provided to the members ofthe stallfor their

professional and academic grolvth. However one of the members of the stall has been

granted to appear at the Post-graduate examination in one more subjects.

The total number ofbooks in the library ofthe institution is about 5000 but unfortunately

no research joumal is subscribed to by the institution. The library is run on open-shelf

system. The working hours ofthe library are from 9:00 a.m. to 2100 p.m. On an average

the issues of books per day is 30 books. The working hours are the same dudng the

Practice ofteaching days and on other days as well. Library is not opened beyond these

hours. No book bank system prevails in the institution. The institution has a trained

librarian. The qualificatio[ of the librarian has not been mentioned in the questionnaire

but having a trained librarian is mentioned. Besides the librarian one book lifter has also

been provided in the library.

The iNtitution has a scielce laboratory which can serve the purpose ofa General Science

Laboratory. As a matter of fact it is a part of the scie[ce laboratory in the demonstration

school. The students dudng the practice ofteaching days use the school laboratory and on

other days they use the laboratory in the college.
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Besides the science laboratory, the institution also has one Psychology laboratory. There

ale a number of expedments of psychology which are at times demonshated to the

students. Students are not required to perform experiments as per their courses of study.

The incuned expenditure on the laboratories has not been mentioned. The institution does

not have any type ofworkshop.

The institution has an audio visual room a number of appliarces are available here.

Besides these appliances the institution also has a number ofmaterial aids. The institution

has a number of graphic aids in different subjects like, Language, Social Sciences, and

Sciences etc. Also available in the institution are a number of models which are used by

the prospective teachers in the couse of practice of teaching. The model and charts

presented by the prospective teachers in their final lessons are kept in the Audio-Visual

room. These aids are also used by prospective teachers during practice of teaching. The

institution does not have any ofthe in-service or extension activities.

Case Study 2:Jania Millia Governdent College ofEducstion, Malir, Karrchi

After the partition of India some workers and old sludents of "Jamia Millia Delhi"

migrated to Pakistan. The group wanted to coltinue their experience of working in the

field of education in the new country. They had the pioneering effof of Jamia Millia

Delhi behind them and they had intense desire to replicate and promote the Jamia Millia

educational experiment in Pakistan. Iheir longing culminated in setting up of an

educational society with the nomenclature "Majlis Taleem-e-Milli Pakistan" in 1948.

Under the auspices of the Majlis an institution commenced its educational joumey in

Malir, a suburb of Karachi in 1952. The work began in a small and incomplete building,

originally used as a "Grukul Path Shala" and now abandoned and allotted to Majlis as

evacuee property. To run the new institution properly, some agricultural land was also

allocated by the Auqafto this institution .latter on in addition to the allocated laod Majlis

purchased enough land on its own to bring the total area to a sizeable campus of 27

acres. In this Karachi outskirt, Majlis Taleem-e-Milli started its educational mission

under the leadership of Dr.Mahmood Hussian, the old student ofJamia Millia Delhi and
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former education minister Pakistan. Jamia Millia started offeriry pTC, OTC, CT, B.Ed.

and M.Ed in 1959, 1960, 1970 and 1984 respectively.

Jamia Millia Govemment College of Education is Public Sector College, affiliated with

the University of Karachi under the administrative structure of Department of Education

and Literacy, Govemment of Sindh. The College is not having its website so the profile

ofCollege is available only in the Admission Kit without detailed history.

This institution admits students of both the sexes i.e. male and female. Being a

Government owned institution there is no management committee and it is headed by the

pdncipal of the institution.

The institution extends invitation to the members of the staff of the practice of teaching

school to attend academic and other prcgams organized in the institution. None of the

members of the staff of the college faculty takes classes in the practice of teaching

school. A staffcouncil exists where coDmittees are formed for each and every prograrn.

These committees meet quite often to organize the various programs in the institution.

Many kind of different co-curricular and exftacunicular activities have been organized in

the institution duing the last tbrce yea$. Dramatics, Debates, Excusions and Trips are

some ofthem. The selection and appointment ofthe members of the staffin the college is

done by the Department ofEducation and Literacy, Covemment of Govemment ofSindh

tlrough Sindh Public Service Commission (SPSC).

Teaching faculty is selected according to their educatioflal qualifications and seniority.

No publication is published by the institution. The institution also provides a general

orientation program in the institution for a week, where the students are oriented about

the various aspects ofthe courses and the various programs ofthe institution.
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There is no well-established guidance and counseling progmm iI1 the institution. Follow_

up program ofthe prospective teachers is not organized by the institution. The institution

does not have any old students' (Alurmi) Association.

The qualifications and conditions fot admission of the prospective teachers have been

followed according to the rules of the Department of Education and the University of
Kamchi. The conditions for admission, which have been considered du ng the past have

been: percentage of marks; division eamed in aggregate; teaching expedence; previous

haining; age; and interview in the case of fresh candidates only. During the last two

sessions the University laid down a criterion for admission and that was followed bv this

institution also.

The medium of instruction followed in this institution is Urdu at the B.Ed., level. The

each academic year is divided into two terms ofthirty weeks on an average. The teaching

working is done in the institution for the B.Ed., classes for six days pe. week. The

duration of each period in both ihe cases is 45 minutes. The total number of periods

devoted to theory papers in the case ofB.Ed. is 30. Nine periods are devoted to practice

of teaching in a week on an average for the B.Ed., students. After the college hours one

hour per day is devoted for the practical work involved in the organization of other

cunicular activities. Dufirg the practice ofteaching days four periods per day are devoted

to theory classes. The number oftotal working days ofthe institution during the sessioN

ralged between 218 to 221 days.

For the three compulsory papers the students are divided into two sections of 65 to 70

students in each section. Forty five minutes per day are devoted to each of the tkee

papers. In the case oftheory papers for the methods ofteaching school subjects the same

duration is allowed as in the case ofthese compulsory papers.

The special fields for specialization provided in the institution are: Educational Guidance;

Cuniculum Development; Educational Psychology; School Administration and

Management; Measuement and Evaluation; and Teaching method. One period of 45
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minutes dulatioll per day is provided in the time-table for specialization. Every student_

teacher has to select any two of the school teaching subject, but none of them is

compulsory.

Prepamtion ofteaching is done for nearly tlree weeks, where demonshation lessons are

givell by the members ofthe staff ofthis institution in different practicing schools before

practice of teaching starts. A student-teacher is supposed to observe ten lessons of the

other trainee's lessons and thrce to four lessons ofclass teachers. A proforrma is used for

recording these observations, and these observations are discussed in the teaching

pmctice period.

In one subject on an average six lessons are given as model or demonstmtion lessons.

Some ofthese lessons are given prior to the commencement ofpractice ofteaching while

some are given during the first term of practice of teaching. The demonstration lessons

are giverl in the attached demonstration school and also in the cooperating and practice of
teaching schools. The demonstration lessons are open to subject g.roups only. The

demonstration lessons are given by the Method Masters in each subject and they are

supposed to deliver six such lessons with the help ofAudio Visual Aids.

There is no demonstmtion school as such but as this is Govemment institution, a

Govemment Higher Secondary School is used fo. this purpose. The Medium of
instruction is Urdu in all the cooperating schools. Therc are ten such coopetating schools

where prospective teachers are sent for practice of teaching according to the availability

ofclasses and sections. Class-room teachers sit in the class for the whole time and assist

in the maintenance of discipline only. Neither orientation not any kind of incentive is

given to these class-rcom teachers. AII the cooperating schools are cooperative and no

problem is faced by the institution in enlisting the cooperation for them.

In one full session total twelve hours are spent by a student-teacher in class-room

observatio[ while 80 houis are spent in lesson preparation. 15 hours are devoted in

discussing the lesson plan with the supervisor while 30 houls are spent in actual class-
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room pmctice ofteaching. A student-teachea has to select two school teaching subjects to

teach in the practice ofteaching prcgram. These tlvo subjects are selected on the basis as

prescribed by the University i.e. out of the subjects offered by him at the gmduate level.

Twenty lessom each in two subjects are required to be delivered by every student-

teachers.

Full supervision for the whole pe od is done of each trainee in 20 lessons each in botlr

the subjects and two cdticism lessons. A supervisor supervises lessons in his own subject

alone. The supervisory temarks given on the lesson notes are discussed aftet every lesson

individually with the prospeclive teachers.

Lectures, tutorials, discussion and assignments are followed as methods of instuction at

the B.Ed. level. In the tutorial system which is followed in the institution at the B.Ed.

level there are twelve sections containing 12 to 15 prospective teachers in each section.

Each futo al section is aftached to a single teacher and is not rotated among the members

of the staff. It is also ensured that the discussions in the tutorial group are related to the

subject of the group that meets whit the tutor. There is a satisfaction on the tutorial

program on the points like: (l) coverage of subject area; (2) mutual undeNtanding; (3)

individual assignrnents; and (4) Foper checking.

In pmctice of teaching the allotted 200 marks are divided into two parts i.e. 50 and 150

and are allotted to intemal and extemal examinations respectively. The intemal

assessment mdks are futher divided into two parts. The first palt is practice lessons and

the other is the criticism lessons. 30 and 20 marks respectively are allotted to these two

parts in both the subjects. The minimun pass percentage in practice ofteaching is at least

40 percent i.e. 20 marks. The final examination ofpmctice ofteaching has been allotted

150 marks where minimum pass marks are 60.

The percentage of marks required for divisiols in the five theory papers and practice of

teaching are allotted as: 75 percent or more marks for Distinction; 60 percent or more for
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First Division; 45 percent for Second Division are secured in the extemal and intemal
assessments separately in all the five thcory papers.

The examination result is declared separately in theory, practice of teaching and
specialization. In the case of theory and practice of teaching separate divisions are
awarded. Ifa student fails in any one ofthe papers, he may be allowed to reappear in that
paper only in the llext subsequent annuar examination provided s,/he has secued at least
45 percent marks in the aggregate ofthe remaining theory papers.

Both the measures i.e. periodical tests and a Dumber ofeasy and assignments aae adopted
for the internal assessment ofthe prospective teachers in the theory papers. The students
are infoImed about their progress twice a year but there is no transcdpt for the purpose.

Criticism lessons which form the basis of intemal assessme[t a.re organized in the
institution at the close of the practice of teaching program. These criticism lessons are
discussed in the class and are used as diagnostic as well as remedial for the Fospective
teachers' professional grouth during practice of teaching. Appraisal of the prospective
teacheE achievement is also done tbrough the c ticism lessons. The cumulative
perfomance aIrd the peformance on the criticism lessons make the basis of intemal
assessment of practice of teaching. Cumulative assessment is arived at through
consolidating the marks separately submitted y iidividual supervisoN. The supervisors
take into consideration their supervisory remarks and the criticism lessons at the time of
awarding marks.

Practice of teaching is assessed extemally also and 150 marks are allotted for thls. The
examinerc assess the prospective teacherc separately and then consolidate the assessment.

Supervised lessons are given l0 percent weightage while the criticism lessons are given

l5 percent weightage in tle intemal assessment ofpractice of teaching.
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The institution is mnning in its own building. This building was built for institutional
puryose. The halfarea ofthe land js devoted to the buildings and the other halfis devoted
to play-grormds. Space is also available for expansion ofthe institution.

The institution has adequate building which contains: tbtee classrooms; fourteen subject
rooms; one seminar room; one auditorium; th(ee rooms for library; one reading room;
two rooms for science laboratory; one for psychology iaboratory; four for workshops;
tluee rooms for the use of common room; eighteen individual staffrooms; one wome[,s
common room; and four store rooms. There is also provision ofa cantee[ in the campus.

There are in all twenty sevent members of staff in the college faculty which includes
besides thirteen lecturers, one principal, one Vice_p ncipal, one professor and one
Associate Professor. Out of the total staff, nine of them have qualifications up to M.A.,
M.Ed., while one is M.Sc., M.Ed. Three members are M.A., B.Ed., while two are M.Sc.,
B.Ed. Two of the members have M.A., M.Ed. and ph.D. qualifications.

The faculty members are paid salaries i.e. grade and allowances as per the Govemment of
Sindh rules. Facilities of pension, provirled fund, gratuity is also provided in the

institution to the members ofthe staff. Among other facilities provided to the members of
the staff are study leave, matetlity leave and privilege leave. There had b€en lelt no
difficulty in gettiry adequately qualified staff and thereby there had been no case where
non-specialists have been employed to teach in the various fields. No dilficulty has been

felt in holding a qualified staff as full goverrunent grades and all the benefirs are provided
by the Government in this iilstitution. There had been no vacancies in the past in any
subject of any nature.

The total number of books in the library is 12630. l.he imtitution subscribes in all eight
joumals out of which all are pakistan journals. The number of books added per year

ranged between 60 to 300 books. The library is run on an open shelf system and works
for about six hours per day. The average issue per day comes to twelve books. The library
is not open beyond the working hours of.he institurion. No Dook Bank System is
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followed by this institution. The institution has a trained librarian who is M.A. in library
science. The imtitution has two well equipped laboratories ofscience orre for chemisby
and the other for biology. There is also one psychology laboratory and two cratt
workshops. The institution has a separate toom for audio visual appliances. lhe
appliances available in the institutioN are: overhead projectors (four)j Multimedia (two);
tape recorders (two); computer (20), printer (04) and a fax machine.

The institution organizes in-service programs. During the last five yeals the institution
has organized in-service progams for the improvement in differeflt subjects like Urdu,
English and Sindhi at one time, physics, Chemistry, Biology, and Mathematics at the
other time while imptovement programs in History, geography, and Islamiat also been
organized.

Besides these activities there had been organized various types of programs du ng the
last five years. Almost every year workshops, study groups, conferences and
experimenting has been organized to the tune of one every year for all the fivc years.

Extensio[ lectues have also been arranged during these live years and such lectues
ranged fiom two to five every year. This institution has also organized workshops to
provide in-service training and reftesher course to the regular school teachers.

The significant impacts ofthis institution on the [eighboring schools and the community

are indicated as: (l) guidance is sought by the school; and (2) spot guidance is provided

by the lecturer ofthis institution to the schools in lessons on invitation ftom the schools.

The institutiofl has also mentioned tkee major problems that stand in the way of
qualitative improvemert of secondary teacher education. The problems are:

1. Prospective teachers are not much interested in the training progmm but want a
degree only;

2. The B.Ed. Syllabus is ofroutine type and there are no challenges; and

3. The staff ofthe college consists ofunwilling persons.
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Case Study 3:Dep.rtment of Teacher Education, Federal Urdu University of Arts,
Science and Technologr', Karachi

Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science and Technology (FUUAST) has, over the yeals
emerged as in impressive center of highest leandng with extremely leamed faculty.
FUUAST enjoys the unique distinction of being the first ever university in pakistan,

which ultimately aims at using Urdu as the main language of insfuction al1d teaching.
The University was established on 13t November 2002 under ordinance No CXIX2002
promulgated by the President of pakistan, as per provision of this ordinance the
university has its principal seat at Islamabad. l.he University started furctioftng in
November 2002 by takiDg over two federal govemment colleges, namely Federal Urdu
Science College and Federal Urdu Ats College, in Karachi, that were established in 1949

by Baba-e-Urdu Dr. Abdul Haq whose mission was only to promote Urdu as teaching

and also as national language. The principal seat of the University at Islamabad

commenced its teaching programs in November 2003. lt is heartening to note that the

FUUAST has come a long way, sirce its modest beginning in 2002 from a few subjects

to tull fledged faculties including those of Basic and Applied Sciences alorg with
Engineering, Business Management, Economics and Humanities. The Unive6ity is

running Deparhnent ofTeacher Education offering B. Ed. program at Abdul Haq Campus

under the Faculty ofAfis.

The qualification and conditions for admission of the prospective teachers have bee[
followed according to the FUUAST rules and regulations. No admission tests were held

before the admission. The conditions for admission which have been considered during

the past only include percentage of marks/ division eamed in aggtegate.

The medium of Instructiol followed in this institution is Urdu. The medium of
examinatio[ is the same as the medium of instruction but students are allowed for w ting

in English also. The institution works six days in a week but every Friday is halfworking

day. Each period is of45 minutes duration. The whole day is divided into two half. The

first half i.e. three periods are devoted to the pedagogy papers while the other half i.e.

also three periods are devoted to the content and other departme[tal assignments under
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the two groups of subjects of science and general. The average number of total working
days in a year comes to 250.

The total strength of the institution is divided into differenr secrions for the pedagogy
papers. For the methods paper the students are divided into two different sheams l.e.
science and general groups. After the methods classes ihe p.ospective teachers work in
the departments for the content courses. Functional English is a rcquired non-credit now
course according to the academic progmm.

Pre-intemship program is organized for two weeks where the students are made r.amiriar
with the assignments which they have to complete du l1g the intemship period. Model
and demonstEtion lessons are held in the different subjects. Every student teacher is
attached to an institution nearly for twenty days and he/she is supposed to deliver sixty
lessons in two subjects. Sfudeflts are also required to obserue cerlain lessons of other
prospective teachels. The cooperating schools are spread over the whole of the Region.
The student-teacher is supposed to be a part and parcel of the institution to which he is
attached for intemship. The faculty members from the Departrnent of Education go rcund
the places where the prospective teachers ale teaching to supervise and evaluate the
ieaching by the student-teacher. Supervisory remarks are given by the supervisors which
are discussed after the lesson. Cooperating teachers are also appointed for helping,
guiding, and evaluating the intemship program of the prospective teachers. Besides
teaching the students have to complete certain assignments given by the different
departments.

Lectue method is most comrnonly used by the membels ofthe staff at the B.Ed. Ievel in
this institutiol as method of instruction. The other method of instruction used in this
institution is assignments only. In all the theory papers 20 percent marks are reserved for
assigirnent while 80 percent are allotted for the terminal examination. In the practice of
teachilg / intemship there is no extemal evaluation. In this case ar the marks are reserued

for intemal assessment. The assessment is done co-operatively by the college supervisots,
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cooperating teaches and the principar of the cooperating school to which the student_
teacher was attached.

The institution has its own and is adequate fo. the purpose. Most of the construction is
sufficient for firrther construction. The institution is situated in the most disturbed area of
the city. Studetts' unrest is also reported regularly.

The main college building contains general class_rooms, subject rooms, seminaLr room,
individual staff rooms, store rooms and administrative offices. There is no any such
labotatory of science i.e. physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany are available in the
building. For this, they rely on private teaching schools. Library, reading room and room
for audio visual aids are also available.

A separate buildiog is used as a store and attached with it is a cafeteria. There is a
separate building which is used as a dispensary. .l.here 

is also provision ofbuildings used
as a post office, bank, and a few provision stores. All full_fledged dispensaries are
available in the campus containing all the required equipment and medicines. There is a
full time doctor, a compounder and a nurse.

This institution is run by the Federal Govemment. All the money comes from the

Govemment sources. Fees are also charged and tuition fee is charged from the students.

The members ofthe staff are paid the scales ofpay and allowances as per the I,IEC rules.

The members ofthe staff are also provided facilities ofprovident Funds, and pension and

other Acilities like study leave, matemity leave etc. Besides these facilities the members

of the stafl are also provided .r/ith facilities for their professional gro*th such as a ch

library, scholarships and others. A large number ofthe memberc ofthe staffhave availed

these facilities during the last five years.

There is a sufficient faculty ir the institution. Besides the Departmert of Education there

are different departments which look after the content portion of tle syllabus such as

Science Depaftnont and General Educatior Department which includes the different
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areas such as Languages, Social Science, Audio-Visual Education, and physical
Education. The department of Education is run under professor of Education while the
other deparrments are looked after incharges. The members of the staff in all these
departments ate reasonably qualifi ed.

In the Department ofEducation which looks after the Education Courses ofall streams of
couNes contains one Associate professor, tlree Assistant professor four Lectuers. Eight
out offifteen members in this department are M.A., M.Ed. whire three of them are ph.D.
Tlree members of the staff possess M.Sc., M.Ed., qualifications while one is B.Sc.,
M.Ed. One member is M.A., B.Ed., while another is M.Sc., B.Ed.

The leaching load ofthe membeN ofthe staff is calculated after taking into considemtion
the hours of actual class-room teaching. Alr average teaching load of a lecturer is sixteen
periods per week. The teaching road per week ofan Associate professor is twelve whire
that ofthe professor is six. Besides this teaching load most ofthe members ofthe staffare
allotted four students each for M.Ed., guidance. Tlree memberc ofthe staff in the F.aculty
of Education are engaged in research work approved by the University for their ph.D.,

one member ofthe staffis engaged in a research project approved by the HEC.

The total nunber of books in the library is 14650 and the library subscribes only six
journals. The library is run on im open shelfsystem. The average issue of books per day
is twelve. The library opens for five hours every day. Cooperative Book Bank System
also prevails for helping the students to read more books. ,Ihe 

institution has a qualified
staff including a trained Librarian, two Assistant Librarians, one Technicar Assistant. one
Clerk and one Book l-ifler

There are no labomtories ofphysics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology. The institution has

no separate Audio-Visual Room. There are only one multimedia and two overhead
projectors available. Besides these aids, the iNtitution has a mrmber of Chads, Models,
Sketches, Maps, Globes, pictures and flash Cards. During the last five years, the
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departme[t organized very few types of activities for the In-seruice Teache^ which
included Workshops, Conferences, Seminars, and Extension Lectures etc.

Case Study 4:Hamdard Institute of Educatiotr and Social Sciences (IUESS),
Hamdard University Karachi

Established in 1992. Hamdard Institute ofEducation and Social Sciences (HIESS) has the
privilege to be the first constituent Institute of Hamdard university. This imtitution was
started as an irdepe.de[t institution but a number of other institutions are also nrn under
the same management, the specific being iNtitute of managemelt sciences, institute of
cofiputer science, medical coilege and haining institution for the secondary school
teachers at this area and it is a junction between Sindh and Baluchistan. The prioiity
given to this institute was a clear manifestation of both Shaheed Hakim Mohammed
Said's realization of the importalce of Teacher Education in tle development of futule
genemtions and his disappointment and discontentment with the traditional
methodologies of the then existing teacher iraining institutions. The basic staiement,
which later became the motto ofthe Institute, was ..the production ofthe unconvefltional,
capable, dynamic, creative, democratic and innovative teacher,,. With this principle
being the guiding force of operation, the Institute, with a small team of academics,

embarked upon its long and ambitious joumey fiom a tather modest beginning. HIESS
offers two steams ofB. Ed. program; the prescription is given below:

i. B.Ed. (Regutar)r The program is designed for the students intending to join the

noble professional of teaching as ftesh candidates. This program is spread over a
period of one yea.r in which the students are given a sound training through

lectures, school observatioN, and teaching practice.

ii. B.Ed. (Weekend): This program is meant for the in-seryice teachers, who are

already working in schools. This program is spread over a period of eighteen

months, in which the students are groomed in all areas of teaching and leaming.

The classes are held on every Sunday and during summer vacatio[.
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Moreover, HIESS also offers M. Ed. program. As M. Ed. degree holders serve as
Teacher-Educator, so this degree has linkage with quality of teacher education. The
prescription of M. Ed. program is given below:

M, Ed. Program (Regular & Weekend)

This is a program for professionals in aI sectors of education incruding Teachers,
Educational Administrators and Leadets, Education Consultants, and local goveDment
officials. The program aimed at fostering a greater understanding of the comparative
context of educational organizations, and a strollg focus on the latest thinking and
research in different fields of education. The minimum requircment for the award of
degree is 30 credit houls, spread on course work ofthree semesters and thesis w ting.

Now the Institute has gained a desirable reputation of an exceptional teacher training
inslitution in Pakistan, and has established itself as an authentic organization, producing
research scholaN in educatio[ and social sciences. Students from all over the country get
enrolled in the various programs ofstudies, which have all the characte stics to be called
"unique" due to their extraordinary emphasis on character building, original reflection
and creativity.

The Novelty of the Institute also lies in its egalitarian and humanistic orientations.

Knowledge, being upheld as the highest value, the institution has made a conscious ellbrt
to break, what could be called the distracting social prejudices, by setting on a lasting
foundation of wealth, gendet language, age, religion, nation and ethnic goup. lhe
classes at HIESS present a cudous combination of students, differing widely in their age

groups, social classes, linguistic affiliations, religious backgrounds etc., while providing

the same opportunities and rights. HIESS is an emblem of hope for many as it has

opened for them llerv avenues to a successful, dignified and better life through its liberal

structure. For instance its Weekend program is the first of its kind to provide the in_

service teacheN a vital opportunity to develop their potentials, personalities and future.
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This institution was started as an independent institution under a piivate management
board of the Hamdaxd Laboratory Tmst under the honest leadership of Shaheed Hakim
Mulammad Said. The members of the board arc selected by Foundation. The director is
one of the members of the management Committee. The institution provides
opporhrnities to the members of the staff ofthe practice of teaching schools to come to
the Hamdard University for attendi[g various programs organized in the institution. This
way the institution keeps contact with the practice ofteachiflg schools apart from practice
of teaching. None of the members of the staff ofthe college takes regular classes in the
school.

This institution has no opportunity for students, rurion and a staffcouncil. The members
of the staff discuss from time to time their academic and perconal problems. The
selection ofthe teaching staff is made by the selection board. The Interview Board for the
selection of the members of the staff is constituted by the members of the management,

Director, Dean and Vice Chancellor of the University. For a period of fifteen days

orientation p.ogram is organized in the institution. This progam is organized by the
institution by way ofextension lectures, staff lectures and discussion among the students

and the members of the staff. The institution neither provides counseling program nor

have any follow up program. There is AlurDni Association in the University which meets

once in a year. Discussions and get-togelher are organized in such meetings.

The saflctioned strength i the case of B.Ed. of the students in this institution had been

100 during first thrce years, 120 for next four years, and 150 for the four years from 2000

to 2004. The strength was declined to 60 in the next coming years. The figures of the

admitted prospective teacherc give us an idea that the total number of students admitted

varied from 50 to 100. The students are admitted on .own expenses' basis and there ate

no deputations from the Govemment or any other agency. The qualifications and

conditions for admission at the B.Ed., level of the prospective teachers have been

followed according to the rules ofthe Hamdard University. The conditions for admission,

which have been considered during the past, have been percentage ofmarks earned in the
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aggregate (50 percent) at the qualiryiDg examination; teaching and professional
experience; previous taining; admission test and interview.

The medium of instruction followed in this institution is both Urdu and English at the
B.Ed. Ievel. The mediurn ofexamination is Urdu and English both. Some ofthe students
\arite the dissertations in Urdu as well. Each academic year is divided into three rerms.
Teaching work is done on the five days ofthe week.

For the three compulsory papers the students are divided into four sections of 60 students
each One period of45 minutes is devoted to each ofthe three compulsory paperc. Two
periods are devoted for the methods papers per day. The institution provided seven core
subjects and two specialized in eight Iierds. Every studenr-teacher has to serect anv two
ofthe school teaching subjects but none ofthem is compulsory.

Preparation for teaching is done for nearly one week preparation of teaching aids,
demonstration lessons and Iesson plan corection is done. A sfudent_teacher is supposed
to observe at least two lessons of other trainee,s lessons. A proforma is used by the
prospective teachers to record their obseNations, and these obseryations are discussed
before they go for practice ofteaching.

Ilr each subject at least one demonstmtion lesson is demonstrated while in subjects like
Urdu, English ard Islamiat, the number of such demonstations is more. .lhe

demonstration lessons are organized in the attached demonstaation lessons ate organized
in the attached demonstration school and also sometimes ir the practice of teaching

schools on the request of the Head Maste6 of these schoois. The demonstration lessons

are open to subject groups only.

There is demomtration school for co-education attached to this institutio[ The Hamdard

Public School is used for actual practice ofteaching besides demonstrating good teaching

to the prospective teachers. They are also used for expedmentation and research by the

M.Ed., and Ph.D. students and as well as by the staff. 'lhe medium of instruction in the
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cooperating schoors is mainry English. There are ten cooperating schools and about ten
prospective teachers are sent to each of the coopemting school. The lessons of the
prospective teachers are also supervised by the teachers of the cooperating schools and
supervisory remarks area also given in the note books foa further improvement. l.he
teacherc of the cooperating schools are given orientation by way of lectues and
discussion. They are also given an honorarium for the entire period ofsupervision in one
session as an incentive for the work done by them. No problems are faced by the
institution in enlisting the cooperating from the cooperating schools.

Each student-teacher devotes about 60 minutes per day in class_room observation. S,/he
devotes another sixty minutes every day in actual classroom practice of teaching while
two hours are spent by him in the preparation of lesson plan and half an hour is spent
while he discusses his lesson plan with the supervisor. A student-teacher has to teach at
least two different subjects. These subjects are offered by a student on the basis of the
subjects ofGred by him at the graduate level as per University conditions. Twenty lessons
in each subject are delivered by a student-teacher. The pmctice of teaching program ls
organized in the institution ofintermissive type when all the prospective teachets are sent
for practice ofteaching in different schools at the same time.

No full supervision for the whole period is done of each trainee,s lesson during the
practice ofteaching. Every supervisor supervises lessons in all the subjects and more than
tlree lessons are supervised by an individual supeftisor in one period. The supervisory
remarks given on the lesson [otes of the prospective teachers are discussed aller the
supervision on an individual as well as group basis.

Lectures, tutorials, quizzes and assignments are folrowed as methods ofinstruction at the
B.Ed. level. Besides these methods; seminar, symposium and discussions are also
organized. There are ten tutorial sections at the B.Ed. level. Each of the tutorial section is
attached to an individual staff member and it is ensured that discussions in the tutonal
group are related to the subject of the group. Multimedia is also used as instructional
method for certain topics in different subject.
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Both the measures i.e. periodical tests and a number of essays alrd assigirnents ,re the
basis of intemal assessment of the student_teacher in the theory papers. The prospective
teachers arc not informed about their progress but there is a process to inform about their
achievement made by each teachet throughout Semester.

Criticism lessons which form the basis of intemal assessment are organized in the
instifuton before the final examilation. The nu$ber of such criticism lessons is two one
in each subiect. The criticism lessons are not discussed in the class. The pupose of
organizing the criticism lessons is to appraise the student's achievement. These criticism
lessons are counted towards the intemal assessment of practice of teaching. Two
superviso^ observe alrd assess one subject ofa student_teacher while the other subject of
the student is observed and assessed by other two supervisors.

The institution is n-mning in the own building which was consaucted for the purpose. The
campus has sufficient buildings, play fields, gardens aod other necessary facilities. The
institution is situated about ten Kilometers away fiom the town of Manghopir, Karachi.
The building is adequate on the whole and it has five class rooms, eight subject rooms

and one room which can be used for seminars. The subject tooms are also used tbr the

purpose of seminar. There is a sepahte room for libmry and reading rooms. The libmry is

shown inadequate for the purpose. There are no facilities of science laboratory and

workshops. 'Ihere administrative offices are adequate. There are ten individual chambers

for the use of members of the staff. The institution does not provide room for Common

room either for Girls' Students. The institution has five hostels out of which four are

meant for male students and one is meant for fenEle prospective teachers. There is also a

provision ofa canteen.

There are in all six regulm members ofthe staff working in the institution. Five members

of the staff have M.A., M.Ed., qualifications while one is M.Sc., M.Ed. One member of
the staffis 8.A., M.Ed., Ph.D. The Director of the imtitution is M.A., M.Ed., ph.D. One

member ofthe staffis designated as libra an, who possess B.Lib., Sc., qualification.
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The faculty memben are paid salaries according to University grades. provident fund
facility is also available to the members of the staff of the institution. But there is no
opporfunity of pension after retirement. They are arso provided with study reave and
matemity leave (in the case offemales). During the last live years two ofthe members of
the staffwere allowed to do their ph.D.

There had been no difhculty in getting adequately qualified staff and thereby there had
been no case whete non-specialists are employed to teach in the special fields. No
difliculty has ever been felt in holding qualified staff in this institution. There had been
no vacalcies in the past ill any subject ofany nature.

The factors taken into consideration for calculating a full time teaching Ioad include:
hours of actual class-room teaching, hourc spent in corection of lesson plans; hours of
supervision ofteaching; hours spent in discussion of lessons before and after pructice of
teaching lessons and hours of labomtory or model teaching. Two of the members ofthe
shlfare engaged in research, ofle for his ph.D., degree approved by the University. There
had been publications by the staff members but the list was not available with the

institutioI1.

The total oumber of books in the seminar library of the institution up to the close ofthe
session 2011 2012 are 5,187. The Bait al-Hikmah, Asian biggest library is situated in
Hamdard University which subscribes about 225 joumals out of which 102 are pakistani

and 123 are foreign joumals. The library runs on an open shelf system and the average

issues of books per day is 60. The library remains open from 09:00 a.m. to 03:30 p.m.

The institution does not run any Book Bank System for helping the students to read more

books. The liblary staff is adequate and fairly qualified. The librarian who is working at

present possesses a degree in library science. A number of various audio_visual aids are

available. Two well equipped auditoriums and Board rooms are also available.
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The institution organizes in-seryice programs, under the superyision of the extension
centre. Du ng the last five years the institution has organized seminars of3 to 5 days of
duration, symposiurn of2 days ofduration, workshops 3 to 10 days of duration, projects
of 3 methods to one yeat and extension lectures. Du.ing all the five yea$ refiesher
courses, workshops, conferences, seminars and extension lecfurcs of various kinds have
been organized in the institution under the In-service prograrns.

Necessary efforts have also been made to provide in_service training and reftesher course
to the regular school teachers such as dist bution of relevant material, help in solving
their problems, etc. Coordination and cooperation with other colleges were sought by
way of inviting experts from other colleges for special lectures or talks. Members of this
institution attended programs connected with improvement of Teacher Education.
Program for pdncipals, teacher educators and administrators are not organized in this
institution. Science fairs have also not been organized during the last five years.

Case Study 5:Department of Education, Faculty of Education atrd Lerrtring
Sciences, Iqra University Karachi

For a developing country, like Pakistan, a demand-oriented workforce ablaze with
professional excellence can bring about a knowledge revolution. Welcome to this
revolution in education at IeRA University. IeRA Univercity is chartered by the

Govemment of Sindh vide Sindh Government Ordinance No. VI of2000. The university
has campuses in all four provinces aod actively collaborates with foreign universities.

The university offerc a diverse range of gEduate, post_graduate and phD programs of
Intemational repute in Management Sciences, Computer Sciences, Engineeritg,
Education, Leaming Sciences, Media Sciences, and Fashion Designing. IeRA University
incessantly strives to create congenial leaming envitonment with scholastic facilities at
all campuses.

Technologically equipped classrooms, with high-tech computer laboratories incorporated

with high-speed intemet facilities and rich rnformation Resource centre axe established at
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all campuses for comprehensive academic training. Essentiar academic services of
placement, transport alld housing are also provided to all the students.

The institution does not have any Extension services centre of unit. No contact is
considered necessary with the practicing school apart from practice ofteaching. None of
the mehbers of the faculty take regular classes in the pEctice of teaching schools. Staff
council also exists in the institution which discusses their educational progrzuns among
the members of the staff. A very little organization of co-curricurar and extuacuicnlar
activities is witressed in the iNtitution.

The selection of the members of the staff is made by the selection board whete there ate
representative of the university and some professional teacher educators. Neither study
touIs and excursions nor exhibitions are organized in this institution. No periodic
publication is published by the institution. The college provides, through le$ures, a
general orientation program for two days before teaching them different theory papers.

The institution does not provide kaining in any of the additional skills. Counseling
program is also not provided by the institution. The institution does not have any folow-
up program ofthe prospective teachers. Old students, (Alunmi) Association also does not
exist in this institutiorl.

The sanctioned shength in this institution had been one unit of sixty prospective teachers

right from the first session to up-to-date. Looking into the total [umber of applications
received for admission, there may be able to establish tlat every year this munber has

increased. In the first session this number was thirty seven or y which went up to sixty in
the next session and up to 92 in the last session Le. 2}ll-2012.

All the students admitted to this institution were admitted on own expenses basis. None

of them was deputed either by the provincial government or by any school. The

qualifications and conditions for admission of the prospective teachers have been

followed according to the university rules. Corditions for admission, which have been
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considered during the past, have been percentage ofmarks/ division eamed in aggregate,
teaching experience, previous training, age and admission test.

A glance at the resurts in this institution gives us the fact that out of the four sessions of
the existence, in two sessio* the result has been 100 percent while in the other two
sessions it had been 90 percent. The output in the institution separately in theory atd
practice establishes a fact that not even a single student_teacher has failed irl practice of
teaching in all these four sessions. In theory arso no student has failed in the first two
sessions but in the last two sessions nine prospective teachers have failed teducing the
pass percentage to 90 perceflt.

Looking towards the standards we find that none ofthe student in all these four years has
secured 'C' grade in theory. In the case of p.actice of teaching, almost every student
secrues'A'grade only. The number of students securing .B, grade in theory has also
been reduced every year.

The medium of instruction followed in this institution, is English. The medium of
examiration is either Urdu or English but all the students ofthis institution offer English
as their medium ofexamination. The institution is govemed by the IeRA Universify than
and the Department of Education and Leaming Sciences. Thete are three terms in one
session. The first term is from July to October, second term from November to February
and the third term is liom March to the end oftle session iI1 the month ofJune. There are
on an average twelve weeks in one term. The irctitution works for five days in a week,
where teaching is done all the five days. The period is of 50 minutes duration. On an
average 36 percent per week are devoted to theory.

The practice ofteaching is done at two different intervals of time. During those days no
theory classes are held and all the time is devoted for the practice ofteaching. There is no
specific provision of peiiods devoted to practical work involved in theory or other co_

curricular activities. The daily routine programs of the institution starts with the periods
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are devoted to the subject (Methods) classes. One period is devoted to specialization. In

the end, provision is made for practical teachiflg.

For compulsory papers eight periods per paper per week are devoted. Fo. the optional

pape$ of content-cum-methodology, six periods per week per paper are devoted. The

numbei of prospective teachers in these subject groups ranged from 25 to 45 during

different sessions. At this level seven subjects are provided by the institution to the

students. These subjects are provided by the institution to the students. These subjects

are: Urdu, Social Studies, Islamiat, English, Chemistry, Physics, and Mathematics. Two

more subjects were offeted in the previous years but dropped. These subjects \ryere

General Science and General Mathematics. In the special paper the areas offered by the

students are: Educational and Vocational Guidance, Curriculum Social Education. ard

Measurement and Evaluation.

A student-teacher has to select any two school teaching subjects out of the thee offered

by them at the gaduate level uirder the optional (Methods) paper. None of the subjects is

compulsory for all the students. In the case ofoptional paper it is quite optional and some

ofthe students do not offer this paper at all. No exha course except that mentioned above

is provided ir the institution.

Practice of teaching is an important aspect of the teacher education program. Every

student has to prepare and teach at least 40 lessons. Two criticism lessons are also held in

the two different subjects. Besides teaching 40 lessoN a student has to obseNe at least 20

lessons, which are discussed after the lesson in the subject class.

A combined educational workshop for a week is organized by the institutio[ every year.

Normally this workshop is organized in the schools outside the University. Every

stude[t-teacher has to take part essentially. This is organized in connection with the

pmctice of teaching program. Besides this one week preparation is done in the terms of

prepamtion ofunit plans, correction oflesson plans etc.
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In this institution, model lessons are also organized by the members of the stalf prior to
the commencement ofpractice ofteaching. The number of such lessons is at Ieast two in
each subject. The lessons are organized in the practice of teaching schools. All the
prospective teachers are required to attend the demonstration lessons in all the subjects
given by the members ofthe stafl

This institution owns a demonstration school, which is used for actual practice of
teaching. The medium of instruction io this school is English. Besides this there are tive
morc cooperating schools. On an average ten prospective teachers are sent to one pmctice
of teaching school. Class-room teachers fiom the cooperating schools also sit in the class
and assist the student-teacher in maintaining discipline. Neither any orientation nor any
incentive is provided to the members of the stall of the cooperative schools. No specific
problem is faced by the institution in getting cooperating from the cooperating schools.
The practice ofteaching is done in two standards where the total time is devoted by each

student-teache. to the different aspects of practice of teaching. During the practice of
teaching days each trainee devotes per day, one period in class_room observation, two
hours in preparation of lesson, one hour in discussion of the lesso[ plan with the
supervisor and one period in actual class-room teaching. A student-teacher has to select

and teach any two school subjects. The selection is based on a cdteria fixed bv the

University. At least 20 lessons per subject are to be delivered by each trainee.

In the institution the practice ofteaching is organized tv,.ice in one session with the result
that she teaches one subject at one time. The first rotmd is held in the morth of
September while the second round takes place in the month ofDecember every year. The

dates of the practice of teaching program are fixed in accordance with the six pmcticing
schools.

No full supervision for the whole period is done of each trainee during the practice of
teaching program by the subject supervisor. Every supervisor supervises lesson in all the

subjects. The supervisor gives the supervisory remarks in the form ofsuggestions. These
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rem ks are discussed among the superyisor and the subject group of the prospective
teachers after the teaching.

Lectue method is most commonly used by the members of tre staff in this institution.
The other methods employed in the course ofteaching are tutorial, quiz and assignments.
Tutorial program is organized in the institution with six tutorial groups often prospective
teachers in each group. One tutorial is attached to one teacher educatot for the complete
session. The discussion in the tutorial group is not related to the subject foi the goup that
is meeting. All the aspects are discussed arnong the members of the tutodal group with
the tutor

The distdbutions of matks are the same as prescriberl by the University. The required
GPA for different grades and the mode ofdecraration ofthe result is the same as fblrowed
ilr the other institution of this university. The intemal assessment is submitted to the
Director of the institution by the individual members of rhe sraff and then it is
consolidated and forwarded to the University by the Director. No measuie is taken for
minimizing the erors in assessment due to varying standards of assessment by different
members ofthe staff.

Intemal assessment in theory papers is done on the basis ofperiodical tests and a number
of assignments/ptojects wtitten by the students. A mid_term exam is arranged in each

paper in olle session. The students are also tequired to write a numbers of assignments.

Topics are assigned by the membe$ of the stalL The students are informed about their
performance in the form oftest results.

In the institution the assessment of practice of teaching is done on two bases: (l) the

lessons given by the ptospective teachers; aad (2) the ctiticism lessons given by them.

The marks allotted to the illtemal asse3ssment (50) are divided into two i.e. 25 for each

subject taught by the student-teacher. The practice of teaching is done in two different
subjects. At the close of both the rounds, criticism lessons are aranged which are not
discussed in the class and are meant only for the appraisal of the students, achievement
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and is counted towards the intemal assessment. In each subject the 25 marks allotted for
the ittemal assessment are further divided as: 15 marks for 20 superyised lessons; and l0
matks for one criticism lesson in that subject.

The cumulative assessment ill pmctice ofteaching is arrived at though consolidating of
marks separately submitted by the two individual supervisors in two different subjects.
Practice of teaching is assessed extemally also and 150 marks are a[otted for this.

The performalce of the prospective teachers in co-curricular activities is not assessed in
the institution but every student is required to attend all such activities organized by the
institution. The institution does not have any program for measudng any developmental
perconality traits. There is also no prcvision for any assessment of.Additionar sk ls,.

The institutio[ is run in an owned building which is situated in the heart ofthe city. It is
also reported that there is one class-room, seven subject rooms which are further utilized
for tutorials also. There is auditorium, library room, reading room, language laboratory,
administmtive oflices, staffcommon room, store room and girls, common toom. There is
no staff residential area.

This iNtitution is an unaided institution and the main source of income is the fees, which
is realized from the students. The deficit is covered form the contributions from the
management ofthe institution, it was reported.

At present there are eight members of the staff out of which two are male and six are

females. Out of these eight three possesses ph.D. degree while remaining five possesses

M.Ed and B.Ed., degree with a master,s degree in arts.

The institutior has faced difficulty in getting qualified persons for teaching Erylish,

Science and Mathematics, and thereby forced to use non-specialists in these fields. But

there has been no difficulty in holdirg the qualified stafi There had been no vacancies

except as mentioled above. The factors considered for calculating the work load of full
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time teacheN are: actual class-room teaching; and the actual time spent on tutoiials. The
averuge weekly load for one teacher educator mnges between twelve to fifteen periods
per week. There is no distinction in the teaching load in the case ofthe professors and the
IectureN.

The members of the staff are engaged in reseatch work. The other research work is in
progress in the institution. The membe$ of the staff have published numerous research
papers in national and intemational joumals during his stay in the imtitution. The
institution provides facilities to the members of the staff in term of provideit fund but
that too is not compulsory. No fac ity is provided to the members of the staff for their
professional and academic gro\rth.

There are about 2724 books in the library. Sixteen professional and general

periodicals/joumals with three newspapers arc also subscribed by the institution. The
average number of books added per year is 300 nearly. The Library is run on an open_

shelfsystem. The working hours ofthe library are from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. On an average

the issue of books per day is fifteen books. The working hours are the same during the
practice ofteaching days and on others days. Library is not opened beyond these hours.
No book bank system prevails in rhe institution. The institution has a trained librarian.
The qualilication of the librarian is M.A., science. There is arso an AssistaDt libraxian
who is only B.Sc.

The institution has one language laboratory which is mentioned as adequately equipped.

The institution has an audio visual room and a number of appliances such as: (l)
Multimedia; (2) Overhead projector; (3) Slides projector; and (4) Tape Recorder. The
institution has a number of graphic aids in different subjects. The institution does not
provide any ofthe ln-service and Extension Activities.

CoDclusion

The case studies of the five teacher education institutions conlirm the various ftends in
the teacher education ptogram regarding the important issues like: organization and
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administation, selection, admission and enrolment, standards at the examination, theory
courses at the gmduate and post gaduate level, intemship or practice ofteaching program
in the institution, methods of instruction, intemal and extemal assessment in theory aod
practice of teaching, research in education at the ph.D., and M.Ed., Ievels, qualifications
and work load ofthe teachers training college faculties, gowth and expansion oflibraries
and laboratories, resources of the institution and the in-service and extension activities
organized by the iNtitution.

The five major issues highrighted by alr the cases and teacher educatioir are rack of
Continuous Professional Development of the Teacher_Educator; poor euality of lntake
for B. Ed.; Lack of Community LiDkages; Absence ofStudents Support Services and lack
of technological infrastructure for crmiculum implementation and practice of teaching.
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CHAPTER - V
SUMMARY OT THE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 SUMMARY

Teacher education for High School Teachers (HSTS) stage has been rightly recognized as
of supieme value. While teacher education in pakistan has received considerable
attention but educationists of the coultry have not been happy over its performance and
achievements. Criticisms have been leveled that teacher education has not been as
efficacious in tems ofpreparing teachers ofquality as is desirable. Though the provrnce
of Sindh has been one ofthe progressive parts of pakistan, its rccord ofachievements in
the field of teacher education has not been much dissimilar to what is being obtained in
other parts ofthe country.

There is today, a loud clamor for reform. Many an innovative change has been mooted to
found teacher education as a soulder footing. At such a time as this, it is necessary that a
comprehensive investigation into the present working ofthe teacher education program is
undertaken so as to be helpful in the introduction of suitable changes in its organization
and structure. Hence, the present study ,,A Comparative Study of euality Assuldnce in
Teocher Education: A Case Study of B. Ed_ program Offered by public akd pliyate

Seclor Universities of Kdrachi',.

The study had the following major objectives:

1. To determine the most desirable set ofobjectives general and specific for teacher

education in general and secondary teacher education in particular,

2. To examine to what extent the existing inputs such as the courses of study, the
basic infrastnrcture, teache6, equipment etc., are adequate to realize the
formulated objectives,

3. To evaluate. the extent ofthe efficacy ofthe program in preparing competent and
efficient teachers in terms ofthe areas ofteacher efficiency.

Keeping the above objectives in mind, the investigator formulated the following
hypotheses:
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l The present teacher education prog*m does not have a set of welr defined
objectives.

2. The existing courses ofstudies are inadequate to aealize the formulated objectives
ofteacher education.

3. Admission requirements, quality of the teaching personnel, the basic
inliastructure and other auxiliaries that do play a significant part in the quality of
teacher education are far from being adequately satisfactory.

4 The program and practices ofthe present mder-graduate teacher education tail to
develop a teacher with desired qualities.

The data collected through the different instruments were analyzed and interpreted. The
following general objectives are considered as important for teacher education in the
order ofpreference. To help the prospective teachers:

l. become co[versant with the basic teachers of teaching and leaming and of the
learning process,

2. become conversant with the philosophica.l, sociological, historical and
comparative foundations of education,

3. develop a positive and favorable attitude towards the teaching profession,

4. acquailt the prospective teachers with the meaning of democracy and its
implications for education and to develop the desire to inculcate these ideals in
their pupils,

5. acquire the k[owledge ofmodem evaluation techniques,

6. know the techaiques of curriculum planning and development,

7. realize the importance and sigdficance ofguidance in schools and also to develop

skills to offer guidance to pupils,

8. know different types ofschool organization and administration.

The following general objectives in the order ofperformance are considered as important

for teacher education.
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To help the prospective teachersi

1, acquire the knowledge of their pupil and the developmental needs of the

secondary school children at the va ous stages of groutt,

2. acquire the knowledge of aims and objectives of secondaiy education in general

and the specific objectives ofteaching school subjects at the secondary level,

3. have an adequate acquaintance of the content of the different subjects of the

school syllabus they are expected to teach,

4. develop and use instructional mate als including audio-visual aids,

5. realize the need and importance of work-experience and to acquire proficiency in

pedagogical skills,

6. cont ve and use a variety of effective teaching learning procedures suited to

secondary school children,

7. be active participants in community activities like adult education, PTA, etc.

8. have the knowledge of various co-curricular activities suited to the secondaxy

school children and to make them capable of organizing, supervising and

participating in such aclivities.

The data revealed that only 35-40 percent of the head of institutions felt that the

curriculum is highly adequate for the attainment of the objectives. On the whole 70

percent of the heads felt that the programs are only just adequate to fulfill most of the

objectives. Orl the other side, sixty five percent ofthe faculty members (who are actively

involved in the implementation of the curriculum) on the whole have said that the

program is just adequate to attai[ the objectives.

It can be concluded that majority ofthe faculty members and head ofthe institutions have

felt that the cuniculum is adequate to fulfiII the set objectives of teacher educatioq the

curriculum is not adequate enough to achieve the stated objectives of the program and

hence needs considerable improvement. The hypothesis "the existing courses of studies

are inadequate to realize the determined and selected objectives of teacher educatiol"

therefore can be accepted.
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The other major findings are listed below:

1. The present teachei education institutions are not giving proper incentives and not
using aptitude tests to attract good and intelligent students.

2. Properly qualified trained teachers are not employs il1 the teacher education

institutions. Only 62.8 per cent ofthe teachers are tlained.

3. Adequate attention is not paid to maintain the prcper pupil_teacher ratio which is
a crucial factor in the teaching - leaming process (the pupil_teacher ratio is l:37
in goverrnent institutions and 1:28 in private institutions)

4. In respect of the basic infrastucture, 70 percent ofthe institutions have su icient
nurnber of classrooms 22 percent,4g percent and 30 percent of the institutions

rcspectively have necessary facilities for gardening, common room and sports.

5. Libraries ofmost ofthe teacher education institutes suffer from paucity oftained
pelsorutel, Iack of facilities for consultation and study in the library and lack of
multiple copies of prescdbed text-books.

6. Only 75 percent and 60 percent of tie institutions provide guidance for subject

knowledge improvement and for pe$onal ptoblems respectively.

7. Only 20 percent ofthe teacher education institutes conduct tutorials.

8. Adequate lumber ofperiods is not provided to the leaching ofvarious subjects (as

stipulated by the syllabus Ftamers) in the teacher education institutes.

9. Only 33.3 percent of the institutions adhere to the syllabus Framers in allotting

time for practices teaching

10. Or[y 58 percent ofthe institutions have demonstration schools oftheir o\m.

11. Ninety percent of the iNtitutions use other schools for practice of teaching and

there is wide variation regarding the nunber of schools used by different

institutions.

12. All the iNtitutions do give demonstration lessons but the number of lesson varies

ftom institution to institution and also their quality.

13. Ninety-five percent of the institutions give adequate instructions to their student

teachers in planring and observing the lessons.

14. Proper facilities al1d adequate number of periods are not available to all students

to give the required number and t,?es oflessons.
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15. Only in 80 percent of the institutions there is the pmctice of having postJesson
discussions.

16. Only 70 percent of the institutions have enough facilities in respect of craft
equipment, accomrnodation, raw mate als etc.

17. Teacher education institutes are making use of both intemal assessment and
extemal examination for evaluation, though one cafirot be too sure ofthe quality
and wofih ofthe tests and tools used therein.

18. On the basis of the above findings, is can concluded that the facilities provided in
the teacher education institutes in respect of teaching personnel, admlssion
procedure, institutional plant, time allotrnent to the teaching of different subjects

and practice teaching arc not adequate to carry out the curicular program

effectively and hence need improvement. Therefore, the hypothesis ..Admission

requirements, quality ofthe teaching personnel ...and other auxiliaries which play
a significant part in the quality of teacher training arc far from being adequately

satisfactory" is to be accepted.

The efficacy and effectiveness of the teache. education program was tested through a

teacher elfrciency inventory. The inventory has determined that the various teacher_

effectiveness att butes grouped under thc following areas.

l. Professional skill and interest,

2. Individualqualities,

3. Relationship with others including authorities, colleagues, pupils and patents.

4. Acquaintance with the principles ofpsychology.

5. Ability for classroom management and organization has to be developed in the

order of preference by an effective teacher education programs as a result of its
many curicular and co-cufficular activities. But the data obtained by

administating the inve[tory on the prospective teachers show certain va ations

which is clear ftom the data on table 59.
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Table 59
Meair Score of the Trainees on the Differe[t Areas of the Inventory

Areas M€an score

Order of the areas as
per the meaD score

obtained in the present
study

ProGssional Skill and interest. 50.72 4
Individual qualities. 56.8r 2
Relationship with others including
authorities, colleagues, pupils and
parcnts.

58.30 10

Acquaintance with the principles of
psychology. 48.62 5

Ability for class management and
organiation. 53.3s

The area "Professional Skill and Interest " which should get the highest score on the

inventory as it is the best measue ofteacher efficiency gets only the fourth place whereas

the areas 'relationship with others', 'individual qualities,, .ability for class

management....' and 'acquaintance with the principles of psychology' gets the fiIst,
second, third, and fifth places respectively. Therefore, the investigator has been

compelled to accept the hypothesis "the program and practices ofteacher training fail to

develop a teacher of desired quality" since the findings show that the tlainillg progrirm

has failed to develop proper professional skill and interest which is the best measure of
teacher efficiency.

Case studies of the five teacher education instifutes were also conducted which confirm

the broad tends of the teacher education progmm in the province of Sindh. The

following are the institutions which were studied in detail:

1. Govemment College of Education, Federal B. Area, Karachi.

2. Jamia Millia Govemmert Coliege ofEducation, Malir, Karachi

3. Department of Teacher Education, Federal Urdu University ofArts, Science and

Technology, Karachi

4. Hamdard Institute of Education and Social Sciences (HIESS), Hamdar<t

University Karachi, and
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5. Department of Education, Faculty of Education and Leaming Sciences, Iqra
University KaEchi

The data indicated that one institution out offive selected institutions is run by the federal
Govemment, while two are run by provincial govemment. The remaidng two privately
managed institutions are entirely run by private universities.

Only one institution does have teachers, society and all the sampled institutions do not
have student Unions or Councils. Alumni Association exists in two institutions out ofthe
total of five. In only one institution, counseling service is provided with a cormselor
having M.A. and M.Ed., degree while in another a follow up program is organized.

None ofthe sampled Teacher Education Institutes (TEIS) published any rype of matedal
like joumal, newsrefter and magazine. Reports of the activities of the institution are
published by two institutions.

Apart from Practice ofteaching, the various methods followed for keeping contact with
Practicing (Demonstration) Schools are such as: School teachers teach in school (in one
institution); Teachers are invited to attend the co-curricular activities in the school (in two
colleges) aod Through In-service Activities and Extension activities (in one each).

An orientation program for a period of fifleen to twenty days is organized in only one
institution. The remai[ing four institutioos do not organize any such program.

None of the institutions orga.nized study tours while only one institution organized

Exhibitions. In only one institution cormseling service is provided. Facilities for training
in additional skills are also provided in the institutions like physical training, Classroom

management and practical in using Audio-Visual Aids.
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In all the tlx.ee Universities the miiimum qualifications required for admissioh to one
year B.Ed., degree is a Bachelor,s degree. In certaio cases a minimum ofsecond class or
45 percent marks at the qualifying examinations is required for admission.

The criterion of serection has been changing and had varied in different institutions
differently. The criteria included various aspects like: Written tests; Academic Records;
Teaching Experience; previous Training; Inter,,,iew; Age limit; and the like. The factors
to be considered ill the criteria are: Merit according to academic record; feaching
Experience: Previous Training; and inren iew.

The medium of iiNtruction in all the institution is Urdu and English at the B.Ed. level.
The medium of examination is the same as the medium of instruction. The number of
teaching days in a'yeek is five in all the cases. The duration ofa period in the institutions
under the three Universities is 45 minutes and in two institutions are 60 minutes. lhe
average number of actual working days in one session varies from 120 to 220. In three
institutions it is 220 while in two it is 210.

Mainly in the selected universities for case study there were five papers at the B.Ed.
level. Out ofthese five, three were compulsory, one was Methods paper and the fifth was

paper for Specialization. A common scheme has been proposed wherc the number of
papers has gone up to six. In all the few Universities the time allotted to each theory
papers in nine periods per week with a slight difference in the case of Hamdard

Univercity.

The requirement was delivering ofat least thirty lessons in an approved school under the

Supervision of the staff ofthe institution.

Majority ofthe institutions provide four weeks preparation for practice ofteaching before

actual practice of teaching while remaining provides three weeks, preparation.

Preparation for practice of teaching is also provided in six or 30 percert institutions for
two weeks while in another six only one week preparation is provided.
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The program followed under the preparation for practice of teaching included: Lesson

plan correction in sixteen or 80 percent. AII the model or demonshation lessons are given

prior to the commencement of practice of teaching ln one institution therc is also

provision of model lesson during the second term. tn one institution the demonstration

lessons are delivered in attached Demonstration Schools while in four institutions the

demonshatior lesson are delivered in the Cooperating Schools.

In 30 percent institutions the class room teachers assist in supervision by way of sitting in

the class while in 20 percent they assist through discussions. In two institutions the

cooperatiflg teachers assist the prospective teachers in maintaining discipline while no

assistance is provided by the coopeBting teachers in 40 percent institutions ln remaining

l0 percent institutions orientation is not given to the cooperating teachers

In all the five institutions Lectues are followed as methods of insfuction at B Ed level'

Besides the Lecture method, Assignment, quizzes, and Discussion are also used as

methods of instruction.

Three or 15 percent institutions belongs to Government. Two of them are run by the

provincial Govemment while the third is run by an autonomous body under the Central

Govemment. All institutions collect fees from the students The mte of fees chaiged ftom

the prospective teachers va es from institution to institution Two privately run

institutions changed per semestel fee almost equal to the total fee ofthe complete course

in govenunent institution.

In the questionnaire all the institutions have reported that Government grades and pay

scales along with prescribed allowances are paid to the members of the staff The actual

expe ence of the investigator is at variance to this response ln almost all the teacher

teacher education institutes run by private Universities leaving those that are run by the

GovernmeDt, proper grades allowances are not paid to the members ofthe staff'
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In all the five institutions actual classtoom teaching has been taken into considemtion

while calculating the work load of the members of the staff. Overall, 60 percent

supervision and discussion of lessons before and afler teaching respectively are

considered for calculating the work load.

Four or 80 percent institutions are run in their own buildings while only one or 20 perceirt

institutions are run in rented buildings but the present buildings with all the institutions

are said to be adequate. Most ofthe institutions claim to have adequate buildings under

different categories such as: Ceneral Class Rooms; Subject Rooms; Tutorial Rooms etc.

The present buildings of the institutions are stated to be adequate but on the spot

inspection of the buildings ofsome ofthe institutions are nothing more than slums.

The nurnber of the books in the libraries of the institutions varies from 1269 to 41651

from institution to institution. In the case of.joumals the range is from zero to 105 in the

different institutions. The Bait al-Hikmah, Hamdard University was the largest libmry in

all five institutions. All the institutions have trained librarian in thei. respective librades.

The working of the library varies from four to six hours per day. The average issue of
books per day also varies from five to thirty books form institution to institution. Not in a

si[gle institution, facility ofBook Bank is prcvided to students.

5,2 RECOMMENDATIONSFORIMPROVEMENT

It is now universally recognized in educational circles that objectives of any prograrn of

education, ifthey are to serve as sign posts for meaningful activity, have to be spelt out as

follows:

A) General objectives -Most relevant to program planning

B) htermediate objectives relevant to cuniculum development.

C) Speci{ic objectives-relevant for instructional mat€rial dcvelopment.

Arriving at the broad general objective of the teacher education progam for prcparing

High School Teachers, an overview of the general objectives of education at large will
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have to be bome in mind. One cannot forget that objectives for teacher education are
derieved from the objectives for education in geneml.

For this process offormulating overalr objectives for teacher education one has to look in
a comprehensive way, at the rore of the teacher qua a teacher of secondary school and the
tasks that he would be expected to perform. Hence an analysis or description of the
different tasks orjobs that a teacher would lecessarily have to undertake in the seco[dary
schools in the performance of his duties is essential. Unfortunately, at least in this
coui1try, a well formulated task-analysis or task_description cove ng all the expectations
of the teacher's role is not available. This analysis, done in a rigorous and scientilic
manner, appearc to the investigator as the list essential step in the whole organization of
teacher education ptogmms.

Task analysis or task description ofthe secondary school teacher can be undertaken only
by experts in the field of secondary education and teacher education. Hence, University
Departrneflts of Education and research bodies must undertake the formulation of teacher
tasks, delineating as exhaustively as possible the accompanying competencies warranted
by the different tasks. It is also recessary to lay down priorities from among the different
tasks so that a teacher education program may lay adequate emphasis upon those that are

considered basic and essential.

The next step would be to determine the type of leaming experiences that would help to

achieve the general objectives. Here again merely outlining the content ofa crmiculum in
tems of areas like Pedagogic theory, working with the community, practical skills would
not be adequate. Therefore, the second step should be to fomulate what are generally

known as "Curriculum objectives,,. The advice of expedenced teacher educators and

curiculum expets would be necessary in formulating curriculum objectives. Here once

again, some kind of priority in the objectives would be necessary. The role of the

Univercity Departments of Education and academic and professional bodies conceming

secondary education must play an active role in this academic exercise.
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The last, but by no means the least step in the process of goal formulation is, the
development ofinstuctional objectives. These instructional objectives should be specific
so that the classroom instructor knows what exactly he has to plan and direct his
instruction for and what specific leaming outcomes he hopes to foster or develop in his
students (prospective teachers). For this pr.rrpose, it is desirable to p.epare Teacher
Manuals or Teacher Guides or Instructional packages. .fhese 

should be comprehensive in
nature, in the sense that the suggestions and guidelines given would cover teachers with
different backgrounds and abilities and also diflerent pedagogic situations. l.eacher
Manuals should contain instuctioral objectives, content, methods and techniques and
evaluation tools to assess the learning outcomes, which help to classify issues and make
teaching more mea ngful. It should be exhar_rstive and should provide for as many
experiences as could be possible for the realization of the objectives. T.he task of
preparing Teacher Manuals should again be the responsibility of experienced teachers.

However, teachers' organization, Universities and other research organizations have to
contdbute much to this through seminars, workshops, discussions of research findings
etc. Teacher Manuals should be refined ad modified fom time to time incorporating the
experiences gained by teacherc and researchers.

It should be clearly understood, however, that these Teacher Manuals are only guides and

not directives. The initiative and the individuality ofthe classroom teacher should not be

hampered. They must be suggestive and leave much room for the teacher,s creative.

pemonal abilities iIr using the curicular material.

Further each institution should prepare and plan instructional objectives and activities

relevant to the children and community of its padicular locality. The activities should be

as near to the community resources as possible so as to bring concreteness to educational

experiences. For this, a survey of the community has to be done so as to understand the

natue, needs and resources of the community and an assessment made by the institutes

as to which ofthem could be hamessed for instructional purposes.
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It is a sad and disheartening fact that students seeking admission to teacher education
institutions, especially to secondary teacher education institutions in pakistan, are
normally of inferior intellectual quality. It appears as though the teaching profession is
the last refuge. It is no wonder, therefore, that the coltent competency of these student
teachers is highly questionable. It is true that the present training program includes within
its curriculum provision for content enrichment. But this appearc to be an exercise in
futility. Therefore, the investigator strongry feels that the content base should be raised of
the prospective teachers.

For raising the content base of the prospective teacherc, there appear to be two
altematives: one is to make a pass in the university course as the minimum requirement
for admission to the training progam. This measure is welcome. But, adding two more
years may be impracticable. It may not attmct students and the administators may also

feel that the huge expenditure involved, would be hard to find. A better plan therefore, in
the opinion ofthe present investigator, is to make the teacher taining prcgram a two year

course after gaduation leading to tle award of B.Ed. This two year training program

would be an integrated one where in the sfudents study the same content courscs as

would a normal university student would study. In this regard, it is advisable to make

such organizational adjustments as to ensure that all the content subjects are taught by the

content specialists who teach in the university classes. For this, the teacher education

institutes should be aftached to the Higher Secondary Schools or Colleges. Alongside the
pedagogic orientation and training in the professional subjects, the prc_requisite teaching

skills are also provided. As |ar as possible the degree program course should be an

integrated one based on a sound philosophy ofteacher educatior. The scope and meaning

of the content in the different subjects in terms of their lelevance to the scope and

contend of the secondary school curiculum must be discussed iIr the methodology

classes. Otherwise the teachem going through advance courses in the content aieas as the

university couse level will not bring about significant cha[ges in the quality of content

taught in the secondary schools.
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The advantage of the two summerc in between could be availed off to provide the
necessary and rich experience in colnmunity work and practical training in socially useful
productive work. The lengthening ofthe course would also help to make provision for an
intensive period of intemship wherein teachers will work and teach in the actual
classroom situations as any other nomal teacher would teach and participate in the va ed

school activities. The awarding of the B.Ed. degree would also raise the status of ihe
teacher.

The insistence that the teacher under the two year program study content subjects in the
same manner as any other university student does, is to open the doors of the degree

classes to the prospective teachers if they so feel like continuing their general education

at the degree level.

May be the two year deglee course could be made more attlactive by assurilg that the

degree holderc would be given preference in emplolment and also by giving them one or
two advanced increments. However, the institutions are free to provide any curricular

experiences which they think are important and useful in preparing the prospective

teacher.

The proposed two year programs gives fifty percent weightage to content courses and

fiffy percent to professional courses. The program il its professional part gives nearly:

30% weightage to formdational couses

10olo weightage to socially useful productive work (working with community)

30% weightage to methodology-cum{eaching

30% weightage to health, physical education, environmental studies

For the successful implementation ofthe programs the following aspects have to be given

importance:

1. Teachers who teach professional subjects should be graduates in education and

B.Ed. degree in secondary education is desirable. Teachers who teach content
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5.

courses must be M,lster's degree holders in their subjects as in the case of
university classes.

Proper facilities should be provided for the trailees to cary on the practice_

teaching

Prograrn successfully and effi ciently.

Libraries have to be improved in respect ofbooks, persoDnel etc.

Stiperds have to be given to the students once they begin apprenticeship/practice

ofteaching.

Academic freedom should be given io the institutions. Variations and

experimentation within broad permissible limits should be allowed.

The sAucture of teacher education will have to be flexible, va.riable and differential in
future. It will have to cater for the various sectors ofthe teacher's role at different stages

in his career. lt will have to build in ways of ensuring full and rigorous techniques of
educational innovation, research and development. It will have to ensure that it does not
threaten the unity of the profession and it must offer a model that is appropriate for a

democratic schools' system in a democratic society. By drawing on the development of
educational technology and modular organization of courses, it can meet these needs as

Iong as the structure recognizes that training is a continuous process involving initial
courses aild carefully related consequcnt in-service provision with appropriate

experiences in school for prospective teachers as paid practitioners to back it up.

Under the above observations an attempt has been made to ptesent recohmendations

covering all aspects of the teacher education program. The education and traidng of
teachers may be divided into tlree consecutive stages: the first - personal education; the

second - pre-service training and induction; and the third il-service education and

tmining.

. A cental Training council may be established in order to integrate the teacher

education institutes. This council may look towards the matters regarding the

supply and training of teachers. This council will also exarnine the available

rcsources with each area so that it may recommend about the various step which

2.

3.

4.
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can be taken to e[able that area to play its due pa( in the teacher training

program. This council will also find out about the needed extension of existing

colleges and building new colleges and will recommend for the same after

considering the local resources and the flational and provincial needs.

The rapid expansion of the secondary teacher education institutes in the

universities should be restricted in order to curb the Iarge number of trained

teachers who swell the ranks of the unemployed teacher, coming out of these

institutions every year. Departments of Education should be set up in all the

universities so that it could set precedence in all the fields of teacher education

and the dilution ofacademic and other standards may be checked.

Establishrnent of teacher education institutes in the rural arcas should be given

prcference so that the teacher trained in these institutions may be interested to

work in the schools in the rural areas. The existing teacher education institutes in

these areas should also be encouraged by providing more facilities like grants

buildings, equipment, libraries etc.

Permission to start new teacher education institutions should be given only on the

considerations ofneed felt by the society and not only on political considerations.

This will avoid accumulation ofteacher education institutes in one area and lack

ofthis facility in another area.

For the wholesome personality development, teacher education institutions for

both the genders should be encouraged.

Teacher education institution should also start the foul year integrated course ir
teacher education in all the streams i.e. Science, Commerce, and Humanities in

order to prepare teachers of Science, Commerce and Humanities with a positive

attitude in them towards teaching. The specializations may be offered in

Educational Leadership, Guidance and Counseling, Educational Assessment &

Test construction.

Suruner School-cun-corespondence courses should also be started in the teacher

education il1stitutes having adequate facilities in order to cleax the backlog of
untmined teachers-
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. Teacher education institutes that are ruruling only graduate (B.Ed.) classes should
be encouraged to stad post-graduate (M.Ed.) classes also. But care should be
taken as regards to the faculties provided by the institution. Only those institutions
that have adequate facilities in respect of the stafl library and other be granted
permission to run the post-graduate classes.

. For the propet development of Teacher Education, it is necessary that
Comprehensive Colleges of Education with a minimum shength of 300 students
should be organized instead of isoiated institutions for training teachers of
secondary schools. While the large size training institution should be the rule,
there may be some exceptiom to the teacher education institutes in remote areas
and teacher education institutes exclusively for some areas.

. Minimum qualification for admission should be prescribed. No_body should be
admitted to B.Ed. course unless he/she has obtained 50 percent of marks in the
aggregate at the qualifying examination.

o Admission should be centralized in the University of avoid malpractices. Tests

and interyiew should be abolished. Instead a merit list of all the students who

apply for admission should be prepared and the students should be admitted on

the basis ofthis merit list.

. The extemal examinations have been a powerful force in educational system for
ensuring minimum standards. They have enabled the Universities to gow
potentially while still maintaining some minimum requirements. The internal

,tssessment plays a great part in the colleges ofeducation. lt is necessary that the

Faculties of the Universities should explore means for formulating a valid and

ttniform system of evaluation.

. The tmditional paftern for evaluation has been concemed with the student,s

mastery of a pafiicular body of content, while the mastery of content is only a part

of what goes into the making of a good teacher. Evaluation in ptofessional

education serves two purposes: some kind of final evaluation is called fot at the

conclusion of training to indicate the degree of promise the student shows as a

prospective teacher. Grades should be given up and placement office evaluations

may be adopted and other kind ofevaluation in the professional program calls for
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indications to the student ofhis curent status so that he may see where he is and
where he needs to go next. This is only diagnostic and not concemed with passing
or failing. It concems with the assessment of growth and the determination ol
direction.

o The subject matter preparation ofthe teachers cannot be ignored and the educator
must continually use his influence to improve the quality of subjecFmatter
teaching wherever and whenever possible.

. Some content demands cannot be made of all the students in training for the
profession. A broad general education desigled for the development ofintelligent,
effective citizens and a program of specialization aimed at preparing the teacher
for the particular professional task he will later be expected to fill. are needed.

The professional training of teachers must begin with the student,s beliefs about
people. Adequate beliefs about people may be developed through four avenues:

the study of behavior; pe^onal experience of faculty beliefs and values; the ways
they are treated by the college staff; and through personal involvement with
children and adults. Every teacher-education curriculurn includes such courses

from Educational Psychology or similar courses designed to acquaint the
prospective teachers with the best that is know about human behavior.

. Teacher-education program, like teacher themselves, need to serve local needs

and purposes. Professional education, however, is not a discipline in its own right
but represents the application of a number of other disciplines where tle conte[t
is also drawn from many sources.

. The professional college could be similarly divided into deparhnents or courses,

each responsible for its own bit of the overall function. Various members of the

staff could also be assigned to clear-cut tasks. Changes in our conception of the

leaming process now demand a shift in emphasis form content to the leamer, and

the taditional organization of the teacher-preparation program is no longcr
adequate.

. The professional program must provide opportunities for students to move at

varying Iates of speed. More responsibility for leaming must be placed on the

student himself. This can be achieved by demanding from the students an active
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part in their own education. The students should be involved intimately in the
planning and directing their educational expedence and program. The institution
should provide the administrative, instructional, and physical facilities tbr
encouraging individuar and smal group communication and experimentation in
every way possible.

r The prospective teachers should be exposed to ideas tlrough vadous programs
such as: college-wide lecture series; limited group presentations; special
workshops; exhibits: trips etc.

. The kind and duration of practice of teaching experience for any prospective
teachers would depend upon his needs arld the particular skills he had already
acquired. This would be determined by the prospective teacherc and his
supervisor on the basis of all the information available about the prospective
teachers'cuffent needs and status. Thus, some ptospective teachers might spend
muoh longer than others in an observational level of participation before entering
an actual classroom situation. This progam should include: a program of
observation: involvement in young people,s grcups; involveme[t in professional
affairs; and involvement in educational rcsearch

. No institution be granted alliliation to the University unless it is run by the
Govemment (federal or provincial) or by the University or by an autonomous

body set up under the Govemment or by an Educational Trust with sound
financial backing having a permanent source of income to cover any deficit of a
growing institution. In the case of existing institutions, the Universities should
ensurc that the managements have adequate finance to run the colleges in
accordance with the conditions prescribed by the Universities for appointment of
staff, their conditions of service, equipment, laboratory facilities, buildings,

hostels etc.

. The institutions run by private managements, exploit the students by charging

non-authorized fees and other donations which are unfair. The universities should
prescribe uniform schedule of fees and the admission should be centralized in the

Udversities to avoid donations etc.
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In order to improve the quality of education tle quality of teachels should be

upgraded by improving the conditions of the teachq education institutes ir
respect of faculties adequately prepared for the work they are called upon _to do,

adequate library resources and superior labo.atory faciiities.

The govemrnent and the universities should ensue that there is no exploitation in
the case of the members of the staff. The university should ensure that the

members ofthe staff are appointed in the prescribed grades by the university and

that each member is paid allowances as admissible under the rules. Members of
the staff should be appointed as per qualifications prescribed by the University

and in no case a nonqualified teacher educator should be allov/ed to teach,

teaching by non-specialists should also be avoided.

. The teacher education institutes should accept their responsibility for assisting in

the in-service stage of teacher training. Among the activities which the training

college should provide or collaborate are: (1) Refresher couses, (2) practical

training in workshop, (5) Seminars and professional Conferences: (4) Short

ifltensive couses in special subjects. The staff should serve as consultants to

schools conducting acme program of improvement.

5,3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTIIER RESEARCH

The present investigation has opened up new and desirable areas for further study. Some

ofthem, which deserve immediate attention ofresearchers, are suggested below:

l. A detailed task analysis ofthe High School Teacher to find out the needed

competencies so that the teacher education program could be planned to develop

lhose competencies on a prioriry basis.

2. A study to find out the many socio-psychological aspects concemed with working

with the community, the q?es ofactivities that could be chosen for effective

implementation ofthe socially useful productive work in the differert socio-

economic situation.

3. A study to find out the various methods of teaching suitable for the effective

functioning ofsingle teacher schools/multi-grade teaching keeping in view

teacher workforce in Pakistan in general and in Sindh particular. A study will find
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out the man power needs in terms ofdevelopmental aspects at the proviDcial
level.

4. A study to make a sureey ofthe facilities available for practice_teaching, teaching
att, music, work-experience and develop noms for organization and evaluation in
these areas.

5. Development of,Teacher Aptitude Test, which can be used both for selection of
candidates and also for evaluating the efficacy of the program.

6. A study focusing on the weaving ofNational professional Standards for Teachers

in Pakistan into Teacher Education System possibly be conducted which will pave
way for National Accreditation regime.

7. A study can also be designed with the focal area ofquality assurance mechanism

for sustainability of Associate Degree in Education (ADE) aod B.Ed. (Honors)

rvhich are recently introduced pre-service Teacher Education Degrees in pakistan.
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ANNEXURES



s.# Name of the Institute Location S€ctor

1. Agha Khan University IED Karachi P

2. Al-Falah Teacher Training Institute llyderabad P

3. Al-Mustafa Teacher Training Institute Jamshoro P

4. Ammara Education College Ghotki P

5. Amrat College of Education Sukkur P

6. Bhitai Elementary College of Education Ghotki P

7. Bureau of Curriculum and Extension Wing

(BoC &EW)

Jamshoro G

8. Dawn Elementary College of Education Karachi P

9. District Education Technology Resource

Centre (DETRC)

Badin G

10. Elementary College of Education (CGDK)

Lya

Karachi G

11. Elementary College of Education (CDGK),

Korangi

Karachi G

12. Elemenlary College of Education (CDGK)

Incholi

Karachi G

13. Faculty ofEducation, University of Sindh Hyderabad G

14. Ghazali Teacher Training Institute, Malir. Karachi P

15. Go!,t. Elementary College of Education Sukkur G

16. Go}.t. District Education Technology

Resource Centre (DETRC)

Mirpurkhas G

t7. Go\.,l. National AgIo Technical Teacher

Training Centre, Latifabad.

Hyderabad G

18. Govt. ofCollege ofEducation F.B. Area Karachi G

Anrrocture A_I
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19. Govt. College of Education Sukkur Sukkur G

20. Gol,t. District Educational Technology

Resouces Cente (DETRC)

Thatta c

21. Go!t. District Educational Technology

Resource Centre (DETRC)

Sanghar G

22. Go!,t. District Educational Technology

Resource Centre (DETRC)

Dadu G

23. Govt. Dist ct Educational Technology

Resource Centre Latifabad

Hyderabad G

24. Go!'t. District Educational Technology

Resource Centre (DETRC), Qasiainabd

Karachi G

25. Govt. District Educational Technology

Resource Cente (DETRC)

Sukl<ur G

26. Govt. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Sangher G

27. Go}{. Elementary College ofEducation (M) Badin G

28. Go\'L Elemertary College ofEducation (M) Hyderabad G

29. Go!4. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Dadu G

30. Govt. Elementary College of Education (W) Hyderabad G

31. Govt. Elementary College ofEducatioq Shah

Faisal Colony

Karachi G

32. Covt. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Sukkur G

33. Go},L Elementary College ofEducation Lyari Karachi G

34. Govt. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Dadu (i

35. Govt. Elementary College of Education,

Qasimabad

Karachi G

36. Go'v,t. Elementary College ofEducation (W)

Hussainabad

Karachi G

37. Govt. Elementary College ofEducation (M) Khairpur G

38. Gor,t. Elementary College ofEducation (M) Thatta G

39. Govt. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Khairpur G
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40. Cor,t. Elemenrary College ofEducation Makli Thatta G
41. Go\,,1. In-Service Teachers Training Ce,ntre

Latifabad

Hyderabad G

42. covt. Jamia Millia Coltegi-i-ducation
Malir

Karachi G

43. Gofi. Normal Drawing Teacher Triiniig
Centre

Hyderabad G

44. Covt. Normal Drawing Teacher Training

College

Khairpur G

45. Go!,l. Regional Education Extension Centre

Shah Faisal Colony

Karachi G

46. Go\.t. Regional Education Extension Centre K}lairpur G

47. Go\,1. Elementary College ofEducation (M) Khankdkot G

48. I Covt. Elemenrary College ofEducarion tM) Larkana G

49. Golt. Elementary College ofEducation (lt4) Mirpurkhas G

50. Go\,t. Elementary College of Education

(M)Mithiani

NaushahroFeroz G

51. Golt. Elementary College ofEducation (M) Mithi G

52. Co\t. Elementary College of Education Sangher G

53. Go\,1. Elementary College ofEducation (W) [,arkana G

54. Gol,t. Elementary College ofEducation (W) Mirpurkhas G

55. Co!,t. Elementary College ofEducation (W)

Moro

Naushahro

Fetoze

G

56. Ideal Elementary College of Education,

Gulshan Town

Karachi P

57. Institute ofEducation Shah Abdul Latif
University

Khairpur G

58. Iqm University, Gulshan Campus Karachi P

59. Mashal College ofTeacher Training and

Education, Guddu, Kashmore

Kandhlot P
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60. Mehran Teacher Mode- Triining Co["g" Moro P

61. National College of Education Mehrabpur Naushahro

Feroze

P

62. OTES College of Educatio[ Sukkur P

63. Provincial Institute of Teacher Education

(PITE)

Shaheed Banazir

Abad

G

64. Sindh Elementary Teacher Training Institute Jacobabad P

65. Sindh Private Elementary Teacher Training

College Pano Akil
Sukkur P

66. St. Patdck's College ofElementary Education Karachi P

67. Subhan -Allah Teacher Training Institute llyderabad

68. Yasir Elementary College of Education Dadu P

69. Govt. Elementary College of Education

Kashmore

Kandhkot G

Sotrrec: Provincial lnstitute of Teacher Educatiot(2}}9) Tbacher Education/Training
Institute in Sindh: A comprehefisiye Directory ofPublic ahd priyate Institules operation
in the proyihce ayailable at:unesco.org.pk/education/teacher education/files/dir*indh.pdf

Note: The highlighted i stitutions in the abore tdble offet B.Ed. ptogtdm acconliagly.
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s. #. Nam€ of Instittrte

Status

Alliliation
Public Sector
University/
College of
Education

Private
Sector
University/
College of
Education

I
Department of Education,
University ofKarachi Public

2.
Jamia Millia Co!t. College of
Education Public University of

Karachi
Govt. College of Education,
Federal B Area Public University of

Karachi

4.

Depa(ment ofTeacher

Education, Fed€ral Udu

Univ€rsib, ofAfts, Science and

Technology, Karachi

PLrblic
(Autonomous)

5.

Hamdard lnstitute of Education

and Social Sciences (HIESS),

Hamdard University Karachi

Private/
DAI

6.

Departm€nt of Education,

Faculty of Education and

Learning Sciences, [qra

Universiry Karachi

Private/
DAI

'1. Indus UniversitJ,, Karachi Pdvate/
DAI

8. Preston University, Karachi Private/
DAI

9.
Newports lnstitute of
Communication and F,conomics
(NICE), Karachi

10.

Department of Education,
Jinnah University for Women,
Kamchi

11.

Hashmat Memorial College of
Education, Karachi Private

University of
Karachi
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t2. Rehan College of Education.
Karachi Private University of

Karachi

13.
National University of Modem
Languages (NUML), Regional
Campus, Karachi

Public

L4. Madar-e-Millat College of
Education,Steel Town, Karachi Pdvate University of

Karachi
15. Notre Dam€ Institute of

Edt'cation(NDIE) Privale University of
Karachi

16. GoU. Elementary College for
Women, Hussaiabad Public University of

Karachi

17. Faculty ofEducation,
Universify of Sind, Hyderabad Public

18. University of Sindh (Badin
Campus) Public

19. Departsnent of Education, Shah
LatifUniversity Public

20. Golt. Education College
Sukkur Public

Shah Abdul
Latif University
Khair Pur

21_ Ammara Education Colleg€
Ghotki Private

Shah Abdul
LatifUniversity
Khair Pur

22. Old Teachers Society OTES,
Sukkur Private

Shah Abdul
LatifUniversity
Khair Pur

23. Sindh Education College,
Sukkur Private

Shah Ahdul
LatifUniversity
Khair Pur

24. Sindh Education College, Jacob
Abad Private

Shah Abdul
LatifUniversity
Khair Pur

25_
National college of education,
Mehrab Pur Private

Shah Abdul
LatifUnivelsity
Khair Pur

26.
Inlaq Gmduate School for
Teacher Education (lcITE),
Karschi

Private
University of
Karachi

27. Fatimiya Institite of
Educational Sciences, Karachi

University of
Karachi

DAI : Degr€e Awarding Institute
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Annexure - B

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I have undertaken a research paoject for my ph. D. dissenation eotitled *A Comparative
Study of Quality Assurance In Teacher Education: A Crse Study of B, Ed.
Programme Offered By Public And Private Sector Universities of fr'.acni". as u
part_of my work, I am enclosing herewith a questionnaire which pertains to a survey of
teacher education institutions.

I reqlest you to go through and give your considered and valuable response. I hope you
will be generous enough to spare some of your precious time which I assure you will not
be in vain. I also assure that your responses will be heated for research purposes only.

Thanking you,

Yous sincerely,

IMTIAZ AIIMAI)
Ph.D. Research Fellow
DepartmeDt of f, duc!tion
Uliversity ofKarachi
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SURVEY OF THE TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Part ,A,

General Information
(Please furnish the following informatioo)

Name ofthe Institution:

Address:

3.

4.

2.

1.

8.

Type of Institution:

T)?e ofManagement:

Female's E Coeducational n
Govemment E

Male's !
Private n

5. Number ofstudents enrolled during the last five years:

Years 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Total
Male

Female
Total

6. What are the criteria you stipulate for selecting the following types of students?

7. Teaching Staff: (Members ofthe staffincluding the Principal)

Total
Number:

Full Time:
Part Time:

Classifi catiol according to qualifications

Institutional Infrastructue:
I) Does the institution have the following facilities?

Suffi cient number of classrooms
Laboratory to house audio-visual equipment
Garden
Common Room
Sports Ground
Library

.)
b)
c)
d)
e)

0

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Qualifting
Examitration

Marks
Ag" Experience

Backward
Class

Aptitude
Tests

Fresher
Experienced
Teachers
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II) Does the iirstitution have adequate equipment?
a) Fumiture
b) Audio-visualmaterial
c) Equipment for practical

9. Library:
i) Does the institution have a library?
ii) Number ofbooks in the library
iiD Are you adopting the open shelfsystem?
i") How many books are issued to a student on an

average per year?

10. Hostel:
Does the institution have a hostel?
If'Yes':
a) Percentage of students residing in the hostel I

b) Number ofrooms in the hostel:
c) Number of students residing in each room:
d) Are the students provided rvith adequate fumiture etc? y;s No

11. Student personnel services:
Are the following special services available in the institution to
pupil-teachers?

s, #. Special Seryices Yes No
If'Yes'how often during the

vexr
a) Medical aid

b)
Individual guidance for
subject knowledge
improvement

c)
Guidance in personal
problems

d) Any system of tutorials

12 (a) Please fumish the distribution of work for each subject per week during the first
semester:

s. #. Subjects Number of periods
I 3 4 5 6 7

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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12(b) Please fumish the distribution of work for each subject per week during the
second semesterl

s. #. Subj€cts Number of periods
I 3 4 5 6 7

Co-culricular activities:
Please mark those activities in the following list which are conducted in your
institute according to your opinion?

13.

s. #. Activities Ilighly
Satisfactory Satisfactory Not

Satisfactorv
I Garnes (Maior and Minor)
2. Arhletics
3. N.C.C./ Scouts/ Home Guards
4. Debates and Lecfures

5.
Celebration of Important
Occasions

6. College Annual
7. Dramas
8. Science Fairs and Exhibitions

9.
Seminars and Workshops for
the Professional groMh of
Teachers

10. Excursions
11 Any others (Please specify)
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Part'B'
practice Teaching

1. Does your institution have a demonstration school? yes No
If'Yes' for what all puposes do you use the school?
(Tick those which are applicable to you)

i. For demonstatirg good teaching procedures to student-teacherii. For actual practice teaching
iii. For observation
iv. For carrying out research or experimental programs
v. Any other (please specify)

2. Do you use other schools for practice teaching besides the yes No
demonstration school?
If'Yes', how many ptacticing schools do you have?

3. What difficulties does the institution experience in making
axTangements for pmctice teaching?
(Please tick those which are faced by you)
a) Adequate number ofschools for practice teaching are not available
b) Teacher educator and pupil-teacher ratio is more than I :15
c) Sufficient number oftrained craft teachers to supervise activity lessons are

not available
d) Crafts taught in Teacher Education Institutes are not taught in practicing

Schools
e) The teachers ofthe Practicing Schools are not cooperative
l) The attitude ofpupils towards student teachers is not good
g) Any other (please speciry)

4. How many demonstation lessons are given in each semester by:

s. #. Semester - I Semester - II
a) The staff of the Training institution
b) The staffof the Practicins Schools
c) Student-Teachers

5. Are the students give[ adequate instructions in the following?
a) to pla[ the lessons yes No
b) to observe the lessons yes No

6. Do you have supervised practice teaching system? yes No
If'Yes', for how many weeks?
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7. How many Iessons does a [ainee give under each
lessons and how many of them are observed?

S.
#.

Types oflessoos

Number of
Iessons given
for both the

years

Number of lessons supeni""O fy
the staff of the

Training
Institute

Practicing
School

FuIly Partly Fully Partly
I

Activity centered

2.
Fomal lessons
(all subiects)

3. Multiclass lessons

4.
Single teacher
school lessons

8. Do the coopeEting teachers and staff of the Training Institute discuss their
observations with the Traioees? yes No

of the following types of

If'Yes', how many observed lessons are discussed?
a) All the lessons
b) Only a few lessons

Yes No
Yes No

9. Does the pupil-teacher take charge of the whole class for a day? lf'yes, for how
many days during the total practice teaching period?
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part,C,
Evaluation

l. Are the following examinations conducted in the college every semester?a) Terminal Examination yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

b) Mid-TermExamination
c) Daily Quiz Examination
d) Monthly Tests

2. What are the methods used for intemal assessment?
(Please tick whichever is applicable to you)

a) Theory:
i) Quiz
ii) Essay Tests
iiD Short Answer Tests
iv) Any other (please specin

b) Practical:
i) Lesson Planning
ii) Observation Notes
iiD Practice Lessons
iv) Criticism Lesson
v) Audio-Visual Aids
vi) Child Study
viD Any other (please specify)

Is staffconference held to make periodic assessments and also
for frnal assessment? yes No

Please give the percentage ofresults for the last five yea$:

Years Percentase ofResults
2008
2009
2010
20t I
20t2

4.
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Arrrrexufe - C

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I have undertaken a research project for my ph. D. dissertation entitled r.A Comparatiye
Study of Quality Assurance In Teacher Education: A Csse Study of S. pa.
Programme Offered By Public And Private Sector Universities of Karachi". As a
part of my work, I am enclosing herewith a questioturaire which seeks to find out the
adequacy ofthe existing progEm for B. Ed. in relation to desimble objectives.

I request you to go through and give your considered and valuable response. I hope you
will be generous enough to spare some of your precious time which I assure you will not
be in vain. I also assure that your responses will be treated for research purposes only.

Thaoking you,

Yous sincerely,

IMTIAZ AHMAD
Ph.D. Research Fellow
Depsrtment of Education
University ofKarachi
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QUESTIONNAIRE

"Adequacy of the B. Ed. Program in Relation to Desirable Objectives"

Below are given the general and specific objectives pertaining to the secondary teacher
haining regarded appropiiate by experienced teachers and experts. Against each of the
specific objectives various programs ofsecondary teacher training as are stipulated in the

syllabus and as are being practiced at present are given. The investigator has, in his own
judgment, and in consultation with a few colleagues of him, indicated the units alld topics
in the courses of studies (syllabus) prescribed for the seco[dary teacher training couses,
which are likely to fulfill the respective objectives. [n the questionnaire, you, as a
seasoned teacher who has had rich experience of working with the existing syllabus, are

requested to indicate to what extent these programs in actual pmctice fulfill the objectives

by marking as per below given norms. If you have alternate proglams to suggest, please

do so under each objective.

A. Highly Adequately
whether it fulfils or not
D. Inadequately

Norms for Evaluation

B. Adequotely

E. Totally Inadequately

C. Cannot say

General Objective:
I-a) To become coavetsanl rrith the Philosophical, Sociological, Hisloticdl and
Comparolive Foundarions oJ Educatioh

s.
#.

specific Obiective Programs
Evaluation

A B c D E

1.

To make pupil-teachers

become aware of the various

schools of philosophy and

their implications for
education and to enable them
to be acquainted with the
thoughts and ideas of great

educationalthinkers.

Contribution of great

educators to education:

What other units do you

sug8est for the best realization
ofthe objective?

2.

To give the pupil-teachers an

insight into the Problems and

practices of education in

Pakistan and the ability to
understand and appreciate
their philosophical bases

Current Problems:
a) Secondary education in

relation to the Education
Policy

b) Problems ofsecondary
schools: targe classes,
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c)

wastage and stagnatlon,
irregularity of attendance,
adjusting school timing to
suit children to be help their

SinBle teacher schools and
multiclass teaching - use of
activities, use of
assignments, combination of
subjects
Basic Education: Concept of
basic education, education
through socially useful and
productive work, education
through self-sufficiency,
education through the
mothertonBUe, free and
compulsory education,
education through activities
related to life situations
involving crafts, nature and
society as sources of
content, instructional
materiallearning
environment
Relationship of the school

Problems of basic education
in ruraland urban schools
Problems of language in the
secondary schools
Problems of compulsory
edu.ation
Nationalization of textbooks.
Whatother units do you
suggest forthe best
realization of the obiective?

d)

e)

8)

h)

i)

3.

To develop in them a

philosophic mindedness in
tackling educational problems
and issues

a) Meaning and scope of
education

b) Aims of education-liberal
vocational. SociaI and
character development aims,
harmonious development of
the personality.

What other units do you
suggest for the best realization
of the obiectives?
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4.

To enable them to familiarize
themselves with concepts like
socialization, social chante
etc. and the role ofthe school
with reference to them and to
enable them to understand
and appreciate the
contributions of different
agencies of education and to
know the specialtask of
school.

Agencies of education: The
home, the society, the school,
the state

What other units do you

suggest for the best realization
ofthe objective?

I-b) To become conversant wilh the basic lheoies of tuaching and lea rhg and of
lhe leamirrg proce$i

s.
*. specific objedive Protrams

Evaluation
B c D E

7.

To enable them to PrePare
traded units of lesson around
socialand natural
environment, craft, creative
activities and observation &
to make them able to evolve

& adopt methods and
techniques suited to different
environmental Situations

a) Preparing to teach:
UnderstandinB children,
their abilities, previous
knowledge, emotions,
feelings etc.

b) Methodsof teaching: Unit
method, proiect and work
method and correlated
teaching techniques

c) Stages: Plan and motivation,
preparation, execution,
verification, fixation

d) objectives of instruction
e) Planning and preparation

lessons.

Whatother units do you

suggest for the best realization
ofthe obiective?

2.

To make them understand the
principles and techniques of
correlated teachint and their
application in class teaching

a) Methods ofteaching: work
method and correlated
techniques

b) Devices ofteaching, how to
use them, what precautions

to take and what objectives
they achieve in the context
of the school curriculum:
(i) Narration,exposition
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and illustration,
verbaland concrete

{ii) Children's self-
expression in speech
and writing

(iii) Questions and
answers

(iv) Demonstration of
experiments, charts
and models

(v) constructionofchans
and models by pupils

(vi) Dramatization,trips
and excursions,
observation and
recording of
observation and
surveYs

What other units do you

sutgest for the best
realization of the objective?

3.

To make them able to evolve
and adopt methods and

techniques suited to different
environmental situations and
help realistically and
effectively in the integrated
groMh of children in these
Situations

a) General Principles of
Procedurer Conflicting claims
of individual and class

instruction, procedure in

handling large class, role of
the teacher in inStruction

b) Methodicalprocedure:
maxims their uses and

limitations
c) Methods of teaching:

Reading and explanation.
[ecture cum-demonstration
method

d) Evaluation of lessons and

how it helps in successful
teaching

e) Individualizing instruction;
the gifted and the backward

Whatother units do you

su8gest for the best realization
ofthe objective?

4.

To make them capable of
applying various learning
theories based on pupil's age,

ability, interest, aptitude and
subiect matter and using

a) Preparing to teach:
Understanding children,
their abilities, previous

knowledge, emotions,
feelings etc.
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modern instructional
methods according to the
subject matter, available
teaching aids and pupil's
needs

bi The nature of learning-
continuous reconstruction of
experience - Laws Reasoning
and problem solving, fatigue
in learning
Devices ofteaching:
Textbooks, construction of
charts and models by pupils,
demonstration of
experiments, charts and
models
Methods of teaching: Project
and heuristic method, unit
method, work method and
correlated teaching
techniques
Preparing and collection of
teaching aids
Evaluation of lessons and
how it helps in successful
teaching

c)

d)

e)

What other units do you
suggest for the best realization
ofthe obiective?

In) To kfiow the lechftiques ofcuniculuti planrring and development

s.
#.

specific ob;ective ProSrams
Evaluation
I c D E

1.

To make them able to
organize and conduct
curriculum experiences that
will result in satisfactory
progress of learner towaads
the objectiver of school;ng
and to enable them to spell
out educational objectives in

terms ofdesired pupil

behavior

Curriculum: Principles of
curriculum construction and
their bearing on aims of
content and organization.

What other units do
you su8gest for the best
realization of the objective?
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I-d) To acquirc the knotledge of moden evaluatiott lechniques

I-e) fo k row, differcnt rypes of school otganiuliou a d administration

s.
f. Specific Obiective Programs

Evaluation
A B c D E

1.

To enable them to knowthe
importance and value of
internal assessment, external
examination and the
signifi cance of continuous and

session-wise examination

a) Place ofexamination in
ed ucation - defects in the
present examination
system, the need for
evaluation

b) Meaningof evaluation,
evaluating for objectives of
instruction, evaluation
practice

What other units do you

suggest for the best realization
ofthe objective?

2.

To develop in them the skill of
constructing and

administering objectives
based tests and unit tests for
both diagnostic and remedial
purDoses

What units do you suggest for
the best realization of the
objective?

s.

f. Specitic Ob.ie.tive Programs
Evaluation

A B c D E

l.

To make them capable of
maintaining different types of
school records, cumulative
records etc., and to tive them
good trounding in

maintenance of proper

accounts and departmental
rules and regulations

Organization of internal
functions of the school,
plannintthe year's work,
budeeting, classification of
pupils, problems involved in

classification

Whatother units do you

suggest for the best realization

of the obiective?

2.

To makethem able to
understand the modern
trends in administration and

orgahization

a) Supervision: The meaning of
the term, principles &
program ofsuperyision,
organization of internal
suPervision in a school,
instru€tional suPervision,
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suPervision ofsecondary
schools, the duties of the

b) concept of Educational
Administration: centralized
administration, decentralize
administration, educational
administration in my sore
state, private and statutory

3.

To Bive them the knowledge
ofand to develop a right
attitude to work with their
colleagues in proper
classroom organization,
organizint students, self-
government, maintaining
laboratory, library records
and registers, conducting
examination etc.

(i) The prjncipal and his/ her
administrative
responsibilities:

(ii) Externalandinternal
aBencies controllinE and
administration of a school

(iii) The duties ofthe principals
(iv) Distributionofwork

amonE staff
{v) Relation with the staff

{vi) Qualities of leadership of
the headmaster,
supervision of his

classmate5

(vii) Understanding the 5chool,
human relations,
equipment, community
interest, environment,
school procedures, time-
table, annual programs of
work and assignment

(viii) Establishing rapport with
children various ways

IIa) To acquirc the k owledge of lheb pupib an.l the detelopmental heeds of lhe
secondary school chiklren at the various stages ofgroi'lh

s.
f. Specific Objective Protrams

Evaluation
A B c D E

1.

To help them to know the
pupil's aptitude, interest and

attitude, social and economic
status, physical, mental and

social developmental needs
and its associated problems

a) Understanding children, their
abilit;es, previous knowledge,
emotions, feelings etc.
lndividualizing instruction:
The gifted and the backward
children

b)
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c) Easic con€epts of growth and
development:
(i) Maturation
(ii) Differentiation
lii0 integrat,on
The development of the child
(i) Physica I developm ent:

Nutrition, personal
hygiene and immunity

(ii) Languagedevelopment
(iii) Development of

reasoning,
rememberinB and
concept formation

(iv) Development of social
behavior

(v) Development of
intelligence

(vi) Development of
emotionalbehavior

(vii) Case studies ofchildren
ofdifferent a8e troups

d)

2.

To make them aware of
various student problems
such as school attendance,
student indiscipline,
delinquency etc.

Problems of secondary schools -
large classes, wastage and
stagnation, irregularity of
attendance etc.

5.

$.
Specific Objedive Programs

Evaluation
B c D E

-

b)

To have an adequate
acquaintance of the different
subjects of the school syllabus
they are expected to teach

Academic Competency:
Mother tongue, English or
Urdu, Mathematics, Science,
Social Studies, Health and
PhysicalEducation
ln each ofthe above subjects,
the following scheme is Iaid

down:
Remedialwork,
deepeninB of and
broadeninB in content,
Methodology.
What other units do

you suggest forthe best
realization of the ob.iective?
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s.
Specific Oblectlve Programi Evaluation

B c D E

IF

c)

To develop and use

instructional materials
including audio-visual aids

i. Teachine Aids:
Blackboard, maps, globes,
charts and tables

ii. Teaching Aids:
lmportance and
limitations-films. film
strips, radio, internet,
YouTube etc.

What other units do
you suSSest for the best
realization of the obiective?

-
d)

To contrive and use a variety
of effective teaching learning
procedures suited to
secondary school children

Methods ofTeachinB:
Project and heuristic
method, work method
and correlated teachinB
te€hniques
Types of lessons: Drill
lessons, review lessons,
remedial lessons, activity
centered lessons, formal
lessons, multiclass
lessons, single teacher
schoolteaching
General principles of
procedure: Conflicting
claims of individual and
class instruction -
procedure in handling
large classes, role ofthe
teacher in instruction
Understanding children,
their abilities, previous

knowledge, emotjons,
feelings et€. EstablishinB
rapport with children-

lt_

iv.

What other units do you suggest

for the best realization ofthe
objective?
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IIa) To rcalize the need ald importance ofwork-experience and to acqube
profrciency ia some crafis

II-t To hate the knowle.lge ofvarious cufiicular actiities suited lo lhe secon.lary

school childre and ,o make them capdble of orgarrizing, supenising and
participating il such actit'ities irt schools

s.

#.
Specific Obiective Programs

Evaluation
B c D E

1.

To make them able to
correlate the knowledge
gained in the theory and
practice with the academic
subject tautht in the school

and to realize the importance
of the productive nature of
the experience in learning

Theory and Pradice:
i. Familiarity with the

various techniques and
processes involved in the
learning
Acquaintance with the
tools and raw materials
used
Pedagogical:
a) Place ofcrafts in

secondary school
curriculum

b) Effective methods of
teaching craft in
secondary schools

c) Evaluation of pupil's

maintenance of

ii.

5.
il.

Specific Obiective Programs
Evaluation

A B c D E

7.

To have the knowledge of
various co-curricular activities
suited to the secondary
schoolchildren and to make
them capable or organizing,
supervising and particiPating
in such activities in schools

ii.

Organization of co-
curricular activities, clubs,
study circles, home room,
library and debating
societies, wall maBazine,
excursions, non-
denominationalprayer
meetings
Methods of organization

tournaments,
competjtions and other
types, sports meets,
excursions, camping and
so€ialservice camps

Methods of Physical
Eduaation:

t.
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a) MethodsofteachinE,
physicalactivities,
formaland informal
activities, story Plays,
folk songs, and games

b) Layout of play courts
for games and sports

iv. OrBanization of Physical
Education

v. Acquaiotance with
physicaleducation
syllabus and actual
participation in the same

vi. Organization and conduct
of Sports meets ofthe
institute and ofthe
neighboring schools,
intramuralgames,
campinS for ten days,
participation in National
Physical Eff i€iencY Tests
for one star

What other units do You
suggest for the best realization
of the obiective

2.

To makethem realize the
significant role of co-

curricular activities in the all-
round develoPment of the
child and to make them
realize that communicative
skills must be the main
purpose of literary activities

The meaning of Art:
The different means of
expression, composition: A
generalterm aPplied to all
arts, desitn-types of design

What other units do
yor] suggest for the best
realization of the ob.iective

3.

To makethem realize that co-

curricular activities should
develop interest and creative
talent in pupils through hobby
and science clubs

i. Child art, creative urge,
sPontaneous self
expression, stages of
development in child art,
methods ofteaching art
to children

ii Place of art in basic
schoolcurriculum

iii. Evaluation in art
What other units do

you suggest forthe best
realization of the objective
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II-g) To be actire pa icipanls in communiry activities like ddull educotion, PTA elc,

s. specific obiective Protrams
Evaluatlon

A B c D E

1.

To help them to understand
the relationship between the
school and the community so
that they may become a

source ofguidance and
leadership in the area oftheir

i. Schoolcommunity
relationship, eliciting
community €ooperation
in school improvement
program

ii. OrganizinBrecreational
programs for the
community

iii. Organization and
participation in festivals,
nationaldays etc.
What other units do

you suggest for the best
realization of the obiective?

2.

To give them necessary
background of rural
reconstruction work and to
create in them an
understanding of and
appreciation for rural
problems and their possible
solutions

SocialService Camps:
t. Manualworkforthe

betterment of villages in
cooperation with the
localpeople
Socio-economic survey to
know the needs of
villages and appreciate
the relationship between
those needs and contents
ofthe school syllabus
Ruralhygiene and
sanitation programs with
the active participation of
the community
What other units do

lt,

you suggest for the best
realization of the objective?

3.

To make the community
leaders aware ofthe working
of the school, financial
position ofthe school, the
social and culturalvalues of
education etc.

Community cooperation in
school improvement
programS:
Students' welfare fund,
teachers' benefit fund,
scholarships and concession5

What other units do you
suggest forthe best realization
ofthe objective?

4.

To makethem appreciate and
be able to take active part in
adult sociai education
proSramS

Adult education and the
teaching of adult classes
What other units do you
suggest for the best realization
ofthe obiective?
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s.
#.

Obiectives Your Sugg€stions (if any)

1.

To acquaint themselves with the
meaning of democracy and its
implications for education and to
develop the desire to inculcate
those ideals in their pupils

2.

To realize the Importance and
siSnificance of guidance in schools
and also to develop skills to offer
cuidance to pupils

3.

To acquire the knowledge of aims
and objectives of secondary
education in general and the
specific objectives of teaching
school subjeds at the secondary
level

What programs do you suggest to fullill the followitrg objectives for which there do
not seem to be specific proyision in the syllabus (or ifyour feel lhst any of the
preseot programs do serve the purpose, please indicate so)
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Annexure - D

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I have undertaken a research project for my Ph. D. dissertation entitled "A Comparstive
Study of Quslity Assurance In Teacher Education: A Clse Study of B. Ed.
Programme Offered By Public And Private Sector Universities of Karachi". As a
part ofmy work, I am enclosing herewith a questionnairc for formulation of general and

specific objectives for B. Ed. Program.

I request you to go thxough and give your considercd and valuable rcsponse. I hope you
will be generous enough to spare some ofyour precious time which I assure you will not

be in vain. I also assue that your responses will be treated for research purposes only.

Thanking you,

Yous sillcerely,

IMTIAZAHMAD
Ph.D. Research Fellow
Departmetrt of Education
University of Karachi
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Formulation ofGeneral and Specific Obiectives for B, Ed Program

Preliminary Data

1. Name (Optional):

2. Designation:

Part - A

NOTE: Below are given two lists of objectives regarded appropriate for teacher

haining program by the investigator' Please rank them (1, 2, 3, etc )
according to Your Preference.

I. The general objectives ofteacher traiEng are to enable pupil teachers toi

{.....} 1. Become conversant witl the philosophical, sociological, historical and

comparative fotuldations of education.

1.....\ 2. Acquaint themselves with the meaning ofdemocracy and its implications

for iducation and to develop the desire to inculcate those ideals in their

PuPils.

{.....} 3. Become conversant with the basic theories ofteaching and learning and of
the leaming Process

{.....} 4. Know the techniques ofcurriculum planning and development'

{.....} 5. Acquire the knowledge ofmodem evaluation techniques'

{.....} 6. Know different t}?es ofschool organization and administration

1,....1 '1. Realize the importance and significance ofguidance in schools and also to

develop skills to offer guidance lo pupils

{.....} S. Develop a positive and favorable aftitude towards the teaching profession

{.....} 9. lfany other, please speciry

3. Qualifrcation: 4. Years ofExperience:
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ll. The objectives of under graduate teacher training are to enable pupil teachers to:

{.....} l. Acquire the knowledge ofaims and objectives ofsecondary education in
general and the specific objectives of teaching school subjects at the
secofldary level.

1...-.| 2. Acquire the knowledge oftheir pupils and the developmental needs ofthe
secondary school children at the various stages of groMh.

{.....} 3. Have an adequate acquailtance ofthe contents ofthe different subjecls of
the school syllabus they are expected to teach.

{.....} 4. Contrive and use a variety ofeffective teaching leaming procedure suited
to secondary school children.

{.....} 5. Develop and use instructional materials including audio-visual aids.

{.....} 6. Realize the need and importance ofwork experience.

{.....1 7. Have the knowledge ofvarious co-curricular activities suited to the
secondary school children and to make them capable of organizing,
supervising and participating in such activities in schools.

{.....} 8. Be active participants in community activities like adult education, PTA etc

{.....} 9. Ifany other, please speci}

Part - B

NOTE: Below are given a list of specific objectives. Along with each item a 3
point scale is also given. Rate them according to your preference.

Norms ofRating: A. Highly Desirable B. Desirable C. Not Desirable
(Please Tick Mark (r') in appropdate column)

l(l). Philosophical, Historical, Sociological and Compamtive foundations of
Education

s. #. Specilic ObjectiYes
Rating

A B C

I

To make pupil teachers become aware of the various

schools ofphilosophy and their implications for
education
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11,

'lo give them an insight into the problems and practices
ofnational education and the ability to undeNtand and
appreciate their philosophical bases

lu.
To enable them to be acquainted with the thoughts and
ideas of great educational thinkers
To develop in them a philosophic mindedness in
tacklins educational Droblems and issues

To enable them to become aware ofthe meaning of
culture and its role in educatioo
To enable them to familiarize themselves with concepts
like socialization, social change etc. and the role ofthe
school with reference to them
To enable them to understand al1d appreciate the
contributions ofdifferent agencies ofeducation and to
know the special task ofthe school

vltI.
To enable them to become acquainted with problems

faced by other countries and how they have tried to

solve their educational problems ftom time to time

ix.
If any other, please speciry

I (2). Democratic ideals and values

s. #. Specilic Objectives
Raling

B C

i.

To help them become capable ofinculcating in pupils
such democratic values as freedom, equality,
brotherhood, justice, tolemnce, group wotk and group

decision-making etc.

11.

To help them realize the significance of and become

able to inculcate social values such as cooperation,

Dl.rllctualiw. honesty, loyalty etc.

111,

To make them capable ofdeveloping in their pupils
national and emotional integration tkough:

a) Citizenship camps
b) Cultural programs
c) Youth festivals
d) National day celebrations etc.

iv.

To make them follow the democratic ideals in the

classroom such as:

a) Tolerance towards minor mistakes ofstudents
b) Respecting students' opinions and ideas

c) Providing plenty ofopportunities ofpupil
participation

d) Considerat€ and tactful in dealin8 with day to day

classroom nroblems etc.
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To help them acquire the qualities ofleadership of
assuming the responsibilities oforganizing the life of
the school and communitv on democratic lines
To make them to be cooperative, friendly irl their
dealinss with their colleagues

v .
If any other, please specify

I (3). Teaching and Learning

I (4). Curriculum Planning

s. #. Specilic Objectives
Rating

B C

L
To make them able to prepare graded units oflesson
around social and natual environment, craft, creative
activities and obseruation

11.

To make them understand the principles and techniques
ofcorrelated teaching and their application in class

teaching

111.

To make them able to evolve and adopt methods and
techniques suited to different environmental situations
and help realistically and effectively in the integrated

sroEth ofchildren in these situations

iv.
To make them capable of applying va ous leaming
theories based on pupils' age, ability, interest, aptitude
and subiect matter
To make them capable of using modem instructional
methods according to the:

a) Subject matter
b) Available teaching aids
c) Pupils' needs etc.

If any other, please specify

s. #. Specilic Objectives
Ratins

B C

i
io make them able to organize alrd conduct curricuhun

experiences that will result in satisfactory progress of
leaner towards the obiective ofschooling

lt,
To enable them to spell out educational objectives in
tems of desircd pupil behavior
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1ll,
To help them arrive at worthwhile educational
objectives in terms of ffiteria fot validating them
Ifany other, please specifiT

I (5) Modenr Evaluetion Techniques

I (6). School Organization and Administration

s. #. Specific Objectiyes Rating
B C

l.

To enable them to know the importance and value of
a) lntemal assessment
b) Extemal examination
c) The significance ofcontinuous and sessional

examination etc.

l1

To develop in them the skill of constructing and
administering objective based tests and unit tests for
both diaenostic and remedial DurDoses

II1.
To make them realize the need and importance of
informal evaluation of personality traits

Ifany other, please specify

s. #. Specific Objectives
Rating

B C

1
To make them capable ofmaintaining different types of
school records. cumulative records. office records etc.

ll.
To give them good gounding in the maintenance of
proDer accounts and deparhnental rules and regulatioN

ll1.

To give them the knowledge ofan to develop a right
attitude to work with their colleagues in:

a) Prop€r classroom organization
bt Organizing srudenrs seltgoremmenL
c) Maintaining laboratory, library, records and registers

d) Conductins examination etc.

If any other, please speciry
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u (l). Aims and Objectives

To help them realize the need for an activity oriented
school program for tre rcalization ofeducationel

If any other. please specify

II (2). Pupils' Knowledge

Specific Objectives

To enable them to realize the fundarnental nature of
€ducational obiectives at the
To develop in them an ability to formulate specific
objectives (knowledge, skills and attitudes etc.), that
should be the basic outcomes ofsecondary education
To enable them to speciry objectives in concrete pupil
behavior in terms of each ofthe topics in different

To enable them to realize the significarce ofeducation
for the development oftastes, interests and attitudes in

Specilic Objectives

To help them to know the pupils:
a) Aptitude, interest and attitude

b) Level of achievement
c) Socialand economic status

d) Peer group relations
e) Physical, mental, emotional and social

needs and its associated problems etc.

T. -^k" th"- 
"*af" 

ofvarious student problems such

as school attendance, student indiscipline, delinquency

to 

-make 

them able to appreciate and evaluate child

litelature in various subjects

Ifany other, please specify
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II (3). Secondary School Curriculum

II (4). Skills

II (5). Co-Curricul.r Activities

s. #. Specilic Objectives Rating
B c

l.
To make them.ealize the meaning ofcontinuity and
articulation of curriculum at all stages

lt.
To develop in them the ability and willingness to center
leaming experiences around basic understandings,
generalizations principles and laws

1ll.
To help them become proficient in comparing and
contrasting facts and ideas from various subiects
To enable them to appreciate that successlirl teaching is
more concemed with application ofknowledge than a
mere possession of facts
To enable them to understand that content must be
closelv linked with the problems faced by children
Ifany other, please speci&

s. #. Specilic Objectives
Ratine

B C

I
To make them able to correlate the knowledge gained io
theory and practice with the academic subject taught in
the school

ll.
To make them realize the importance ofthe productive
natue ofthe exDerience in leamine

111,

Ifany other, please specifo

s. #. Specific Objectives
Ratirs

B c

i
To make them realize the signilicant role ofco-
curicular activities in the all-rou[d development of the
child

[.
To help them understand that the purpose of co-
curricular activities is to help all children to participate

in and profit by co-curricular activities

r11.
To make them realize that communicative skills must be

the main oumose ofliterarv activities
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To make them realize that sports al1d games are
essential activities which not only develop the physical
health ofpupils but also take carc ofthe moral and
social development
To make them rcalize the co-cunicular activities should
develop interests and creative talents in pupils through
hobbv and service clubs
To make them understand the significance of field trips
and excursions and visits to places ofproduction and
industry as an integral part ofthe educative process

Ifany other, please speciry

II (6). Community Activity

s. #. Specilic Objectives
Rating

A B C

t.

To help them to understand the relationship between the

school and community so that they may become a

souce of guidance ard leadership ir the area of their
work

ll.

To give them necessary background ofruml
reconstmction work and to create in them an

understanding ofand appreciation for rural problems

and their Dossible solutions

1ll.
To make them able to initiate in organizing PTA'S,
citizens' councils etc.

To make them able to work wilh the community leaders
and make them aware of the:

a) Working ofth€ school
b) Financial position ofthe school

c) The social and cultural values ofeducation
d) Need and significance ofusing community resources

for instructional pumoses etc.

To make them appreciate and be able to take active part

ir adult and social education programs

If any other, please specify
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s. #. Specific Objectives
Rating

B C

1
Ti ake th"- realir" that service is superior to all other

oersonal qains

ll.
To tmuke th"^ have fuith in and to be aware of the

usefulness of having a professional orgaoization

Ill.
Inuke th"- u*are of and to be sincere adherent to the

code ofethics stipulated by the profession

T" .^k" th"- p-ti"ipate in va ous activities ofthe
Daofessional organization
To muke them aware ofthe problems faced by the

Drolession
To Inuk" the- hure a research bent of!q!!!4

If any other, please specifY

II (7). Knowledge oI .nd Right Attitude towards Profession
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Annexure - E

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I have undertaken a research project for my Ph. D. dissertation entitled "A Comparative
Study of Quility Assurance In Teach€r Education: A Case Study of B. Ed.
Programme Offered By Public And Private Sector Universities of Karachi" As a

part ofmy work, I am enclosing herewith a teacher efficiency inventory.

I request you to go through and give your considered and valuable response as per

instuctions given. I hope you will be generous enough to spaxe some of your plecious

time which I assure you wil] not be in vain. I also assure that your responses will be

treated for research puposes only.

Thanking you,

Yours sincerely,

IMTIAZ AIIMAD
Ph,D. Research Fellow
Department of Educatiol
University ofKarachi
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TEACHER EFFICIENCY INVENTORY

Instructions for answering 'A' type statements:

l) Read each statement

2) Then decide how far you agree with the opinion given irl the statement:
Stongly A$ee = SA Agree = A Undecided = U
Disagrce: D Strorgly Disagree: SD

In the answer sheet against the number of that particular statement as shown in the model

Type 'A'

s. #. Statement SA U D SD

t. Professional success necessa ly depends upon
physical health

2. Home assigme[ts are Ilot helpful to puDils

3.
The whims and impulsive desires of children
are usually wothy of attention

4.
It is not natual for children to ask many
questions

5.
Teachers should never mix freely with their
pupils

6.
Different approaches in teaching a topic create
confusion in children

'1. Gestures are useful and effective in teaching

8.
It is the concem ofthe higher authorities and
not of the teacher to frame tie curriculum

9.
Tlrese davs most children lack common
courtesy towards teachers

10.
Extra-curdcular activities are a hindrance to
the educational Drosess of the child

11.
Pupils. in general. are a constanl cause of
idtation to the teachers

12.
Assigning additional school work is often an
effective means of punislment

13.
The standardized uniform program for all
develoo children eouallv

t4.
It is possible for a teacher to be patient with
pupils dudng extra-cunicular activities even
after a dav's strenuous work

15.
Criticism of children by their equals are more
effective than those by their teachers
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t6. A teacher should be able to understand
children as individuals

17.
lncreased freedom in the classroom creates
chaos

18.
Children leam more readily when they are
punished for their faults

19.
Use ofirrelevant phrases like 'You see, etc.
are necessary for drawing the attentiol ofthe
class

20. Children are unable to think for themselves

21. Children are always lying when they are
talking very highly ofthemselves

22.
LooLing to the presenr needs. parcnts are
iustified in expecting much from the teachers

23.
Even without the interference ofothers, pupils
can find out ways to solve problems

24.
Children who cannot meet the school standards
should be dropped

25.
Economic conditions of the teacher's homc
need not have arly effect upon his work at
school

26.
Teachers who try to mix with their pupils are
not much liked by them

27.
To be impressive, a teacher should use difficult
and high sounding words

28. A pupil has right to disagree openly with
teachers

29.
A close contact ofhome conditions ofpupils
on the part of the teacher ensures happier
teacher-pupil relationshiDs

30.
Subjects which may appeax uninteresting and
difficult to DuDils verv often do them sood

31.
Ifa child walts to speak or to leave his seat
during the class period, s,&re should always get
the formal pemission from the teacher

32. Children are able to reason out iust like adults

33.
A teacher who is sympathetic cannot get much
work do[e by his pupils

34.
Insistence on memorizing is an unnecessary
part of teachins

35.
A teacher should be able to get along with
almost any child

36.
Fast delivery ofspeech is an impressive trait in
a teacher
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37.
It is a good method of assessment irl the
examination to compare chil&en from the
poirf ofview oftheir class work

38.
A teacher, who is an expert in his/her work
does not require daily preparation

39. Children are not unruly by natue

40.
A teachea should not be expected to do more
work than he is paid for

4t. Appreciation ofpupils' good work makes him
less indust ous

42.
The assistance ofthe head master is often
necessary to keeD ordd in the classroom

43.
There can be no cooperation without
obedience

44.
Blackboard work by the teacher takes away
much time which can be better used ill
teaching

45. Very few teachers feel as failure in their iob
46. It is not possible for a teacher to be impaxtial

47.
Modem parents do not teach their children to
behave

48.
A teacher should adjust his/ her teaching to the
standard ofthe backward children ofthe class

49.
A teacher who has a sense ofhumor can never
be serious when needed

50.
Teaching aids distract children's attention in
the classroom

51.
Intelligence is a more desirable quality in a
teacher than patience

52.
Dictation of notes and memorizatiol ellsurc
effective leaming

53.
A teacher degmdes himselfifhe apologizes to
ouoils thoush he is at fault

54.
It is not right to give equal importance to
curicular and co-curicular activities

55.
Humorous comments by the teacher prevent
pupils to retain imDortant facts

56.
A highly intelligent teacher can never come
down sufliciently to the level ofchildren

57.
A teacher who is patient cannot maintain
discipline

58.
Continuous insfuction while teaching in the
classroom effect continuous leaming

59.
A teacher who has faced failures is a better
teacher than one who has not
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60.
Failure in an examination meanJa low order of
i[telligence

6l. Teachen must use authority on childrer, to stop
them doing undesirable things

62.
It is spoon leeding ifexplanations are given
while teaching a lesson

63.
Nowadays teachers are burdened with too
many addjtional duties

64.
It is a good policy for a school to promote all
the pupils to the next higher class at the end of
the year

65.
The pupil should know what is expected of
him,/her by the teacher

Type tB,

IDstructioDs to'B' Type Items:

Here are some common classroom situations- Againsr each situation are given five
probable reactions of a teacher. Select the mosi probable reaction of yours in each of such
situations. These reactions are numbered as 1,2, 3, 4 and 5. Afler selecting your Fobable
rcactioD encircle the number against the serial numbet of that situation in the answer
sheel. lfyou do not find your reaction among the altemr{ives given, you may write your
own rcaction on the answer sheet against the serial numb:t of the situation.

s. #. Situatiotr 1 2 3 4 5

66.

Suppose you have committed a mistake in the
classroom while teaching and later your
colleagues criticize you for it.
I shall:

a) Oppose them
b) Conect myselfin the class under some

c) Admit my mistake before my colleagues
d) Ignore such criticisms
e) Admit the mistake before my colleagues

and correct in the class

67.

ln many classroom situations you are called
upon to be ajudge.
My standard ofjustice will:

a) Vary from situation to situation
b) Be uniform always
c) Be based on the progress ofthe child
d) Be proved to be unbiased
e) Be ofa hiah ord€r
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68.

ppose a snrdent shows originality or
superior knowledge in arls\ ering a questlon

asked by you.
I shall:

a) AppreciaG
t l Set him lhe lvork ofa hisher erade
.i Di""ou.ug"
d) Encourage and make a special

r€commendation
e) Ask him to help the backward children of

lhe class

69.

Suppose a sttl-ent ls unable to prepare his

assignment owing to lomily circumstances'
I shall:

a) Pay him a Palienl hearing
b) Be sympathelic wifi him
ct Cive him some more iime to do rl
d) Force him lo do it 5fter school lime
e) Tn to approach his Parenls

10.

TheG -av be so.e students who are

handicapped owing to language defect,
physical defect or backwardness
I would:_ 

^t t hinl it to be a nuisarce in rhe class and

segregate
b, Advise him Io lake uP some olher course

suhable to him
c) Tolerate him
di Ask him to teave the school
^, o- -.,-^"'t "r;" t^ t im in th€ clars

71.

In conducting co-curricular acllvllles your
relation !tith students is bound to be very

close. The students may misuse this

relationship. How would You deal?

I would:
a'l Make them feel that friendship does not
' 

mean avoidance ofresponsibility
b) Punish them
ci Take a lenient view of it
dt Stoo such activities
e) Reduse lo particiPale in much. 

-qclir 
ilies

A;;ent seeliaa\ rce lrom you with regard to

his problem child.
I shall:

a) Use every effort to solve his problem

mvself
bl T;llhim lhal lam unconcemed wilh il

"i nirect him ro the expen, ifcase be so

dl Jusl p.ive him a sympalhelic hearing

.i i"tl -rtre patenr rhar iuch a child should be

admi$ed into a special schqol .

A group ofpupils show inlerest ln lear ng

certain hobbies
I would:

72.

13.

242
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78.

A itudent often disturbs you in the class work.
I shall:

a) Punish him
b) Segtegate him
c) Find the cause for it and remove the same

d) Send him out ofthe class

e) Trv to search for the undejytqCiglpgll

79.

Prptls ltke t. 
"-a"g" 

a pareflts' day progmm'

I would:
a) Appreciate their idea

b) Help them in ananging a suitable program

c) Ask the pupils to anange the program with
the helD of other teac hers

d) Telllh;m lhal such tunctions are ofnol
much help to us

e) Ask one or two elderly pupils to arrange

lhe Program

80.

.--ln 
tne co.mon arrai.s of classroom

management, I would like often to:

a) Consult mY colleagues
b) Act upon mY own

c) Seek instructions from higher authority

dl Discuss lhe problem betore all lhe pupils in

the class
e) Acl according lo lhe silualion

81.

T"*Cr. *h" t.y6G fr-iliar with pupils:

a.) Create confidence in them

b) Cannot maintain discipline in the

c) Do so to win cheap popularity from pupils

d) Lose r€spect from their Pupils
e) Become easy targets of ridicule

82.

Loyalty on your patt as a teacher to your

pupils:
a) Is not cared for
b) ls taken undue advantage of
c) [s considered a weakness

d) Is reciprocated
e) Is not desirable

83.

tt sh6uta-te impressea upon children that the

result of upright conduct in life:
a) ls success in life
b) ls failure in life
ci ls not beins cared for by his friends

di Is esteem ofassociates

e) Isself-satisfaclion
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84.

Humor in the classroom:
a) Distracts the attention ofthe pupils
b) Creates a conducive atmospherc for

leaming in the class
Such incidents to nothing
Breaks the monotony ofthe class

Wine friends for the teacher

c)
d)
e)

85.

Staff meetings:
a) Promote cooperation
b) Hinder the routine work
c) Improve the efliciency ofwork
d) Bring discipline among teachers

€) Are situations for gossiping

86.

White teaching a paflicular subject which
involves abstract thinking
I would:

a) Use teaching aids wherever possible to

help pupils
b) Explain them with illustrations
c) Try to dictate notes on the topic
d) Ask them to refer to the textbook,

dictionary etc.
e) Ask pupils nol lo pay much atention in

\ iew oflhe difliculties

8',7.

Y", *" trp"*t.i"f 
"t"ts 

taking the final
exami4ation and find a boy coPying.

I would:
a) Immediately report the case to the higher

authoritv for action
b) Try to work out a melhod for modifying

the examination system

cl lcnore him and later warn him

dl iam trim llrsr and ifcatrght again dismiss

him
e) See that he is detained in the same class

88.

Vou .e.uitg * u t"acher in a coeducaiion

school:
a) I shall be sociable with both the sex to an

eoual ertent
b1 I shall keep myselfaway from lhe leacher

ofthe opposite sex

c) I shall help him or her uhenerer help is

asked for
d) I prefer to mix with the opposite sex as

much as possible

e) I shall mix with the opposite sexto discuss

lheir educalionat Problems 

-
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89.

You please your head of the institution:
a) By being an yes_man

b) By helping him in his personal work
c) By doins my school work efficiently
d) Carrying lales againsl m) colleagues

e) By keeping myselfaway from school
polilics

90.

A palet t gir"a * udrerse rcport against you to

the headmaster for IIo fault of your.
I shall:

a) Advise the parent not to be wrongly guided

by his children
b) Place the facts before the parent and

headmast€r
c) Prove that I am not in the wrong
d) Bring up the case before the parenlteacher

association
e) lake DroDer aclion on the child

91.

If you have -y grieuunces against the school

autho ties.
I shall:

a) Sadsry myself by discussing this with my
colleacues

hr File aiase wilh Lhe other higher aulhorilies
ci Seek help from the Parents
d) Bring up the case before the Teachers'

Association

"1 
1'66pre6i5e wirh the schoolauthorilies

92.

t;do;Ca"e sufftcient teaching aids in the

school for teaching a lesson unit.
a) I shall manage without the aids

bl I shall inform lhe headmasler about lhem

and request him to proridc me wilh lhe

c, I shall bonow lhem from olher schools

d) I shal, manaee wilh improted aids as far as

oossible
e) Teaching can be made elfeclite \a ilhoul

lhe aids also

s3.

xtracurricular activities.
a) Develop healthy competitive sPirit in

PuPils
b) Develop differcnt skills
c) Take away much ofpupils' useful time

d) Provide healthy recreation

e) Provide opportunities to practice

fundamentals of democracy and citircnship
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94.

F*GG*I i. t*t"d out for a PuPil for
mischief

a) To instill fear in the mind ofthe misch;ef

b) To create in him a sense ofright and wrong

c) l o prevenl other pupils from copling him

d) To male lhe srudenl realize his mislale
e) To lake rerenge on the mischielmaker

95.

F.rma.tort l"uming depends mainly on:

a) The irterest ofPupils
b) An impressive t€acher

c) Teaching aids
d) School environment
e) Teaching methods

96.

EE curriculum should be:
a) General and include as many subjects as

possible
b) Rigid and uniform
c) Based on the child PsYchology
d) Deep in a few subjects

e) Fluid and flexable-

97.

?ou;a"ked t"-lg-ize a liee school lunch

svstem:
a) I donate to such a system to the best ofmy

abilitv
b) I shail discourage the proposition as it is a

waste of time and money

c) I do not agree because it is an additional

responsibilitY
dl I execute to the best ofmy ability
e) I agree to assist lhe leachers who organize

ir-

98.

The school magazine:
al Enables the pupils to de!elop lheir

language abil;tY

b) Enables the pupils to develop their creative

abilitv
c1 lmprores rhe reading habir ot'hildrerr
d) Enhances the prestige olthe school

-i ci,,.. it 
^ 

.,,.ilc ,n idea about ioumalism

Eidfi ilaa-un-t'tiui ir, tchoot :

a) Makes rhe pupits religious minded

b) Has a culruralvalue
c) Cives a good opportuniry for pupil leacher

relationshio
d) ls an oppo;unity for pupils lo show lheir

talents
e) Helps lhe pupil to leam to organize and

conducl such 5ocial aclivities

99.
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frhi., "fiildInl 
icipatJin a broad"attit'g

pto9,tTt., 
n.,,ia ortheir self conscious feeling

t'i rtel ios. tt'eit dramatic talents

li iil'v *'-1"""a*"a 10 rhe mlsreries or

al fffi tti""t" ton" *:*111":'.,
Ii ii"" ""iir,"' *t'"althY Pride bY

^.di"inrrins in such Programs


